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Complaint

71 F.

IN THE MATTER OF

COMPANY

GENERAL ELECTRIC

CONSENT ORDER , ETC. , IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF THE
FEDERAL TRADE CmlMISSION ACT

Docket C- 1251. Complaint , June 30

Dr?-DeciS',."on, June 30 , 1967

Consent order requiring a major manufacturer of cJectrical equipment with
headquarters in Schenectady, N.

, to CC,-lse conditioning its promotional

payments to builders and contractors upon restrictive purchase agreements.
COMPLAINT
PU1 suant

to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission

Act and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act , the
Federal Trade Commission , having reason to be1iey€ that the

corporation listed above in the caption hereof Hnd more particularly described and referred to hereinafter as ,' espondent , has
violated the provisions of Section 5 of the said Act (V.
, Title

, Section 45), and it appearing to the Comndssion that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest
hereby issues its complaint , stating its charges in that respect as
follows:

General Electric Company is a
existing and doing business under and by
virtue of the laws of the State of New York , with its principal
offce and place of business located at 1 River Road , Schenectady,
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent

corporation organized ,

New York.

PAR. 2. Responoent is now and for a number of years has been
distribution and sale or numerous
household 01' consumer products and appJiances , such as , but not
limited to , ranges , refrigerators , freezers, dishwashers , disposalls
washers , dryers , water heaters , ail' conditioners fmd other equipengaged in the manufacture ,

ment of various description.

Respondent is also presently engaged in the manufacture ,

tribution and sale of electric furnaces and resistance

dis-

heating

cables for homes heated by electricity.
Respondent' s consumer goods and products are generally sold
through its General Electric Supply Company Division , with offices and branches nationwide , and through independent distributors.

Respondent is the largest producer of such househ01d

or eon-
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sumer products and appliances in the united States and its volume

of business in the sale and distribution of such products and appliances is substantial.

PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of its business , respondent
General Electric Company has been for some time past , and is
now , engaged in C01nmel'Ce , as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act , in that it has shipped and sold its
products , or caused them to be transported from its place of

manufacture and business for sale to customers with places of
business located in the several States of the United States.
PAR. 4. Except to the extent that competition has been

frustrated , hindered , lessened and eliminated as hereinafter set
forth , respondent is , and has been for a substantial time in the
past in competition with firms , partnerships and corporations engaged in the aforesaid business of manufacturing, distributing
and selling residential electric heating equipment and major household appliances to residential accounts in comn1erce between and

among various of the States of the United States.
PAR. 5. Respondent initiated a program in

1956 known as the

Live Better Electrical1y program. Said program consisted of an
advertising campaign aimed at the promotion and sale of electric
home heating, lighting and appliances. In connection therewith

respondent applied to the United States Patent Offce for registration of certification marks , obtaining Mark "'umber 674342 on
February I7 , 1959 , and Mark "umber 692579 on February 2 1960.

Each of said Marks was used to certify that the home to which
the Mark was applied , or the plans and specifications therefor
conformed to minimum standards set by the respondent as to home
electrification; that is , lighting, wiring, and number of major
electrical appliances. Respondent thereafter used said :VI arks

an incident to its Medallion Home Program , under which many
of the leading electric utilities in the united States wcre appointed

as agents of respondent to administer its said program and to
grant the right to affx said :VIark to homes which qualified by
meeting said minimum standal' ds.
On April 29 , 1960 respondent made an assignn1ent of a11 rights
title and interest in said Marks to the
ational Electrical Manu-

facturer s Association , hereinaftcr sometimes referred to as
NE:VIA , under which it was agreed that respondent bas the right
to demand , and NE:\fA agreed to reHssign to respondent all property rights herein conveyed ,

should X.ETvIA

thereHfter cease to ad-

minister said program in the manner as outlined

in a " lVlanual
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for Utilties " prepared by respondent

71 F. T.

, and made a part of said

assignment.
PAR. 6. In conjunction with this industry program , respondent
initiated in 1960 its own medallion programs , administered by both

its Major Appliance and Hot Point Divisions. The purpose of
respondent' s medallion programs has been and is to promote the

offering for sale and sale of General Electric products for use and
installation in medallion homes.
The program administered by respondent' s Major Appliance

Division is presently known as the " Construction

Market Devel-

opment Operation " hereinafter sometimes referred to as CMDO.

The program administered by respondent' s Hot Point Division is
known as the " Local Medallion Allowance Plan " and it is substantially identical to the CMDO program.

PAR. 7. In the course and conduct of its business , respondent
through its aforesaid medallion homes programs , has been and is
now engaged in unfair methods of competition and unfair acts
and practices in that it has adopted , placed into effect and has
been and is carrying out a policy, plan or scheme under which it
has entered into restrictive arrangements , agreements or understandings with home and apartment builders or contractors
whereby such builders or contractors are , expressly or impliedly,
required to restrict their purchases of major household appliances
radiant heating equipment and wiring devices for use and installation in homes and apartments constructed for speculation to

respondent' s products , and prohibited from purchasing such products from competitors.

Such restrictive arrangements , agreements or understandings
havc been and are , expressly or implicdly, contained in the terms
and conditions of respondent' s medallion homes programs. For
example , in promoting the offering for sale and sale of its major
household appliances , radiant heating equipment and wiring devices to a substantial number of home and apartment builders or
contractors , respondent' s CMDO program contains and imposes
requirements which are as follows;
1. A Bronze Medallion home- any home which includes a mini-

mum of four major General

Electric Appliances , one of which

must be a range; Tcxtolite (where applicable) ; and meets the
local electric utility s lighting and " Full House Power " requirements.

2. A Bronze :\1edallion home (special)- any home which includes a minimum of four major General Electric appliances , one
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of which must be a range; a General Electric gas or oil furnace;

Textolite (where applicable) ; and meets the local electric utiity
lighting and " Full House Power " requirements.
3. A Bronze Meda11on home (plus) - any home which includes

a minimum of four maj or

General Electric appliances , one of

which must be a range; a General Electric gas or oil warm air
furnace plus central air conditioning; Textolite (where applicable) ; and meets the local clectric utility s lighting and " Full
House Power "

requirements.

4. A Gold Medallion Home-- any total electric home which in-

cludes all the maximum requirements

in the Bronze Medallion

category plus a service entrance panel of 150 or 200 amp. capacity
as required , and a General Electric electrical heating and air con-

ditioning system.
Under the express or implied terms and conditions of the aforesaid CMDO program , a home and apartment builder or contractor
is required to purchase packages of four or more products sold by
respondent including as a part thereof certain specifically designated applianees , equipment and devices , and to refrain from

purchasing the designated appliances , among other products , from
competitors of respondent.
Thus , respondent' s competitors and others have been ,

and are

now , unable to make sales to home and apartment builders or con-

tractors which they could have made but for the restrictive arrangements , agreements or understandings described herein.
PAR. 8. As part and in furtherance of the aforesaid policy, plan
or scheme ,

respondent has afforded and given to home and apartment builders or contractors wlio have entered into the restrictive
arrangements , agreements or understandings, heretofore described , special treatment and valuable benefits which are not
granted or afforded to other builders or contractors. The valuable

benefits furnished by respondent include , among other things , con-

tributions to the builder or contractor of substantial amounts of
money for advertising. For example , in one instance alone , a

builder who entered into the restrictive arrangements , agreements
or understandings , heretofore described , received from respondent
a contribution in excess of $900 000 for advertising as considera-

tion for purchasing over $8 000, 000 worth of respondent' s elec-

trical equipment and products for installation in a single housing
development.
PAR. 9. The purpose , intent or effect of the aforesaid methods
acts and practices of the respondent has been , is , or may be,
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substantially to lessen ,

in the manufacture ,

71 F.

hinder , restrain and suppress competition

distribution and sale of major household

appliances , radiant heating equipment and wiring devices in

interstate commerce , to cause a substantial number of builders or

contractors to refrain from buying major household appliances
radiant heating equipment and wiring devices for use and in-

stallation in homes and apartments from competitors; to exclude
01' tend to exclude competitors or potential competitors of respondent from selling major household appliances , radiant heating

devices to a substantial number of home
and apartment builders or contractors; to foreclose competitors or
potential competitors of respondent from a substantial share of
equipment and wiring

the home and apartment construction market in various trade
areas; to appropriate to respondent the exclusive right to supply

and sell substantially the entire major household appliance , radiant
heating equipment and wiring devices requirements of a sub-

stantial number of home and apartment builders or c:ontractors;
and to enhance further the dominant position of respondent in
the electrical products industry and thereby to tend to create a
monopoly in respondent in the sale of major household appliances

radiant heating equipment and wiring devices for use and installation in newly constructed homes and apartmcnts in interstate
commerce.

PAR. 10. The acts and practices of respondent ,

as alleged in

this complaint ,

are to the prejudice of competitors of respondent
and of the public; have a tendency to hinder and prevent , and have

actually hindered and prevented , competition in the purchase and
sale of major household appliances , radiant heating equipment

and wiring devices; have a tendency to obstruct and restrain , and
have actually obstructed and restrained such commerce in major
household appliances , radiant heating equipment and wiring devices; and constitute unfair methods of competition and unfair
acts and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning

and in violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission
Act.
DECISIOK A:-D ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investiga-

tion of certain acts and practices of the respondent named in the
caption hereof ,

and the respondent having been furnished thereBureau of

after with a copy of a draft of complaint which the

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
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Restraint of Trade proposed to present to the Commission for its
consideration and which ,

if issued by the Commission , would

charge respondent with violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and
The respondent and counsel for the Commission having thereinter alia

after executed an agreement containing,

a consent order

an admission by the respondent of all the jurisdictional facts set
forth in the aforesaid draft of complaint ,

a statement that the

signing of said agreement is for settement purposes only and

does not constitute an admission by the respondent that the Jaw
has been violated as alleged in such complaint , and waivers and
provisions as required by the Commission s rules; and
The Commission , having reason to believe that the respondent

bas violated the Federal Trade Commission Act , and having deter-

mined that complaint should issue stating its charges in that
respect , hereby issues its complaint , accepts said agreement , makes

the following jurisdictional findings ,

and enters the following

order:

1. Respondent General Electric Company is a corporation organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of the
York , with its offce and principal place
New
laws of the State of

of business located at 1 River Road ,

in the city of Schenectady,

State of New York.
2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject matter of this proceeding and of the respondent , and the pro-

ceeding is in the public interest.
ORDER

It is ordered

That respondent ,

General Electric Company, its

offcers , representatives , agents and en1ployees , directly or through
any corporate or other device , in connection with the offering for
sale , sale and distribution of radiant electric heating equipment
and major household appliances , in comnlerce , as " commeyee " is
defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act , do forthwith cease
and desist from conditioning the granting of any promotional al-

lowance or discount in lieu thereof to any home or apartment
builder or contractor purch2. sing any such product from respond-

ent by requiring that said home or apartment builder or contractor , in order to qualify for and/or receive such promotional
allowance or discount in lieu thereof , must purchase at the same
time two or more separate and dissimilar General Electric products.
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Prov'ided , however

71 F.

paragraph
lieu thereof
made by General Electric Company, its offcers , representatives,
That the above

It is ordered"

shall not apply to any such a1Jowance or discount in

agents and employees within the period terminating two years

from the effective date of this order , if , and only if , such a1Jowance
or discount in lieu thereof is pursuant tv the provisions of an

agreement , arrangement or understanding which was entered into
prior to the entry of this order.

within
file with the
Commission a report in writing setting forth in detail the manner
and form in which it has complied with this order.
Commissioners Elman and Reilly did not eoncur in the issuance
It is further ordeTed

That the rcspondent herein sha1J ,

sixty (60) days after service upon it of

of the complaint.

this order ,

INTERLOCUTORY , VACATING , AND

MISCELLANEOUS ORDERS
AMERICAN CYANAMID COMPANY ET AL.
Docket

7211.

O?'de?'

, Jan.

, 1967

Order denying motion by Olin Mathieson Chemical Corporation that proceedings against it in connection with the price aspects of this case be

dismissed.
ORDER DE YING :l10TION TO DISMISS

Respondent Olin Mathieson Chemical Corporation , by motion
filed December 27 , 1966 , having requested that further proceedings
against it in connection with the price aspects of this matter be
dismissed without prejudice and , in the alternative , having sug-

separately from the
with separate briefing schedule and oral argument;

gested that this part of the case be considered

patent aspects ,

and

The Commission having already determined that all contested
issues of fact and law presented by the entire record will be con-

sidered and having set the time for the filing of briefs on such
issues:

It is ordered That the motion filed by respondent Olin Mathieson
Chemical Corporation be , and it hereby is , denied.
Commissioner Dixon not participating.

ALLEGHANY PHARMACAL CORP. ET AL.
Docket

7176.

OTdM" ,

Jan.

, 1.967

Order denying complaint counsel' s request for permission to file interlocutory
appeal from rulings complained of.

ORDER DENYING REQUEST FOR PERMISSION TO FILE
INTERLOCUTORY ApPEAL

This matter is before the Commission upon complaint counsel's
request for permission to fie an interlocutory appcal from the
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ruling of the hearing examiner requiring complaint counsel to put
on rebuttal witnesses on December 9 , 1966 , rather than January
, 1967 , and refusing to receive the offer of testimony of two
additional witnesses whom complaint counsel wished to put on the
stand. Respondents fied their answer and supplementary answer
in opposition on December 22 and December 27 , 1966 , l' espectively.

The Commission has reviewed the order of the examiner and has
determined that the request for permission to me an interlocutory
appeal should be denied. The hearing examiner s rulings on the

scope of rebuttal testimony should not be unduly restrictive.
evertheless upon a review of his ruling, the Commission cannot

say at this time that the hearing examiner has abused his discretion in this regard. Accordingly, the Commission is unable to find
that there are here extraordinary circumstances requiring it to
consider at this time the objections raised to the examiner s order
in complaint counsel's request for permission to file an interlocutory appeal. Accordingly:
It is orde1'

That complaint counsel' s rEquest fOT permission to

file an interlocutory appeal from the rulings complained of ,
and it hereby is , denied.

be

INTER- STATE BUILDERS , INC. , ET AL.
Docket 8024. Onle?' ,
Order granting respondents '

Jem. 1,1

, 1967

motion to file brief with respect to procedural

issues of the case.

ORDER ON RESPONDENTS ' JVOTlO:-

This matter is before the Commission on ;1 motion by respondents to file a brief in the appeal herein limited to the proDirecting
Remand dated April 22 , 1966 (69 F. C. 1152J. Complaint counsel

cedural issues involved in the Commission s Order

submits that the motion should be denied , although contending

that the Commission is now in a position to dispose of the matter
on its merits.
Respondents in this matter \vere charged with making false
and deceptive statements in advertising in connedion with the
sale of home improvement materials to the public. After full evi-

dentiary hearings the examiner issuect
January 21 1965 ,
1 See

51 F.

Modern Methods , Inc. ,
360 371 (195.1),

C.

an initial decision on

sustaining the allegations of the complaint and
et al.

60 r.

C.

309

339 (1962);

Foste,- Milbllrn

Co. . et al..
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ordering respondents to discontinue the practices with which they
had been charged.

ResjJondents appealed from this decision both on the substantive
issues in dispute relating to the allegedly deceptive practices and

on the ground that the examiner had erred in refusing to inspect

certain interview reports to determine whether they were required to be provided for purposes of impeaching complaint counsel' s consumer witnesses.
The Commission , not reaching the merits of the case , sustained
respondents ' claim with respect to the examiner s failure to make
the requested inspection of interview reports and remanded the

matter to the examiner with directions to:
(1) examine the interview reports made with respect to each of the witnesses (other than Milton S. Gottesman) called by counsel supporting the
complaint to determine by appropriate procedures , including a hearing if
necessary, whether or not such reports contain IJl' hearing statements which
should be made available to respondents ' counsel under the " J ('TIcks rule " as
described in the Commission s opinion of this date;
(2) deliver to respondents ' counsel any of such reports or portions thereof
found by him to be statements within the meaning of the " Jencks rule " and to
be relevant for the purposes of cross-examination;
(3) if requested by responr'ents' counsel reconvene the hearing- in-chief to
permit respondents ' counsel to utilize such reports or portions thereof for the
purpose of cross- examining any of such witnesses whom reS1Jondents ' counsel

requests be recalled for such purpose; and
(4) issue a new initial decision which shouJd include specific findings with
respect to the issues presented on this remand.

Pursuant to this order a hearing was held on August 15 , 1966 , at

which complaint counsel produced copies of field reports with
respect to each of the eighteen consumer witnesses who had testi-

fied in support of the complaint. The examiner inspected each of
these reports " in camera " to determine \vbether any or all of said
reports contained" Jencks statements. " Complaint counsel and

counsel for respondents each advised the examiner that they would
waive the refiJing of proposed findings of fact , conclusions of law
and order , which had original1y been submitted prior to the original
decision of January 21 , 1965.
The examiner thereupon issued an initial decision filed on September 9 , 1966 (72 F. C. 370, 373J, which was identical to his
previous decision except that he inserted a brief additional con-

clusion that the investigator s reports of interviews with the

eightecYl consumer witnesses were 118re summaries and none contained a !' Jencks statement, " Respondents have appealed.
Ian October 15 ,

;%6, rupondents were granted an enension of time to file their appeal

brief until December 22 ,

1966, the date on which the pl' esent motion papers were f1ed.
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In the motion considered herein respondents contend that the examiner " failed to fonow the Commission s directions on remand
and that this threshold procedural matter should be resolved initiany, prior to briefing and arguing the appeal on the additional

substantive issues raised in the record in its present state. " Respondents have also submitted a brief limited to the simple issue
of the propriety of the procedure fonowed by the examiner in
conducting the hearing on remand.

Complaint counsel disputes respondents ' contention that the examiner failed to fonow the Commission

s directions on remand

but takes the position that since no new facts have been introduced

no new conclusions have been reached and the order is identical
to that originany proposed by the examiner , the Commission should
now dispose of the matter on its merits.
In our opinion it would be improper to hear and decide the issues
since such a procedure would
serve only to prolong the final determination of the matter and to
cause unnecessary duplication of effort in the consideration of the

in the case on a piecemeal basis ,

cause. However ,

since the parties have filed briefs \vith respect

both to the substantive and to the procedural issues in dispute

there would appear to be no valid reason why the case could not
Commission on the basis of the briefs submitted in connection with this motion as wen as the briefs filed
be presented to the

on the original appeal herein.

Accordingly, respondents wi1 be permitted to file their brief
limited to the procedural issues in the case , but the request that
the Commission confine its consideration of the case to this single

issue wil be denied. With respect to the substantive issues the
parties may rely on their briefs previously filed or file supplementary briefs incorporating any additional arguments on the
merits which they may wish to make. Although respondents ' time
for filing their appeal brief has expired , they win be granted an

additional period of time to file such supplementary brief. It is

therefore

That
1. Respondents ' motion to file a brief with respect to tbe
procedural issues it has raised be and it hereby is granted.
2. Respondents ' request that the Commission dispose of

OTdeTed

these procedural issues prior to consideration of the substantive issues in the case be and it hereby is denied.

3. In presenting the case to the

Commission on the appeal

herein the parties may rely in whole or in part on the briefs
submitted herein as wen as the briefs fied in connection witb
respondents ' appeal from the hearing examiner s initial de-

INTERLOCUTORY ORDERS , ETC.
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cision dated January 21 , 1965. Any additional brief filed by

respondents shan be fied within twenty days after service of
this decision upon them and any answering brief by complaint
counsel shan be fied within ten days after service upon him
of respondents ' brief. Respondents shan advise the Secretary
within seven days after

service of this order upon them

whether or not they intend to file such supplementary brief.

Commissioner Elman not concurring.

BEST & CO. , INC.
Docket 8669.

Onle?' ,

Jan.

, 1967

Order adopting the findings of the hearing examiner that complaint counsel

not be barred from further participation in this proceeding.
ORDER RULING ON CERTIFICATION OF EXAMINER S FINDIj\GS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS ON INTERLOCUTORY MATTER

This matter was remanded to the examiner by the Commission
order of June 23 , 1966 C69 F. C. 1193J, directing him to make
findings on respondent' s charges against complaint counsel raised
by respondent' s motion to suspend and bar complaint counsel from
further participation in this proceeding.

The examiner held a hearing to resolve the issues raised by respondent' s

motion. On the basis of tbe testimony adduced in the
course of that bearing, he concluded:
It is the conclusion and finding of the

examiner that the record fails to

c!'tablish that Ronald D. Schwartz, or any other member of complaint counsel'

staff ,

made any misstatements or concealed any facts of the nature set forth
in respondent' s motion , or any similar statements or material facts , with the

intent of preventing respondent from gaining access to information to which
it was entitJed in the flles of Majestic Specialties , Inc.

; and further , that the

communication by complaint counsel with
counsel for Majestic prevented respondent from obtaining information which
it sought and to which it was entitled.
record fails to establish that the

The Commission has decided to adopt the findings contained in
the examiner s certification of October 24 , 1966 PO F.

C. 1793J,
to \vhich respondent' s counsel has not taken exception , and con-

cludes that the charges against Commission counsel are groundless,

Accordingly,
It is o1' deTed That the findings in the hearing examinel" s certification fi1ed October 24 , 1966 , be , and they hereby are , adopted by

the Commission.
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It is further ordered

That the request to tile an interlocutory

appeal from the hearing examiner

s order of May 10 ,

1966 , re-

fusing to bar and suspend complaint counsel from further participation in this proceeding, be , and it hereby is , denied.

THE CROWN CORK & SEAL COMPANY , INC.
Docket 86'87.

01'der and Opinion ,

, 1967

Jan.

Order denying Contincntal Can s appeal from hearing examiner s quashing
uf its subpoena requiring production of ccrtc.in documents.

OPINIO:- OF THE CO;VDIISSIOK

By REILLY

Cmnmissione.r:

This matter is before the Commission on the appeal of Continental Can Company pursuant to Section 3. 17 (f) of the Commission s Rules from denial by the hearing examiner on November 30,
1966 ,

of Continental'

s motion to limit or ,jllash subpoena duces

tecum issued October 11 , 1966 ,

directed to Continental at the in-

stance of respondent Crown Cork & Seal Company, Inc.
The Commission s complaint in this matt€l ,

issued CYIay :31

, 1966

al1egcs violation by Crown of Section 7 of the amended Clayton
Act in the acquisition on November 13 , 1963 , of Mundct Cork
Corporation. Both Crown and Mundet at the time of the acquisition were manufacturers of metal crowns commonly used as closures on beer and soft drink bottles and cans.

The advGl'se

competitive effect alleged in the complaint is

lessening of competition in the manufacture and sale of metal
crowns.
Respondent Crown contends that metal crowns do not comprise

an appropriate line of commerce within which to test the competitive effect of thE merger. It contends that other types of
closures and containers for beel' and soft drink bottles and cans are
functionally interchangeable with metal crowns and thus sales of
these products should figure in any delimitation of the relevant
line of commerce.
Accordingly, at respondent' s request , subpoenas duces tecum
were directed by the hearing exnminer to BB manufacturers of

GillS , bottles and closures requiring sales data of specified products
for years before and after the

acquisition of Mundet by Crown.

Thirty producers have complied. Three of the largest , Continental
American Can Comp

ny, and

ational Can Company, have not
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compJied pending the outcome of this appeal. American and National have stipulated with respondent that they will submit data
to the same extent Continental is required to submit it.
Continental appeals from the adverse ruJing of tJ'e examiner
urging that a ruling on the question should be

made by the Com-

mission before the conclusion of the hearings because substantial
rights of Continental are involved and justice requires that a dstermination of the correctness of the examiner s ruling be 111ade
now because a later determination of error cannot retrieve secrecy
lost by virtue of the examiner s denial of Continental's motion to
quash or limit.
We can rule at the outset that Continental has made suffcient

showing under Section 3. 17 (f) of the Commission
accordingly we entertain its appeal.
The subpoena in pertinent part calls for:
A.

Such records as wil

1962 1963 ,

H.J64

s Rules ,

disclose for each of the ca1endar years 1960 ,

and

1961

, 1965 , and the first six months of the calendar year 196G

for

(a) heel' and (b) soft drinks in (i) dollars and (ii) units
1) cans sold by your company;
2) ".:! *

3) """

4) ".

5) tear- type cans sold by your company;
G) Cl' O\Vn- typc bottle closm" es sold l)y your company;
7) tear- type bottle closl1res sold by your company;
8) scrc\v- type bottle closures sold by your company;
9) other types of bottle closures sold by your COl')1IJany.

As to the remainder of the data called for , Continental is either
ready to furnish it substantially as demanded or has agreed with
respondent for a form of submission satisfactory to both.
Furthermore , as to all categories in dispute except A. (6) , crowntype botte closures , respondent wiIJ
forego
1966
questing data only for the years 1960 to 1965.

data ,

thus re-

For its part , Continental stands ready to provide data for categories A (1), A (7), A (8) and A (9) for the years 1960 to 1964. It

will provide data under A (6) for 1960 to 1965. As to A (5) it will
agree only to submit data for the years 1960 to 1962.

In short , Continental urges limitation of the subpoena to the
years 1960 to 196,j except that data for tear- type cans should be

limited to 1960 to 1962 and for crown- type

bottes to 1960 to 1965.

Respondent wants the period to cover 1960 to ,965 for all categories exccpt crown- type

clOSUT€S for which it asks for data cov-

ering the first 6 months of 1%6 also.
In support of its motion and appcal , Continental dil'cets its argument to the questions of relevancy and irreparable injury:

, *
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On the question of relevancy it argues first that information on
sales of products other than crown- type bottle closures is not relevant to a charge that the merger wi1 adversely affect metal crowns
v.
Van s Grocery,
as a relevant market; and it cites
United States
384 U. S.

270 (1966), to the effect

that if competition is sub-

stantia11y lessened ,,* * '" in a discernible market" it is irrelevant

under Section 7 that competition in a larger market of which the
lesser market is a part is relatively unaffected.
This argument must be rejected because it begs the question.
Respondent' s proposed defense , as we understand it from its memorandum brief in opposition to Continental's appeal , is that metal

crowns is not a relcvant line of commerce or submarket in the
present context , that the sole relevant market is the larger market
embracing a11 bottles , cans and closures. We note parenthetica11y
that in rejecting Continental's argument in this connection we
intimate no opinion as to the validity of respondent' s proposed
one indefense. We hold only that if

it is argued that there is

divisible line of commerce here involved embracing all containers
and closures , industry universe figures for such containers and
closures is relevant to this argument.
Secondly, regarding relevancy, Continental questions the propriety of respondent seeking data for years subsequent to the

post, 1963 , arguing that "*
ovember
acquisition on
acquisition evidence is of little , if any, relevance where a violation
of Section 7 of the Clayton Act is charged because the mere probability of a lessening of competition at the time of the transaction
C.
complained of is suffcient to establish a violation " citing'
ConsolidCLted Foods 380 U. S. 592 , 598 (1964).

Again ,

without ruling on the merits of respondent' s defense

prior to adjudication of the matter , we can nevertheless state that
in supporting its argument that there can be no injury to competi-

tion in metal crowns because product obsolescence afficts the in-

dustry and there has been a trend to other types of closures , it is
relevant for respondent to project the trend beyond the acquisition

date by examining post- acquisition sales. This , solely for the purpose of shmving the fact of obsolescence.

Continental's principal argument in seeking to limit the data
required under the subpoena is that recent and current sales data
are bmdness secrets which in the hands of a competitor would

seriously disadvantage Continental. Expecial1y regarding the 1966
metal crown data sought by respondent ,

data which is that current ,,

Continental argues that

goes to the very heart of Con-

tinental's competitive position and its disclosure ,vould cause irreparable injury. '" The data relating to tear- type cans is also

, "
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particularly sensitive according' to Continental because it is a recently developed product and data is being sought for a period of

test marketing when extensive product changes were made.
Furthermore , in answer to respondent' s offer to disclose the figures
only
to its counsel and expert
witness
and to seek
in camera
treatment of data submitted in evidence , Continental argues that
such a course is no answer to its objections. It states in its appeal
brief , p. 5 It is well known that in cases of this kind statistics
of the type here involved become available to competitors in the

industry no matter what precautions are taken and what good faith
is brought to bear in taking such precautions.
Respondent , on the other hand , relying on the Commission
ruling in
Mis8issippi River Fuel Corporation D. 8657 , Interlocutory Opinion , June 8 , 1966 (69 F. C. 1186 , 1189), argues that it
should be supplied the data because it is necessary as a "* * *
foundation for whatever legal arguments based on market conditions (respondent) may wish to make. " It points out that the data
is relevant to its proposed defense and that industry universe

figures so necessary in defining line of commerce cannot be constructed without the data from Continental ,

American and N

tional.
The hearing examiner , relying upon
ucy Oil Company, et at.
Continental Oil Compo. ny, et al. 340 F. 2d 993 cert. den. 380 U.
964 , and having balanced the claim of irreparable injury with the

facilitated , has denied the motion of Continental. We know no reason
for disturbing that ruling.
necessity that respondent' s preparation of its defense be

There is no question here nor does Continental assert that it has

an absolute right to protection from disclosure. And the question
whether Continental should be required to produce the information
sought by the subpoena should be resolved by the hearing ex-

aminer in the exercise of his sound discretion. In absence of a
showing that this discretion has been abused , the Commission wi11
not interfere with the examiner s decision. We find no abuse here.
N or are we persuaded by ContinentaJ' s argument that protective
provisions designed to reduee the effect of

disclosure upon its

"'Ie
competitive position Ivould be Ul1e:lwliling.
remain of the conviction , which we have repeatedly expressed , that the hearing examiner may, consistent Ivith Commission policy, order appropriate

safeguards to protect sensitive data from falling into unauthorized
National Dw )'y P10dncts Co)'p.,
D. 8518 , Interlocutory
Opinion , February 14 , 1964 (61 FTC. 1441J ; The GT!wd Union
Company,
D. 8458 , Interlocutory Order , February 11 , 1%3 (62
hands.
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C. 1-91) ;

Furr s Inc.

D. 8581 ,

Interlocutory Opinion , Novem-

ber 18, 1963 (63 F.

C. 2225).
Because matters "* * * so intimately conneded with the conduct

of hearings as the terms and conditions of production of documents
(should) be left very largely to the responsible

judgment of the

examiner Furr s Inc. , supra we wil not circumscribe him in the
matter of determining what , if any, safeguards should be adopted,
National Da'i'ry

Products Corp. ,

supra.

It is for the examiner to

decide whether simple restrictions for example as to those who
should have access to the material be imposed as contemplated by
the proffered agreement of respondent to keep the figures confito
counsel and respondent' s expert
dential and disclose them only
1imitati ns are required such as
witness or whether more rigorous
a direction that the data be submitted to an accounting firm for
compilation and presentation of aggregate industry figures to respondent' s counsel as diJ ,cted in our Interlocutory Order of June
, 1966 , in Mississippi River Fuel Corporation D. 8657 (69 F.
1186) .

An appropriate order wil issue.
ORDER ENTERTAINING AND DENYING ApPEAL FROM HEARI:\G
, EXA IINER S DENIAL OF l\'iOTION TO QUASI! OR LDIIT SUBPOENA
The hearing examiner , at the instance of respondent herein
having on October 11 , 1966 , issued a sublJoena duces tecuDl to

Continental Can Company, Inc., requiring the production of certain information and material al1egedly necessary to the respond-

ent' s defense to the charges contained in the Commission
complaint of May 31 , 1966 , and,

Continental Can Company hnving filed with the hearing exambler fl motion to quash 01' limit said subpoena and the examiner
having denied said motion , and
Continental Can Company having- on December 7 , 1966 , filed
with the Commission pursuant to Section 3. 17 (f) of the Commission s Rules an appeal from the hearing examiner s ruling, and

The Commission being of the opinion that said appeal should be
entertained , and
The Comn".ission being furthe:c of the opinion that nothing in
the hearing examiner s denia1 of the motion to quash indicates an
abuse of diseretion
It is ordered That the appeal of Continental Can Company, flIed
December 7 , 1966 , be, and it hereby is , denied.
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AMERJCAN HOME PRODUCTS CORPORATION
Docket

86.41.

01'deT ,

, 1%7

Jan.

Dreier extending time fer filing reconsideration petition from January 24 to
February 6 19G7 , and extending- time for
of Appeals from March 6 to March 17 ,

ORDER GRANTI.'G RESPONDEN'

filing

review petition in Court

1967.

S MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME

WITHIN WHICH TO FILE PETITION FOR RECONSIDERATION OF COMMISSION ORDER AND FOR RELATED RELIEF

Resp(J1dent American Home Products Corporation has moved
by its counsel for an order extending for a period of ten days the
time for filing of a petition fo)' reconsideration of the Commission
Order dated December 16 ,

1966 (70 F. C. 15241. and staying the
Comlnission s Order so that the time for filing a petition for review

in the Court of Appeals may also be extended for a period of ten
days.
In his supporting affdavit respondent' s attorney stated that he
was seriously injured in an automobile accident last October , has

only recently returned to his offce and stil1 has not recovered his
Iul1 strength and that he is required in addition to the instant
matter to devote considerable attention to two other pending matters. In our opinion rC2- pondent's request for this short extension

of time is reasonable in the circumstances and should be granted.
Accordingly,
It is ordwf'ed

(1) That respondent's time for filing a petition for reconsideration of the Commission s Order dated December 16

1966 , be and it hereby is extended from January 24 , 1967 , to

and including February 6 , 1967; and
(2) That the date of service of said Order shaH be deemed
to be January 16 1967, instead of January 4 1967 , thus toHing

the running of the statutory time period for filing a petition
for review in the Court of Appeals ,

from March 6 ,

1967 ,

to

and including March 17 , 1967.
GROVE LABORATORIES , INCORPORATED
Docket

8643.

Order denying respondent' s

Ordc1' ,

Jan.

, 196'7

motion that hearings in this case be reopened.

ORDER DENYI.'G RESPO"'DK\'

S 2VIOTION TO REOPEN HEARINGS

Respondent has moved for an order reopening the hearings

herein before the hearing examiner for the purpose of presenting
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evidence relevant and material to the issue of whether the Commission should inc1ude in any final cease and desist order to be

issued herein a prohibition against disseminating or causing the
dissemination of any advertisement in connection with the offering
for sale , sa1e or distribution of any drug within the meaning of the
Federal Trade Commission Act which misrepresents directly or by
imp1ication the effcacy of such drug. In

its motion papers re-

spondent states that this issue was " suggested for the first time by
the Commission in its decision
In the MatteT of American Home
PToducts Corpomtion , Docket
8641" (70 F. C. 1524J.
We cannot agree with the premise of respondent' s claim-that
the scope of the order which may be entered by the Commission
herein was not at issue in the case unti the Commission
in the

s decision

case. The order issued by the

American Horne Products

Commission in
A1nerican Hmne Products
,vas formulated pursuant
to the estab1ished principle that the Commission has " wide discretion in its choice of a remedy deemed adequate to cope with the
unlawfu1 practices (Jacob Siegel
v.
Fedeml Tmde Commission

327 U. S. 68 ,

611 (1945J). The

American Home ProduGts

decision

in no way represented a departure from existing law. Thus respondent herein has or shou1d have been aware from the inception
s " wide latitude for judgment"
(id.
p. 613) in se1ecting an appropriate form of relief , and
it had ful1 opportunity to introduce at the hearing be10w any evi-

of this proceeding of the Commission

dence relevant to the scope of the order. Therefore , there wou1d

appear to be no necessity for the reopening of this proceeding. This
does not preclude respondent from making any argument it wishes
to make with regard to the scope of the order which may be entered in this case.

Accordingly, it is hereby
Ordered That respondent' s motion be and it hereby is denied
in its entirety.

ASSOCIATED MERCHANDISING CORPORATIOK ET AL.
Docket

8651.

01'deT ,

Feb.

, 1967

Order denying complaint counseJ' s request to file an interlocutory appeal from
hearing examiner s granting of respondents ' application for depositions
and issuance of subpoenas duces tecum.

ORDER DENYI G REQUEST FOR PERMISSION TO FILE INTERLOCUTORY
ApPEAL

This matter is before the Commission upon the request of complaint counsel , pursuant to S 3. 20 of the Commission

s Rules of
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Practice , for permission to file an interlocutory appeal from the
hearing examiner s order filed January 9 , 1967 , granting respondent' s applications for depositions and the issuance of subpoenas
duces tecum. Respondents have filed an answer thereto opposing
such request.
The Commission , on October 13 , 1966 , issued an order instructing the examiner , upon making such provisions as he deemed
necessary to assure respondents an opportunity for future discov-

ery in the circumstances mentioned , to " direct the respondents to
commence ,

as soon as possible , their pretrial submissions and
procedures as ordered in Prehearing Order X o. 1." The examiner

thereafter , on October 20 , 1966 , filed an amendment of Prehearing
Order No. , ordering the filing by respondents of itemized pretrial
submissions. Respondents thereupon filed a submission pursuant

to the examiner

s order and an application for depositions and the

issuance of subpoenas duces tecum involving the ten " resources
or suppliors designated by complaint counsel in response to Item
No. 1.
Complaint counsel , in their request for permission to file interlocutory appeal , state that the order of the hearing examiner permits respondents to depose and to obtain documents from the
principal suppliers they intend to rely on to prove price concessions
1 (a) of the original Prehearing Order

in asserted violation of Section 2 (a) of the Clayton Act and that
the taking of the depositions win be to a large extent a duplication

We do not believe , however , complaint
counsel have suf!iciently demonstrated they can show that the hear-

of the trial of the case.

ing
examiner has erred in granting respondents ' application. The
hearing examiner , as has been noted in prior matters , has broad
discretion in discovery proceedings.

American Brake Shoe Com-

Docket No. 8622 (order issued September 1 , 1965) (68
C. 1169J. The examiner , in this instance , has based his order
upon a finding of a showing of good cause by the respondents and
pany,

we have no reason to dispute this finding.
While complaint counsel has file- a reque t under Rule 3,

, it should be pointed out that

since the matter concerns a ruling by the examiner on a request for issuance of subpoenns,
direct appeal to the Commission CODld have been taken pursUilDt to
17 of the Rule . See
American Brake Shoe Company,
Docket 1\0. H622 (onler i sued September 1 , H)6 ) 168 F
11691. and
Erst
Co. , Inc. Docket No . 8669 (order issued. June 28, 1966) (69 F. C. 11991.
"Respondents. in their submission , state that they arc now " prepart'd to begin their pretrieli

discovery lJY ta;'ing depositions sug"ested by the Commission "

and wil subsern.;rcr.tly

" be

able

to comm€n1'e the other discovery sD"",est€d in the Commission s order, " This we believe concerns a misconstruction on the Commission s Octoher 13 . 1%6 , ruling. The opinion there.
while discussing- respondent ' apparent discovery needs which
espondent themselves had
prevjously suggested ,

make no determination thflt ,' cspondents are ,,,quil' cd

to or EhouJd engC!,,

in certa:n ctjs

ovcry procedu es or in any procedure not covered by Prehearing Order No. l.
This is clear from the precise terms of the Commission s o)'ler directing the commencement of

pretrial procedDres. Respondents must justify each reqUf' t and ail requests for pretrial di;;covery in accordance with the Commission s Rules and we believe that is what the examiner has

required on the application here invoJvE'd.

...
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The examiner , of course ,

must be vigilant and n.rn1

in pre-

venting any abuse of the Commission s procedures. The Commission s Rule on depositions (s 3. 10 (a)) reads in part:

Such order Cas to a deposition) may be entered upon a showing that t.he
deposition will constitute or contain evidence relevant to the subject matter
involved and that the taking of the deposition "will

burden to any other party

01'

not result in any undue

in any undue delay of the p1" oceeding.

(Emphasis supplied.

As the Commission

pointed out in

Docket ,"0. 8643 (order issued

'Topps Che1ving Gu?n , Inc.
July 2 , 1963) (63 F. C. 2196

2198J;
. . . care must be taken that depositions

are not substituted for continuous

hearings required by these Rules and that they are not used as a means to

delay the disposition of the proceeding. .
There is no indication here that the examine)' will not follow the

letter and the spirit of the Commission s Rules and prevent any
misuse of the pretrial discovery procedures.
In the circumstances , we do not believe that complaint counsel

have justified their req,-lest for permission to file an interlocutory
appeal as provided for under S 3. 20 of the Commission s Rules.
Accordingly'
!tis ordci'('d

That the request of compJaint counsel for permis-

sion to fiJe an interlocutory appeal from the hearing examiner
order granting respondents ' application for depositions and issuance of subpoenas duces tecum , filed .January 9 , 1967 , be , and it
hereby is , denied.

LEHIGH PORTLAND CEMENT COMPANY , Docket No. 8680
MARQUETTE CEMENT MANUFACTVRING COCilPANY
Docket

No. 8685

MISSISSIPPI RIVER FUEL CORPORATJOK , Docket No. 8657
O-rdC1' S

Orders denying respondents '

and Opinion ,

Feb. G ,

1,97

motions to vacate complaints and remanding

proceedings to hearing examiner for heal" ings.
OPI IOj' OF THE C()MMISSIO

BY ELMAN C01n1nissioner:
In each of these three separate cases ,

in which the Commission

issued complaints alleging violations of Section 7 of the Clayton
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Act , as amended

' the respondents have

filed motions to dismiss

or suspend the proceedings. Since these motions raise the same

questions , they wil be dealt with in a single opinion.
On April 22 , 1966 , the Commission announced that it would hold
a public hearing for the purpose of developing a general enforce-

ment policy with regard to vertical mergers in the cement industry
(Appendix A). The hearing was held on July 11- , 1966; and on
January 3 ,

1967 , the Commission issued a Statement of Enforce-

ment Policy with Respect to Vertical Mergers in the Cement Industry (Appendix B).
In
essence , the respondents assert that the Commission acted
improperly, and denied them a fair hearing, by conducting a general industrywide inquiry into vertical mergers in the cement in-

dustry while these particular complaints were pending.

s Statement of Enforcement

As appears from the Commission

Policy:
The Commission early became concerned with vertical mergers in the cemcnt
industry in the course of carrying out its statutory duties in the enforcement
of the antitrust laws. Complaints \yere issued at the outset initiating a series
of adjudicative cases. The ' trend of acquisitions , however , continued. By the
end of 1965 no fewer than 40 ready-mixer! COllCl'ete cOml)anics had been
acquired by leading cement companies , while several large ready- mixed companies had entered into the manufacture of cement, Many cement companies
had indicated that while they were opposed to this development , they might
be forced in the future to acquire major customers to protect their outlets

from further foreclosure. Various segments of the industry l' equested the
Commission to clarify, as soon as possible , the legal status of such mergers.
therefon: , detel' mined to consider the problem on an industrywide basis to determine \",hether its cunent approach to vertical mergers
these industries was correct and effective , or whether it should be supple-

The Commission ,

mented. (Pp. 1-

The Statement sets forth certain criteria which will be followed by
the Commission in identifying those vertical acquisitions in the
cement industry which ,vill receive the Commission s immediate

attention and , if the facts should so warrant , will result in the
issuance of complaints challenging their legality. These criteria
enfoTceTnent

have been promulgated as part of a general

policy for

the guidance of the staff and of industry members and their counsel , who might othenvise be uncertain of the Commission s enStatement. pointedly
forcement intentions in this

area. The

emphasizes , however , that " the issues in any proceeding instituted

by the Commission will be decided

on the merits of that ease.

(P.
1 The comp:aint in

Lehigh Portland Cement

Mannfactltrino Compan'!,

JanuR!'y 22 , HJ6S.

on ),!ay 20 , 1966;

\ViiS issued on April 1 ,
nd ir.

1066, in

ilJarrlllette Ce"'el1t

Mississippi Rirer Fllel CorpruatioJI
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In conducting a general study of vertical mergers in the cement
industry, and publicly announcing its enforcement policy with

respect thereto , the Commission has carried out its statutory ob-

ligation " to

develop that enforcement policy best calculated to
achieve the ends contemplated by Congress and to allocate its

available funds and personnel in such a way as to execute its policy
(Moog IndustTies
effciently and economically.
) Respondents
,
413.
Commission 355 U. S. 411

v.
l'edeml Tmde
seem to be contend-

ing that the Commission , in order to formulate such a general

enforcement policy, was compelled to declare a moratorium on
bringing or continuing with Section 7 cases in this area-and , in
practical effect

, to immunize from challenge under Section 7 any

acquisitions involved in complaints pending before the Commission. Hmvever , considerations of fairness and etrcient administra-

tion of the law require no such extraordinary result.
Respondents proceed on the premise that the background in-

formation which has been acquired by the Commission as a result
of making a broad survey of the problem of vertical mergers in

the cement industry will prejudice the adjudication of particular
cases. The premise is erroneous. It has not heretofore been thought
that the expertise of an administrative agency constitutes a gTound
for challenging' the fairness of its decision- making process. On
the contrary, federal agencies have a duty to bring such expertise

based on their accumulated knowledge and experience , to the consideration of particular cases.

v.

Republ1c Aviation Corp.

NLRB

324 U. S.

793. Wise enforcement policy cannot be formulated in a
factual vacuum. The determination of what cases , or kinds of cases
to bring is a crucial part of the administrative process. An agency
must exercise sound discretion in such regard , and its discretion
By informing itself on the competitive problems
'informed.
must be
industry as a basis
raised by vertical acquisitions in the cement

for determining the general enforcement policy it should pursue
in this area-the Commission has in no way prejudiced any particular cases , whether pending or brought in the future.
Contentions similar to those made here were rejected by the
Supreme Court almost twenty years ago in
mission

v.

Fedeml Trade Com-

Cement Institute 333 L.S. 683. One of the respondents

in that case argued that the Commission was prejudiced and biased
against the Portland cement industry generally, had prejudged the

issues before it , and that the industry and the respondent could not
the respondent

receive a fair hearing. In support of its charges ,

introduced copies of Commission reports made to Congress or to
the President , as required by Section 6 of the Federal Trade Com-

mission Act. The Court stated that the reports ,

and testimony
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given by members of the Commission before Congressional committees , made clear that at least some members of the Commission

were of the opinion that the basing point system under attack was
unlawful. The language of the Court in response to this argument
is directly applicable to the issues raised here:
Yet if Marquette is right , the Commission , hy making studies and filing reports in obedience to congressional command , completely immunized the practices investigated , even though they are " unfair " from any cease and desist
order by the Commission or any other governmental agency.
There is no \vanant in the Act for reaching a conclusion which '.vauld thus
frustrate its purposes. If the Commission s opinions expressed in congres-

sionally required reports would bar its members from acting in unfair trade
proceedings , it would appear that opinions expressed in the fust basing point
unfair trade proceeding would similarly disqualify them from ever passing
v. M01' gan 313 U. S. 409. Thus experience acUnited States
on another, See
quired from their \\' ol' k as commissioners would be a handicap instead of an
advantage, Such ' was not the intendment of Congress. For Congress acted on

a committee report stating: " It is manifestly desirable that the terms of the
commissioners shall be long enough to give them an opportunity to acquire the
expertness in dea1ing with these special questions concerning industry that

comes from experience. " Report of Committee on Interstate Commerce ,
597 , June 13 , 1914 , 63rd Cong 2d Sess 10- 11. 333 U. S. at 701- 02.
See aJso

l'nngbuTn

No.

C.AB. 311 F. 2d 349 (lst Cir. 1962),

where the court stated:
Upon examination of the foregoing cases , we cannot say that the mere fact
that a tribunal has had contact with a particular factual complex in a prior

hearing, or indeed has taken a public l)osition on the facts , is enough to place

that tribunal under a constitutional inhibition to pass upon the facts in a
subsequent hearing. 'Ve believe that more is required. Particularly is this so
in the instant case where the Board' s prior contact \vith the case resulted

from its follo\ving the Congressional mandate to investigate and report the
probable cause of all civil air accidents. If we were to accept petitioner
argument , it would mean that because the Boare! obeyed the mandate of Section 701 , it was thereupon constitutionally prccluded from carrying out its
l'osponsibilities under Section

609.

311 F, 2d at 358.

The Commission reiterates that the respondents in these cases
have in no way been prcjudiced by the Statement of Enforcement

Policy issued on January 3 , 1967. In each case the burden of
proving the allegations of the complaint remains with complaint
counsel , and has in no degree bcen shifted to the respondents. In
each case, adjudication by the hearing examiner and the Commis-

sion will be made on the record , in accordance with the Administrative Procedure Act. In each case , the hearing afforded the

respondents ,viII be full and fair , in the same measure as if no
Statement of Enforccment Policy had been issued. If the Commission s expertise has been enlarged as a result of the general inquiry

conducted by it in connection with formulating the Statement of

, "
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Enforcement Policy, that fact neither prej udices the respondents
rights nor constitutes any reason for dismissing these proceedings.
Respondents are entitled to have their cases adjudicated by Com-

missioners with open minds , not empty ones.
Commissioner MacIntyre did not participate.

APPENDIX A
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING ON VERTICAL II'TEGRATIONS I! TilE
CE:VIENT INDUSTRY

Notice is hereby given that the Federal Trade Commission wi1
hold a public hearing before the fu1J Con;nnission on June 6 , 1966
to afford a1J interested parties an oppo'rtunity to present their
views on the subject of vertical mergers in the cen1ent industry.

In December 1964 ,

the Commission announced its investigation
into acquisitions by producers of cement of ready- mixed concrete
and concrete products companies. The investjgation was conducted
initiaHy by securing special reports from industry members on
pertinent matters. The Division of Industry Analysis of the Commission s Bureau of Economics , based upon information contained
in the aforesaid reports and other information and data available

to it , has published a staff report entitled

Economic Report on

IVlergers and Integration in the Cement Industry. " Requests for
copies should be addressed to: Division of Industry Analysis , Bu-

reau of Economics , Federal Trade Commission , Pennsylvania A venue and Sixth Street , NW. , Washington, D. , 20580.

The Commission is of the opinion that it would be in the public
interest , as the next step in its investigation , to hold a public
hearing. The purpose of the he,U'ing is to secure additional in-

formation and to afford the Commission the benefit of the views of
al1 concerned to assist the Comn1ission in reaching a determination
as to what action , if any, it should take.
As the Commission originally announced , it is endeavoring to
obtain information OI on pertinent rnatters such as the structure of
the cement-producing and principal cen1ent- consuming industries
the nature of the relevant product and geographical markets,

the causes and business reasons underlying sllch acquisitions in
these industries ,

and the probable effects of such acquisitions on

competitive conditions of the markets and industries involved.

These subjects have been dealt with at some length in the Bureau
of Economics ' industry report. \Vhile the Commission has not approved , disapproved or passed upon the matters contained in that

report , it is desirable that parties who wish to participate in the
hearing direct their comments to matters contained in the report.
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The basic purpose of this hearing is to provide

an appropriate

means for " organizing and appraising the general economic facts
involving industry and market structure that are so important
under Section 7"

(Pennanente Cement Co.

7939 , decided April 24 , 1964 , p. 9 (65 F.

C. Docket No.

C. 410 , 494J), in relation

to vertical mergers in the cement industry. The hearing is intended
to elicit , not specific " adjudicative " facts relating to specific cases
or parties , but general " legislative " facts which will help the Commission decide questions of law , policy, and discretion. See 1 Davis
Administrative Lrt. S 7. , p. 413 (1958).

Interested parties are hereby invited to submit any information
or comments pertinent to these matters or other aspects of the
general subject of vertical integration in the cement industry.
Written data , views or arguments concerning the subject matter

of the hearing may be filed with the Secretary, Federal Trade Com-

mission , Pennsylvania A venue and Sixth Street , KW. , Washington
, 20580 , not later than May 31

1966. To the extent practicable

persons wishing to file written presentations in excess of hvo pages
should submit twelve copies.
The oral hearing will be held at 10: 00 a. , e. , on June 6
1966 , in Room 032 of the Federal Trade Commission Building,
Pennsylvania Avenue and Sixth Street , KW. , Washington , D.

Any person desiring to present orally his views at the hearing
Commission not later than
May 31 , 1966 , and estimate the time required. The Commission
may impose reasonable limitations upon the Jength of time allotted
should so advise the Secretary of the

to any person. Oral presentations should not constitute mere duplications of prior written submittaJs. Copies of oral presentations

or summaries thereof may be submitted at the time of the oral
hearing.

The data , views or arguments presented orally or in writing
will be available for examination by interested persons at the
Federal Trade Commission , Washington ,

D.

Issued: April 22 , 1966.

By the Commission without the concurrence

of Commissioner

:'lacIntyre.

APPENDIX B
COMMISSION EKFORCEMENT POLICY WITI! RESPECT TO VERTICAL
MERGERS I:- THE CEMENT INDUSTRY
JAKUARY 3 ,

1967
Vertical mergers and acquisitions are today the most significant.
critical and important probJem faced by the cement and ready-
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mixed concrete industries. Beginning in the late nineteen-fifties a
producers

trend of acquisitions of leading ready-mixed concrete

by cement manufacturers began which now threatens to transform
the structures of both industries. This vertical merger movement
is of vital importance to the public , and to each of the industries

involved. Cement and concrete are basic building materials essential to the nation s economy.
The Commission early became concerned with vertical mergers
in the cement industry in the course of carrying out its statutory
duties in the enforcement of the antitrust laws. Complaints were
issued at the outset initiating a series of adjudicative cases. The

trend of acquisitions ,

however , continued. By the end of 1965 no

fewer than 40 ready- mixed

concrete companies had been acquired

by leading cement companies , \vhile several large ready- mixed
companies had entered into the manufacture of cement. Many

cement companies had indicated that while they were opposed to
this development , they might be forced in the future to acquire

major customers to protect their outlets from further foreclosure.
Various segments of the industry

requested the Commission to

clarify, as soon as possible , the legal status of such mergers. The
Commission , therefore , determined to consider the problem on an
industry- wide basis to determine whether its current approach to

vertical mergers in these industries was correct and effective , or

whether it should be supplemented. An industry-wide investigation
was commenced , and on April 26 , 1966 , a Staff Economic Report
on " Mergers and Vertical Integration in the Cement Industry
was published. 'Thcreafter , Public Hearings on the problem were
held in July 1966 ,

and oral presentations and written statements
from the industry \vere received.
The Federal Trade Commission has concluded that vertical
mergers and acquisitions involving cement manufacturers and
consumers of cement , particularly ready- mixed concrete companies

can have substantial adverse effects on competition in the particular market areas where they occur. This conclusion of the Commission is based upon

prior cases involving such mergers and

in
merger policy enforcement , the
acquisitions , its O\vn experience
industry- wide investigation of the problem which culminated in
the published report of the staff on " Mergers and Vertical Integration in the Cement Industry, " and upon the " Public Hearings " of
the Commission held in July 1966.
Based on the information now available to the Commission it

appears that the recent trend of vertical acquisitions has involved

almost invariably, leading high volume ready- mixed concrete producers located jn major urban areas. Because urban areas contajn
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concentrations of people and industry, they account for the most
intense day- to- day construction activity and consequent cement
demand ,

and thus constitute the choice high- volume

centers for

cement sales. Cement companies therefore concentrate their sales
effort upon the urban areas. Illl'€Cent years, for example , the great
majority of over 230 newly constructed cement distribution termi-

nals have been located

so as to serve particular

111ctropoJitan

centers. Distinguishable competitive fcatm' es usually characterize
different urban aJ'eas. DiiTerent prices genel'aJJy prevail from one
to another , and each is mm' ked by unique supply and demand

characteristics. In summary, 111ctropolitan centers are focal points
of cement demand and arc regarded by cement companies as key

marketing areas. It is within

these centers that the effects on

competition resulting from vertical acquisitions tend to be most
keenly felt.

Such urban markets , 'iyithin which vertical mergers and acquisiare often highly concentrated on both the supply

tions take place ,

and demand sides. Cement is a heavy, bulky product economically
impractical to ship very far except by water. For this reason

almost all cement is sold and used comparatively near the site of

production. Cement production is decentralized and is based upon
a network of geographical1y scattered plants which ship directly,
or through terminals , to consumers in adjacent n1arkeis. IVIost

urban markets therefore are served by comparatively few producers. Out of the fifty largest metropolitan markets in the United
States , 19 had five or fel\'er cement companies soliciting sales , and
an additional 19 had only five to ten suppliers. Ilustrative are:

Seatte- 3; Miami- 6; Tampa- 6;

San Francisco- 4; Portland

(Oreg.
4; Denver- 2; Detroit- 9; Jacksonville- 7. A survey
conduded of 22 " top " cement markets and 11 " secondary " n1arkets
by one
oJ
the industry participants in the public hearings showed
25 had only three to eight suppliers. Notwithstanding the possi-

bility of some technical improvements in bulk rail transportation
of cement , it nevertheless appears that today the geographic area
practicable for any given cement producing plant to service is a
limited one. From the information known to us to date , it seems
improbable that any fundamental change in the relative concentration of available cement suppliers servicing particular metropolitan
markets , as well as larger regions , wi11 occur in the foreseeable
future.
Similarly, although there are wel1 over 4 000 ready-mixed con-

crete producers in the l;nited States , the major needs of most
urban areas are supplied by a felv sizeable l'eady-mjx firms. Concrete is a highly perishable commodity of great bulk and weight
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even more crucially than in the case of cement , high transportation costs in comparison with the selling price limit the area
serviceable from a particular plant. Concrete is normally not transported more than five to ten miles from the production site to the
construction job of the purchaser. Any given metropolitan area

and ,

would therefore appear to be a definitive market for concrete
production and sale , and it is not likely that there Cll'e any outside
suppliers actually or potentially available. In most urban centers
the ready-mixed concrete industry is quite concentrated. For example , the four largest ready- mixed concrete companies doing
business in San Francisco , Boston , Cleveland, l\Iilwaukee ,

New
Philadelphia , BaJtimore , Pittsburgh , Kansas City,
:\1emphis , Phoenix , Korfolk , PortJand (Oreg. ), Seatte , Jacksonville , and Richmond made approximately 50 percent or mor8 of
the concrete sales in those cities.
The ready- n1ixect concrete industry is relativel;y new , having its
York ,

Buffalo ,

origins subsequent to \Vorld \Var I and its period of rapid develop-

ment aftqr World War II. Nevertheless

it has already greatly
of ship-

surpassed the cement industry in the totaJ dollar value
ments. In 1964 ,

the value of all cement produced was SJ 190 000 000
\vhereas the total value of sales of ready-mixed concrete was larger
by RJmost $800, 000 000 amounting to $1 987 000 000. Out of a total
1964 cement production in the United States of 368, 633 000 barrels
ready- mixed concrete companies purchased about 60 percent. The
importance of the ready- mixed concrete firms as cement conSU11crs

is even greater in metropolitan centers where there is reason to
believe that they account for 70 percent or n10re of cement pur-

chases.
In any given metropolitan market ready- mixed

concrete pro-

ducers are therefore dominant cement consumers and constitute

the crucial link in cement dist.ribution and use, \Vhen one 01' more
major ready- mixed concrete firms are tied through ownership to
parbculal' cement suppliers , the resulting foreclosure not only may
be significant in the short run , but may impose heavy longburdens on the disadvantaged cement suppliers \v11o
ing in markets

continue sell-

affected by integration. Acquisitions of lea cling

cement consumej' S in markets containing comparatively few volumc buyers may have the efted of substantially dis1'l1Jting the

compebtive situation at the cernent level , and , in fact. 11fl)' set ofI
a " chain " reaction of acquisHions.
rnintegrated ready- mixed concrete producers further110re may
be at a disadvantage in competing with riva1s who are integrated
cement and concrete manufacturers. This is tJ'ue not only because
of disparities in size and access to capital , and the advantages in-
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herent in product and market diversification , but also because of
the potentialli price squeeze "

latent in competition with integrated

companIes.

The more extensive vertical integration beC0111€S
and concrete industries ,

the hig'

in the cElTI€nt

her tends to be the level of entry

ll1arkets and in larger geographic regions. This can result from a number of causes. Higher
capital requirements are necessitated by entry into the production
of cement and ready- mixed concrete on an integrated basis. The
barriers in individual metropolitan

capital requirements for entry on an integrated basis appear to
be double the cost of entry into the production of cement only. But
the need fOl' far more capital is not the only problem. Industry

executives at the public hearings were unanimous in stating the
diffculty of penetrating the ready- mixed concrete industry on a
significant scale in markets containing- long established readymixed concrete producers. New entrants in ready-mixed concrete
in integrated markets , or course , may face the additional deterring
effect of competition with very larg-e , diversified and integrated
rivals.
CRITERIA USED TO IDENTIFY :VIERGERS WHICH WARRANT lMMEDIA1'

ACTIO"
The Commission s characterization of particular organizational
developments in the cement and ready- mixed concrete industries
and their probable competitive consequences represent the C01l1-

mission s current knOlvledge of these matters as revealed by its
own experience in various litigated cases , as well as an industl'Ywide investigation flccomplished through survey, staff analysis and

public hearings. In view of its extensive activity in the application
of Section 7 to forestall anti competitive mergers , together ,vith its
understanding of pnJspcctive developments in cement manufacture
and distribution , this Commission wishes to make abundantly
clear insofar as possible ,

its future enforcement l)olicy with re

;Trd

to vertical mergers in the cement and rendy- mixed concrete industries. In so doing it is expected that needless litigation ma:\' be
At the same time however it should be Jlot2d that the

fOJ' estalled.

issues in any proceeding instituted by the Commission will be de-

cided on the merits of that case.
1. The Commission has determined as a matter of gen2ral en-

forcement policy to use all the legal weapons at its disposal to
proceed against. and order the divestiture 01 those vertical acquisitions which it believes may unlm\'fully lessen eompetition in any
market. Specifically, the Commission intends to investigate ex-
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peditiously every future acquisition by a cement producer of any
substantial ready- mixed concrete firm in any market to which such
acquiring producer is an actual or potential supplier. Whenever

such an investigation reveals the market circumstances described
below , the Commission

shall issue a complaint challenging the

acquisition under Section 7 of the Clayton Act , unless unusual
circumstances in a particular case dictate the contrary.
II.
In general , the acquisition of any ready- mixed concrete firm

ranking among the leading foul' nonintegrated ready- mixed producers in any metropolitan market , or the acquisition of any ready-

mixed concrete company,
regularly purchases 50

or other cement consumer , which

000 barrels of cement or more annually,

will be considered to constitute a subshmtial acquisition.
III. The determination of the Commission to challenge the acquisition by a cement supplier selling in a market of any of the top
four ready- mixed concrete firms therein , or of any cement consumer in such market who regularly buys 50 000 or more barrels
annually, does not mean that the acquisition of smaller firms will
necessarily be considered Imvful or go unchallenged by the Com-

mission. The acquisition of several smaller ready-mixed concrete
producers whose cumulative purchases of cement annually approximate those of a ready- mixed concrete company of the foregoing

specified size or the acquisition of a r.ement user which gives to a
cement producer that is all'€Rdy integnlted forward into the relevant market a substantial position of the foregoing specified size
may have at least as severe anticoll1petitiv€ effects as the acquisition of a single larger firm.

IV. The Commission s intention to challenge al1 substantial

vertical acquisitions does not exempt markets ,,,here integration
has already occurred. A partially integrated market can still be
attractive to a llelV cement producer who is looking for multiple
markets to serve from a large effcient plant , or to attract a manufacturer on the edge of a market who wishes to expand his geographic area of sales. Likewise markets which have witnessed
significant vertical integration may still offer inducen1ent to new
ready- mixed concrete competitors to enter. The Commission there-

fore intends to act to preserve the open portions of partially integrated markets to the fuUest extent possible.

V. In promulgating a statement of general enforcement policy
Ivith respect to integration through mergers and acquisitions , the
Commission recognizes thfLt there are other means by which it is
possible , to some extent at least. for cement suppliers to exert
pressure on consumers of cement. In some cement markets ,

the
acquisition of key aggregates producers can constitute a way by
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which ready-mixed concrete companies , and other cement con-

sumers , call be influenced in making their cement purchases and

competition can be substantial1y lessened thereby. The anticompetitive effects usual1y associated with the acquisition of readymixed concrete producers can be brought about in such areas

indirectly by the acquisition of aggregates concerns. The Commission therefore \vill oppose the acquisition of key aggregates
suppliers in a market wherever there is reason to believe that such
acquisitions may confer upon the acquiring cement company any
significant ability to exert anticompetitive " leverage " on cement
consumers affecting their freedom to choose cement suppliers.
VI. To carry out this program expeditiously and uniformly, the

Commission must know of prospective acquisitions and mergers
in advance of their consummation. Accordingly, al1 portland cement companies wil be required to notify the Commission at least
60 days prior to the consummation of any merger or acquisition
involving any ready- mixed concrete producer. The Commission wil
notify al1 portland cement companies each year , so long as this

enforcement policy is in effect , and wil1 require each to file special

reports with the Commission under the authority provided by Section 6 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
This action by the Commission should not be interpreted to mean
that cement firms must request

Commission approval prior to the

consummation of any merger or acquisition. Hmvever , the Commission shal1 continue to provide advisory opinions , as provided by

its Rules of Practice , regarding the legality of particular mergers
and invites those contemplating mergers to avail themselves of this

situation where they are uncertain as to the
legality of a prospective merger.
Chairman Dixon and Commissioner JVIacIntyre , while approving
the enforcement criteria set forth in this statement , did not concur
in the action of the Commission in providing for the requirement

program in any

that special reports be filed with the Commission 60 days in advance of any merger under the authority of Section 6 of the Federal
Trade Commission Act.
LEHIGH PORTLAND CEME:-T COMPANY , DOCKET NO. 8680

ORDER DENYING MOTION TO VACATE COMPLAINT

This matter is before the Commission upon the certification of
the hearing examiner of respondent' s motion to vacate the complaint , without prej udice , or to suspend the proceedings. For the

reasons set forth in the accompanying opinion of the Commission
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It is ordered

That respondent' s motion be , and it hereby is

denied.

It is further' ordered That this proceeding be , and it hereby is
remanded to the hearing examiner for hearing.
Commissioner MacIntyre not participating.
MARQUETTE CEMENT MANUFACTURING COMPANY , DOCKET NO. 8685
Doeket No. 8685

ORDER DENYING INTERLOCUTORY ApPEAL
This matter is before the Commission on respondent' s

inter-

locutory appeal from the hearing examiner s denial of respondent's
motion to dismiss the complaint. For the !' easons set forth in the
accompanying opinion of the Commission

It is ordered
hereby is ,

That respondent' s interlocutory appeal be ,

and it

denied.

It is further ordered That this proceeding be , and it hereby is,
remanded to the hearing examiner for hearing.
Commissioner MacIntyre not participating.
MISSISSIPPI RIVER FUEL CORPORATION , DOCKET NO. 8657

ORDER DENYING MOTION TO VACATE COMPLAINT

This matter is before the Commission upon the certification or
the hearing examiner of respondent' s motion to vacate the com-

plaint , without prejudice ,
in

reasons set forth

It 'is ordcred

or to suspend the proceeding'

s. For the

the accompanying opinion of the Commission

That respondent' s motion be , and it hereby is

denied.

It is further ordered That this proceeding be , and it hereby is
remanded to the hearing examiner for hearing.
Commissioner :VIacIntyre not participating.

COLE NATIONAL CORPORATJOK ET AL.
Docket 8701. Onle?' ,

Feb.

19C7

Order dismissing the complaint in all respects as to respondent Independent
Lock Company and granting permission to file an interlocutory appeal.
ORDER GRANTING INTERLOCUTORY ApPEAL AND AMENDI);G
COMPLAINT
This matter having come before the Commission

spondents '

upon the re-

request for permission to file an interlocutory appeal
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from the hearing examiner s order of December 23 , 1966 , granting
in part and denying in part motions to strike and dismiss and
therein ordering that the complaint be dismissed as to respondent
Independent Lock Company to the extent only that it charges

Independent Lock Company with a violation of Section 7 of the
Clayton Act , as amended , and denying respondents ' motion to
strike the allegations of the complaint charging them with violation
of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and

The Commission (1) having determined that the respondents

have made the showing required by Section 3. 20 of the Commission s Rules of Practice , and that , therefore , the request should be
granted; and (2) having further determined that the Section 5
charge should be stricken from the complaint , and that the complaint should in all respects be dismissed as to the

Independent

Lock Company,
It is oTdeTed That the request of respondents for permission to

file an interlocutory appeal be , and it hereby is , granted; and upon
consideration of such interlocutory appeal
It is JUTtheT oTdeTed That the allegations

of the complaint re-

lating to violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission
Act, be , and they hereby are , stricken.
It
is
fUTtheT ordeTed That the complaint be, and it hereby is
dismissed in all respects as to respondent Independent Lock Com-

pany.

LEON A. TASHOF TRADING AS NEW YORK JEWELRY
COMPANY
Docket 8714.
O\'der rejecting respondent' s

Onle1' ,

Feb.

, 196'7

offer of consent settlement and remanding case

to hearing examiner.

ORDER WAIVI G RULE 2. 4 (d) AND REJECTING RESPONDENT S OFFER
OF CONSEKT SETTLEMENT
The Commission having issued its complaint in

this proceeding

1966 , charging respondent named in the caption
hereof with violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act , and
on September 29 ,

the respondent having been served with a copy of that complaint;
and

The respondent having subsequently f1ed with the hearing examiner a motion requesting waiver of Rule 2.1 (d) by the Commission to afford respondent opportunity to have the Commission

' "
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consider his offer of consent settlement based upon his proposed
order as attached to said motion , and the hearing examiner having
certified to the Commission the said motion , along with answer in
opposition thereto by counsel supporting complaint; and
The Commission having, in its discretion , waived Rule 2.4 (d)
in order to consider , and now having considered , respondent'

offer of consent settlement based upon his accompanying proposed
order; and

The Commission having now determined

that respondent'

aforementioned offer of consent settement is insuffcient to protect
the public interest; accordingly,

It is ordered That respondent' s offer of consent settement be
and it hereby is , rejected.
It is furtheT ordered That this matter be , and it hereby is , re-

manded for expeditious

conclusion of adjudicatory proceedings

before the hearing examiner.

MODERN MARKETING SERVICE , INC. , ET AL.
C. II. ROBINSON COMPAXY AND NASH- FINCH COMPANY
Dockets

3783 , 4589.

Order denying respondents

Ot'de1" ,

Ji'
eb.

, 1967

Request to be Heard" and closing the invcsti

gation.
ORDER CLOSING INVESTIGATION

The Commission , on February 1 1963 (62 F.

C. 1486J, ordered

that public investigational hearings be conducted

to determine

whether C. H. Robinson Company and Nash- Finch

Company have
complied with the Commission s order to cease and desist in
Docket Xo. 1589 (43 F. C. 297J. On June 2 , 1965 (67 F. C. 1382J,

the Commission broadened the investigation and ordered that
include a determination of whether C. H. Robinson Company and
Nash- Finch Company have complied with the Commission s order
in Docket No. 3783 (37 F. C. 386J. The public investigational
hearings \vere begun on July 21 , 1965 , and \,r ere conduded on
April 20 , 1966. Commission counsel have filed a pleading entitled
Proposed Report and Certification to the Commission of Record
of Investigational Hearing. " Counsel for C. H. Robinson Company
and Nash- Finch Company have filed pleadings entitled " Respondent' s Proposed Recommendations " and " Respondent' s Reply to

Commission Counsel's Proposed Report and Certification to the
Commission of Record of Investigational Hearing. " As instructed,
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the hearing examiner made no findings of fact or conclusions of
law and , on Aug' ust 24 , 1966 , certified the transcript of the hear-

to the Commission. Counsel for C. H. Robinson and NashFinch have filed a document entitJed " Request to be Heard " which
presumably is a request for oral argument before the Commission.

ing' s

The Commission having concJuded that the pleadings submitted
by the parties adequately state their positions and , on the basis of
a consideration of the transcript of the hearing-s as

certified by the

examiner and the pleading' s submitted by the parties , having" concluded that the investig' ation should be closed:
I tis m'dered That tbe " Request to be Heard " as filed by counsel

for C. H. Robinson Company and "ash- Finch

Company, be ,

hereby is , denied.
It

is

further ordered

and it

and it hereby is,

That the investigation

closed.
Commissioner MacIntyre not participating-.

THE SEEBL;RG CORPORATION
Docket 8682.

01'le'J

, Feu.

, 1%?

OrcleJ' denying n Sp()ndellt s renewed !llotion for the lH' oduction of certain Commission documents.

ORDER RULING ON HEARICiG EXAMI"ER S CERTIFICATIOO: OF
RESPONDENT S RENE\VED l\'IOTION FOR PRODUCTION
This matter is before the CormJlission on the examiner

s cert.ifi-

cation of DecemJ)(;l' 18 , 1966, with the 1'ecomnlendatiol1 that it be

denied ,

of respondent' s

renewed moiion for production , filed De-

respondent
Seeburg fied its mernOral1C1LllTi concerning the examiner s certifi
cation , to 'which complaint counsel filed their answcr on December

cember IS ,

IB66. Subsequently, on Decernbel' 22 , 196G ,

30. On review of the exmnincl" s certification , respondent' s men10l'andum and C0111plaint counsel' s ans'\\'eI' , the C0111mission has de-

termined that the l' cne'\Yecl motion for production should be denied.
The Coml1is ;ioll is of the view that , essentially, the same issues

as those presented by the current ccrtification were before it on
s certification of Seeburg s original motion for pro-

the examiner

duction denied by the Commission
, 1966 C70 F.

s opinion and order of October

C. 1 809J. Seeburg s orig' inal

motion for produc-

tion , which reqnested documents from the Comn1ission s confidential files , was treated f1.5 nn application for the release of
confidential information under S 1, 134 of the Comn1ission s Rules.
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The same procedure is applicable in the case of the renewed 1110tion for production under consideration at this time. The Commission agrees with the 8xan;.inel' that at this stage of the proceeding
respondent' s need for the documents in question has not been
established and thus respondent h lS not shown good cause as
required by S 1.134. In this connection , the Commission notes that

respondent has apparently failed to take advantage of the procedures available under SS 3. 10 and 3. 17 of the Rules of Practice
to obtain the data sought directly from the third parties involved

in spite of the views expressed in the Commission s order and
opinion of October 25 , 1966 , ruling- on respondent' s first motion

for production. No showing- has been made that the procedures
made expressly available to respondent to secul'C the data ,vhich it
desircs are either ine ffective 01' in any \\r ay inadequate. Further
the examiner still stands ready to make available to respondent the
and 3. 17 of the Rules , and he has expressly stated rcspondent is not foreclosed from n1aking the shcrlving of specific need prerequisite to production under S 1. 134 of
the Rules. In view of the foregoing, the Commission is confident
procedures under SS 3. 10

that Seebmg- s rights are fully protected and that it should adopt

the examiner s recommendation that. the renewed motion for production be denied. Accordingly,

It is ordcred That respondent's renewed motion for production
certified by the examiner , be , and it hereby is , denied.
Commissioner Elman disscl1ting.

THE CROWN CORK & SEAL COMPANY , I:\C.
Dockpt SC87. OrdeJ' aml O))liliol105 ,

Ordcr rcmamling case to hCRl'i11g examiner with

Feb,

, 19';/

direction that cel'tmn ma-

terial which cannot be obtained from third partie", be made available to

reSlJondent.

OPI:-IO:\ OF THE COYIMISSION
By REILLY COI1:lnl,s,sionCI'

This matter is before the Commission on cel, tificntion ,
tober 11

fled Oc-

1966 , by the hearing examiner pmsl1ant to Section 3. (; (a)

of the Commission

s Rules of Practice ,

August 15 , 19GG , seeking p1' ocluction

of rcsponrlent' s motion of
of documents pursuant to

Section 3, 11 of the Commission s Rules.
The Commission 011 l\Iuy 31, 1966 , issued its cOll1p1aint herein
charging l' cspondent The Crown Cork & Seal Company, Inc., with
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violation of Section 7 of the amended Clayton Act by reason of its
acquisition on November 13 , 1963 , of Mundet Cork Corporation.
At the time of the al1egecl acquisition , both firms were engaged in
the manufacture of ll1ctal cnnvns commonly used as closures on
beer and soft drink bottes and cans.

Pursuant to the Comn1ission s Rules and practice relating to
pretrial disclosure of documents , respondent has been provided by
complaint counsel with all documentary material and a list of witnesses comprising the case- in- chief. Respondent's motion , however
calls for documents , ass€l'tedly necessary to the preparation of its
defense , which , if they exist , are in the confidential files of the

Commission and can thus only be released as provided in Section
134 of the Commission s Rules.
The respondent' s motion sought 24 categories of documents , 22
of which related to share of the mHl'lcet and line of commerce flnd
2 of 'Ivhieh related to a proposed " failing company " defense.
The data required uncleI' the 22 categories is now being sought
from third parties pursuant to subpoenas issued by the hearing

examiner at the instance of respondent. Thus , as to these , the
hearing examiner takes the position that the respondent' s motion
is moot , and respondent does not press its motion in this regard.
As to the " fai1ing compan:y " data , however , respondent has filed
a memorandl111 brief supporting the exnminer

s certification

recommending disclosure. Complaint counsel has fiecl a memorandum in opposition.

We can mle at the outset that this matter is properly before us.
Respondent' s motion fied under Section 3. 11 of the Commission

Rules seeks disclosure of "* . . .,. aJI documents submitted to Complaint Counselor to the Commission :I :I : " falling within the
specified categories. Such documents , if they exist , fall within the
provisions 01' Section l.U 3 of the Commission s Rules Hnd request
made during tllf; course of hearing' s for their release is treated as
an application under Section 1.134 for the release of confidential
inforl1abon which the hearing examiner shou10 certify to the
Commission with his recommendation.
COIn)Jany,
C. 1112J;

Docket 8G71 ,

The Sperry
IJutchinsnn
Interlocutory Opinion , April IS , 1966 CG9

Viuifrno Mocrn' oni

Company,

Docket 8GGG , Inter-

locutor)' Opinion
ComlJany,

larch 9 , 1966 (69 F. C. 1101J ;
L. G. Bolfou)'
Docket 84R5 , Interlocutory Opinion , Octobcr 5 , 19G2

(61 F. C. 1191j. The hearing examiner has duly certified the
motion with recommendation that the two categories of' documents
relating to the " failing company " defense be produced.
L"ndcr these two categories respondent seeks the following:

, :
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9. With respect to the allegation of paragraph 14 of the Complaint that
acquisition of ::unclct , :VIunclet ,vas " a substantia1 and
effective competitor in the market " all documents submitted to Complaint
Counsel , or to the Commission , whether in response to subpoena 01' not , which
contain information concerning or related to:
(a) the effectiveness , competence , loyalty or ability of Mundet' s Board of
Directors and/or offcers prior to November 13 , 1963;
(b) the quality, attractiveness , or obsolescence of the " metal crowns " proprior to Respondent' s

duced by Mundet prior to November 13 1963;
(c) the condition , state of repair , and state of obsolescence of Mundet'
equipment and machinery for the IJl'oduction of " metal crowns " prior to X 0-

vember 13 , 1963;
(d) the profitability of MuncIet'

production and sale of " metal

s operations (i) generally and (ii) in its

crowns " prior to November 13, 1968;

(e) the financial condition of Munclet prior to November 13 ,

1963;

financial
Munc1ei' s attempts to obtain credit from banks and other

(f)
institutions and its relationshilJS with such institutions prior to Novembi;r

1963 ;
(g) the prOSl)ects for the future of

Mundet and for its continued operation

in the lines of endeavor in "which it \yas engagcd prior to Novemher 13 , 1963;
(h) the 1105sib1e liquidation of the assets of Mundet;
(i) the sale of the stock or assets of l\Jundet to (13 named jl11ividuals
and corporations andJ any other prospective buyer.

23. All documcnts containing information l' clate(1 to any of the a1legations
including the allegation of 1Jaragraph 8 that Mundct was

of the Complaint ,

an " effective " competitor prior to Novembcr .13 , 19G3 , submitted to Complaint
Counsel , or to the Commission , whether in reS1)onse to subpoena or not , by any
of the follo\ving l55 JistedJ persons ,

It is respondent' s

fil'

, and corporations,

contention that although the comp1aint alleges

that Jlundet was an effective competitor , in fact the company was

a " failing company " due 'inter (diu to inept management , obsolescence of machinery, dissension among the board of directors,
disloyalty on the part of offcers ,

unsound financial condition , etc.

and that , accordingly, data in the hands of the Commission should
be made available since a showing of failing condition is a defense
lntcrnationul
to an al1eg-ed violation of Section 7 under the rule in
Shoe Company

v.

C.,

280 U. S. 291 ,

The examiner has l'eC0111menc1ed

granted because of his conviction that
be in existence

302.

that the respondent' s
n::, .

motion be

there might possibly

lnd in the files of the Commission documents re-

lating to the financial position of 1\Tundet "which

may llOt be avail-

ab1e to (respondentJ by subpoena.

In our opinion the examiner s recommendation 111USt be followen
with some modifIcation.
In matters of this sort , the examiner s recommendation , because
he is closer to the issues involved in the proceeding, is entitled to
L.
Balfoul' Company. S11, pru. );evertheless
G.
canl'lOt
substitute
his judg" ment for its own pa1'the Commission
considerable weight,
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ticularly where , in the opinion of the Commission , he is not whol1y
correct. The responsibility for release of confidential material is
confided under the Rules to the Commission itself.

Although complaint counsel has suggested that he can identify
some documents of the categories described because he was going
to use them to surprise respondent' s witnesses , a tactic , pa1'en-

thetical1y, we find objectionable , the identification of the material
provided in respondent' s motion is characterized by a notable lack
of specificity, suggesting that the request is merely a dragnet
operation conducted in the hope that something would be produced

having residual evidentiary value.
Section 1.134 requires a showing of good cause suffcient to outweigh the public interest in the integrity of the Commission

investigative procedures preserving the confidentiality of documents entrusted to the Commission by their owners. Good cause in
such a case has two aspects: (1) a requirement that the l'Cspondent

demonstrate a need for the documents L. G. Bcd/our , supm
Viviano MacaTOni , supm and (2) a requirement that the party

requesting disclosure specify what it is that he needs.

Sperry &

Hutchinson , sup"".

A mere averment of need is not enough nor is it suffcient that
respondent is demonstrably in a position where he must of necessity defend himself against charges contained in the complaint.

This latter is true of every respondent and hardly justifies a demand fer virtual1y unrestricted access to the Commission s con-

fidential files.

It seems anomalous that in the present instance respondent is
saying in effect " I bought a company which may have been in a

failing condition when I bought it. I did not know then :, 01' do I
know now whether in fact it was failing. At least I do not have
the necessary proof but I suspect it was failing and I propose to

prove it with the help of whatever documents the Commission may
have in its files on the subject.
This plea has litte to recommend it except candor but we think
its candor saves it. If respondent' s suspicions are correct and the

company was in fact failing, it is

important that that fact be

brought to light in the trial of this matter because it bears vital1y
upon the central issue of Section 7 violation
Company

v.

International Shoe

, supra.

Breaching the confidential character of the Commission s files
would not be warranted , as '\ve have said , upon a mere averment
of need but here the character of the information sought and

statements made in the course of the prehearing conference
gest the existence of circumstances in the operation of

sug-

undet
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bearing upon the viability of the firm. More importantly, the fact
that respondent is prepared to make its request , considering the
anomaly of its seeking data from the Commission to prove a fact
which it should itself have apprehended in advance of purchase
argues mutely in favor of the existence of reaJ need.
Conceding a need therefore , the question arises can the Commission satisfy the need; and this in turn raises the question

precisely what documents

in the Commission s files are being

sought. It is not suffcient to aver that respondents need documents
general1y and would like to rummage through the Commission
files in hope of finding them. This would clearly warrant summary
BnlfouT
L.
G.
rejection of respondent' s motion on authority of
Sup'la.

Respondent does not specify with any precision what documents
it wants because indeed it does not know the identity of the documents. 1t is acting on the probability that the Commission having
conducted an extensive investigation has in its files material

which may be of

assistance. Its assumption in this regard is

buttressed by the statement of complaint counsel that he has some
material \vhieh he planned on using to u keep them honest.

As to Paragraph 9 of respondent' s motion , the material is
described in broad category but not otherwise identifIed. This

hardly satisfies the requirement that the material be identified

with some particularity both to assist in extracting it from the
Commission

s records and to fadlitate a determination of need.

As to Paragraph 23 no attempt to describe the material is made

except a general reference to the complaint , however , some clue is

provided in a list of firms and individuals from whom the Commis-

sion presumptively has secured data in the course of its investigation.
Thus , while both Paragraphs 9 and 23 are each inadequate
standing aJone , it is possible that combining the two wil1 diminish
the dragnet character of each standing alone and provide ade-

quate basis for identification of the material ,
fal1ing within the categ' ories

that is , material

set out in Paragraph 9 received from

the firms and individuals specified in Paragraph 23.
We are of the opinion however that crucial to a showing of good
cause is a demonstration that the materiaJ is not available directly

to respondent from the same third parties from whom the Commission received it , through compulsory process available to respondent. We are not satisfied that t.his condition has been met.
Respondent avers mere1y that the documents cannot practicably be
obtained from third parties because many of them are unfriendly
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to respondent owing to al1eged past disputes among Mundet management and directors.

We are not aware that friendliness and a spirit of cooperation
is a necessary precondition to the effectiveness of compulsory process. We feel that respondent must make a more persuasive demon-

, particularly with regard to those firms and
individuals listed in Paragraph 23 who have not been involved in
Mundet management or upon its board.

stration on this point

Final1y, we note that nothing in this opinion or the

accompany-

ing order should be taken as limiting in any way respondent'
right of access under The Jencks Act , 18 U. C. Section 3800
(1958) to prior statements of persons cal1ed by complaint counsel
as witnesses.

An appropriate order will issue directing the hearing examiner
to order production of such documents described in Paragraph 9
received by the Commission from the sources listed in Paragraph
, which respondent is able to demonstrate , cannot be secured

from third parties.
Commissioner Elman dissented , and has filed a dissenting statement.
DISSENTING OPINION

BY ELMAN Commissioner:
I see no need for a remand to the hearing examiner. It seems
clear to me that respondent has shown

good

cause

" under Section

11 of the Rules of Practice , for production of the documents
described in Paragraphs 9 and 23 of its motion. The requested
documents are

non privileged"

; they are plainly material to the

issue; they are identified

failing company

with suffcient

specificity; they are readily available and in the possession of complaint counsel , who intend to use them in cross- examining respondent' s witnesses. What more is required to show " good cause
under Section 3. 11

?

The Commission insists that respondent must also demonstrate
that the requested " material is not available directly to respondent
from the same third parties froll1 whom the Commission received
, through compulsory process available to respondent." (Opinion
p. 1638.

) This seems to me to be inconsistent with the basic pur-

pose of prehearing discovery. When the Commission amended its

Rules in 1961 by permitting discovery in adjudicative proceedings,

it made a sharp break with the past:
Prior to amendment of the Rules ,

hearings in adjudicative proceedings were

held at uncertain intervals and in different locales. Under this type of practice
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there was little need to afford respondents the right to pretrial discovery for
they were customarily afforded an ample interval to prepare their

defenses

subsequent to the close of the case in chief. But the revised rules now require
that , insofar as it is possible and practical, the hearings must be held in one

place and continue without interval until all evidence

in support of and jn

opposition to the complaint has been received. Thus respondents must now be
prepared to offer their evidence immediately after the close of the case in

chief and, accordingly, must be afforded all of the rights necessary for them
to prepare before trial. (L.

pp. 2- 3 (62 F.

Docket 8435 , May, 10, 1963,

G. BaltOliT Company,

C. 1541 ,

1543).

Section 3. 11 of the Commission s present Rules of Practice was
taken from , and is in terms substantially identical with , Rule 34

of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. The essential objective of
pretrial discovery, in agency as well as court proceedings , isproviding for advance disclosure and exchange of relevant facts
between the parties- to expedite trials , avoid surprise and unfairness , and thus promote effcient and Just adjudication. As the
Procter
United States
v.
Gamble Co.,
356 U. S. 677 , 682 (1958), " Modern instruments of discovery serve
a useful purpose , as we noted in
Hickman
v.
Taylor 329 U. S. 495.
Supreme Court stated in

They together with pretrial procedures make a trial less a game of
blindman s bluff and more a fair contest with the basic issues and
facts disclosed to the fullest practicable extent." In

Taylor

329 U. S. 495 ,

Hickman

507 , the Court stated that " the

deposition-

discovery rules are to be accorded a broad and liberal treatment.
No longer can the time- honored cry of ' fishing expedition ' serve to

preclude a party from inquiring into

the facts underlying his

relevant facts
gathered by both parties is essential to proper litigation. To that
end , either party may compel the other to disgorge whatever facts
opponent' s case.

utual knowledge of all the

he has in his possession. The deposition- discovery procedure simply
advances the stage at which the disclosure can be compelled from

the time of trial to the period preceding it , thus reducing the possibility of surprise.

The government as a litigant is subject to the rules of discovery
like any other party.

S. 677 ,

United States

v.

Proete,'

Gamble Co., 356

681. To be sure , documents in the possession of a govern-

ment agency may be privileged from disclosure for reasons not
ordinarily applicable to documents held by a private party. For

example , disclosure of government documents may be barred in
order to protect national defense or the so-called informer
v.
Reynolds 345 U. S. 1; Roviaro
v.
United
privilege.
United States
353 U. S. 53. But documents which are " confidential" solely
because they are in the possession of a government agency are

States

not thereby privileged from disclosure in litigation. In regard to

,"
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or transactions involved
in
the
litigation and which might be material and helpful to the defense
mutual knowledge " by both parties is , as the Supreme Court has
held essential to proper litigation, " V\There the government is the
moving party, " the prosecution necessarjJy ends any confidential

documents relating to the acts

character the documents may possess; it must be conducted in the
open , and will lay bare their subj ect matter. The government must

choose; either it must leave the transactions in the obscurity from
which a trial will draw them , or it must expose them fully. United
v.
Andolschek.
142 F. 2d 503 , 506 (2d Cir. 1944).
States
It is important to distinguish between documents \vhich are
privileged from disclosure and those which are " confidential."
Under the Commission s Rules (Sec. 1.133), everything in our files

confidential." But not every letter or other document in the
files is " privileged" in the sense of Rule 34 of the Federal Rules
of Civil Procedure and Section :,. 11 of the Commission s Rules.
The discovery rules refer to privilege " as that term is understood
is "

in the law of evidence.

Un-ied StiLtes

v.

Reynolds

345 U. S.

1 , 6.

There is a vast difference between confidential and privileged. Almost any
communication , evcn an ordinary letter , may be confidential. Such a document

may not relate to any matter of high public concern. But privileged means
that thf: contents arc of such character that the law as a matter of public
poJicy protects them against cliscJosul'e, ". So , too , with Government documents. Some are privileged , such , for example , as the President' s advices in
the conduct of foreign affairs and som. e papers relating to the internal security
of the nation,

CO"!uwnist Pa1' ty

254 F. 2d 314 ,

321 (D. C.

of U, S. v.

Suln'

CT."Ii' ve

Acti' uit1 es

Contl' vl

Boa1'l

Cir. 1958).

The documenis involved here are " confidential

" not privileged.

There is no assertion of any privilege " as

that term is understood
in the Inw of evidence, " There is no suggestion that disclosure of

these documents would impair the national security, violate any
informer s privilege , or reveal trade secrets. K or is there any claim
that these documents were obtained under a pledge that they would
be kept secret. Jf complaint counsel wish to introduce the documents into evidence
Commission
would be required. (Sedion 1.133 of the Commission s Rules of

, no prior authorization by the

Practice. ) And , as already indicated , c01nplaint counsel have ex-

pressed their intention to make full use of the documents at the
hearing " to contradict assertions of fact by defense witnesses.
Complaint counsel argue for nondisclosure of these documents to

respondent on the ground that " it is necessary that respondent'
witnesses testify with a full H'\vareness that any deviation from the
truth wi1l bring to bear stern tests of their credibility. The documents which we seek to withhold from respondent' s pretrial ex-
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amination contain the essential elements of this test." (Brief in

Opposition ,

p. 10. ) In short , complaint counsel frankly seek a

Commission procedures " conducted under
of litigation where the goal is to surprise and

return to the pre- 1961

the ' sporting

theory '

L.

confound your opponent."

G.

Balfour G01npnnYJ

8U1JHL

In the circumstances of this case , it seems clear that the documents involved are not only not ji privileged" from disclosure; they
have lost whatever " confidential" character they possessed because
they are in the Commission s files. Respondent is in effect saying
to complaint counsel: " You ve got these rlocumcnts; you kl1O\v ex-

actly what they are; you intend to use thenl against my witnesses;
any langeI' ; and they are plainly
material to the ' failing company ' defense. Could we please see
the dOCUll1ents aren t j confidential'

these documents HOIV?" I would order complaint counsel to turn

them over to respondent now , without any further ado.

both parties are on a parity
Where complaint counsel request discovery of documents in a respondent' s possession , they are not
required to show that the " material is not available directly to (the

Under Section 3. 11

of our Rules ,

with respect to discovery.

CommissionJ from the same third parties from whom (the respondentJ received it , through compulsory process available to
(the CommissionJ. "

Why should such a requirement be imposed

on a respondent? It wil1 take months for respondent to go through
the laborious process of subpoenaing thil.'d parties in an effort
secure copies of the documents in the possession of complaint

counsel. And when the process is completed , how wil1 respondent' scounsel know that they have gotten everything that complaint
counsel now have? \Vil there indeed be that " lTIutual knO\vledge
of al1 the relevant facts gathered by both parties " which the Susaid " is essential to propel'
H'ickm. an v. Ta-ylol'
preme Court in
litigation ? And even if the answer could be yes , what discernible
public interest is served by stretching out the pl'eheal'ing process
for this purpose? The advantage of discovery is that it avoids all

the burdens and delays invoJved in obtaining from third persons
documents which are readiiy availabJe and possessed by the other

party. It seems to me that the Commission fails to respect the
spirit and letter of its own Rules of Practice by denying discovery
here.

An unfortunate aspect of the Commission s action is that it introduces a double standard into the enforcement of the merger

Jaw. The Federal Trade Commission and the Department of Justice
have concurrent authority to bring proceedings to enforce Section

7 of the Clayton Act. If this case had been brought by the Department of Justice in a federal district court , and if the documents

;,
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sought here were in the possession of the Antitrust Division or the
United States Attorney, discovery would clearly be granted. Surely

the rights of a party charged with violating the merger law should
is brought
by the Federal Trade Commission rather than the Department of
not be substantial1y diminished because the proceeding'

.Justice. Apart from other considerations favoring broad and
handed administration of justice should

liberal discovery, even-

preclude the restrictive interpretation of Section 3. 11

adopted in

this case. Nowhere is the administrative process more vulnerable
than in regard to the fairness of agency adjudication. Prehearing
discovery is , as the Administrative Conference recognized , esseneffcient adjudication. " Where executive

tial to fail' as well as
legislative ,

and judicial pOW8rs are blended in a single agency

activity, the resulting need for adherence to scrupulous standards
of fairness is served by providing reasonable opportunity for dis-

covery. Public acceptance of agency decisions is not unrelated to
the giving of satisfaction in these regards. " Selected Reports of the
Administrative Conference of the United States , S. Doc. No. 24
88th Cong. , 1st Sess. (1963), p. 128.

S CERTIFICATION OF RESPONDENT
MOTION FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND REMANDING TO
HEARING EXAMINER

ORDER RULING ON EXAMI

The hearing examiner herein pursuant to Section 3. 6(a) of the
Commission s Rules of Practice having on October 14 , 1966 , certified to the Commission rcspondent' s motion for production of

documents filed August 15 ,

1966 ,

and

The Comn1ission for the reasons set forth

in the aecompanying
Opinion being of the opinion that respondent has shown good
1.131 of the Commission

cause under

s Rules for production of

the documents specified in Paragraph 9 of its motion received from

the parties listed in Paragraph 23 except that respondent has not
made adequate showing why the material C8nnot be secured directly from the persons and firms listed in Paragraph 23 of its
motion , and

The Commission being further of the opinion that
tion in this regard shOldd be
It

a determina-

made by the hearing examiner

ordered. That this matter be remanded to the hearing ex-

8minel' with the rlil'ection that as much of the material described
in Paragraph 9 of rcspondent' s

motion received from the parties
1isted in Paragraph 23 of said 111otion be made available to respondent as respondent is able to show cannot be secured directly

from the parties listed in Paragraph 23.

, "
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Commissioner Elman dissented ,

and has filed a dissenting

opinion.

L. G. BALFO'CR COMPANY ET AL.
Docket

8435.

Onle

19G't

eb.

Order rejecting proposed agreement containing consent order and remanding
case to the hearing examiner.

ORDER REJECTING PROPOSED AGREEMENT CONTAINING CONSEN'f
ORDER AND REMANDING FOR CONTINUATION OF PROCEEDING
This matter is before the Commission upon the hearing ex-

aminer

s recertification

, fied .January 13 ,

1967

, of the agreement

and consent order entered into between the parties and upon the
memorandum of Retail Jewelers of America , Inc. , \vith respect to
the hearing examiner s certification and the answers of the parties

in opposition thereto; and
The Commission having determined that the memorandum of

Retail .Jewelers of America ,
1966 ,

Inc.

, should be received only as a

ct1nicus cuTiae filed K ovember 21

supplement to its brief as an

and it hereby is so received

, and having further determined

that the proposed agreement containing consent order submitted

by the parties is inadequate to fully protect the jJublic interest and
should be rejected:
It is oTde1'cd That the matter be , and it hereby is , remanded to
the hearing examiner for a continuation of the pl'oceedinRs.
It is flu.

the)' oTdeTed That the time for filing the initial decision

in this proceeding be , and it hereby is ,

extended from March 6
it being understood that the
examiner wil set the times for the parties to file their respective
1967 , to and including May 8 , 1967 ,

submittals.

BENRCS WATCH CO. , IKC. , ET AL.
Docket 7352.

Onler and Opinion , Feb. 20

196?

Order denying' petition of Clifford L. J. Sicgmeistel' that an earlier onleT be
set aside as to him in his individual capacity.

OPINION OF THE CO:VIMISSION
This matter is before the Commission

upon a petition fied

.January 10 , 1967 , by resjJondent Clifford L.

.J. Siegmeister ,

re-
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questing that the final order issued herein on February 28, 1964
C. 1018), be set aside as to him in his individual capacity.
The Director , Bureau of Deceptive Practices , has filed an answer
(64 F.

in opposition to the request.

Although not cited by the petition , the validity of this request
must be determined under 9 3. 28 (b) (2) of the Commission s Rules
which provides , in part , that " Whenever any person subj ect to a
decision containing an order to cease and desist which has become
final is of the opinion that changed conditions of fact or law require
that said decision or order be altered , modified or set aside , or that
the public interest so requires , such person may file with the Com-

mission a petition requesting a reopening of the proceeding for that
purpose. "

The complaint in this matter issued on January 8 , 1959 , charging

two corporations and fourteen persons in their offcial capacities
practices in
Commission
Act. An
violation of Section 5 of tbe Federal Trade
,
1959
,
purportedly
on
behalf
of the
answer was filed on :\1arch 9
and individually with certain unfair and deceptive

two corporations and certain of the individual respondents ,

in-

cluding petitioner. In effect , the answer admits that certain of the
individual respondents , again including petitioner , formulated , directed and controlled the acts and practices of the corporate respondents , including the practices set forth in the complaint.
However , the answer specifically denies this charge as to three of
the named individuals on behalf of whom the answer was filed.
Service of the complaint upon peCitioner was effected by registered mail at the principal offce of the corporation of which he

was a vice president in charge of sales. As a first grounds in support of his request , petitioner states that the person who signed
the return receipt ,vas not authorized to accept personal service
for him as an individual. He further states that he never received a

copy of the complaint and was not a ware that he had been named
in his individual capacity. Moreover , petitioner states that he

never authorized anyone to file an answer in his behalf , and that
\vhich constitutes an admission that
he formulated and controlled the company s acts and policies , is
completely inaccurate.
Petitioner states that he resigned from the company on December 2, 1959 , and a1leges that it was not until after the Commission

the statement in the

ans'

er

issued its Final Order in February, 1964 , that he learned that he
had been named in the order to cease and desist. However , in this
regard , the record discloses that on September 12 , 1962 , petitioner
was persona1ly served with a copy of the hearing examiner s order
correcting an error in the initial decision and that service was
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effected at the offces of the Waltham Watch Company in New
York City. Also , as shown by the record , a copy of the initial decision and the order correcting an error therein were served upon
petitioner on September 14 , 1962 , by delivery thereof to the receptionist of the Waltham Watch Company at its place of business
in New York City. Petitioner does not make specific reference to
the service of these documents and the evidence of such service
would appear to refute his contention that he was unaware that he
had been named individually in this proceeding until after issuance
of the Final Order.

As a second grounds in support of his request , petitioner states
that contrary to the admission in the answer , he had nothing to do
with formulating or controlling sales policy of the corporate respondent of which he was an offcia1. In support of this contention
petitioner has submitted two affdavits. One of these is by a former
offcial of Benrus who left the employment of that company before
issuance of the complaint. The other is that of the private secretary
to Mr. S. Ralph Lazrus who was an offcial of BennIs until his death
in September , 1959.
Affants state that the title accorded to petitioner as a vice presi-

dent in charge of sales did not vest in him the right or duty to
formulate or control policy. Affants base their statements on the
asserted belief that the policies of BennIs were under the sole
supervision and jurisdiction of Mr. S. Ralph Lazrus. That this is
not an accurate premise , however , is evidenced by the testimony
of two Benrus oflcials , who are named in the order in their individual capacities ,

which establishes that they also formulated , directed and controlled the acts and practices of the company.
As stated in the petition , petitioner engaged an attorney to file
an appeal to the United States Court of Appeals , requesting that
the order be set aside as to him in his individual capacity. In

support of his argument , petitioner alleg-ed in his appeal brief that
there is no evidence that he had any individual responsibility for
any of the practices involved , and that he severed his connection

with Benrus in 1909. The court held that counsel supporting the
complaint had a right to rely on the admission in the answer and

that it was not erroneous

to include petitioner in the order even

though he had nothing to do with BennIs policies at the time of
his petition , if he occupied a policy making or directing position
during the period of the violations charged in the complaint. Pe-

titioner raised no issue before the court concerning the validity of
service of the complaint nor did he allege that he was unaware
that he was named individually until after the date of the Final
Order. Moreover , as pointed out by the court , petitioner s pleading

INTERLOCuTORY ORDERS , ETC.
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did not actuaJ1y deny that he was engaged in formulating, directing
and controJ1ing Benrus policies and practices prior to issuance of
the complaint.

Petitioner does not rely on a changed condition of fact or law in
circumstances , and
considering the evidence of record negating the grounds advanced
by petitioner , it is the Commission s opinion that reopening this

support of his request. Under the foregoing

proceeding for the purpose of setting aside the order as to petitioner is not warranted in the public interest and that petitioner
alternative request for a hearing for the purpose of receiving addi-

tional evidence is not justified. Accordingly, the petition is denied
and an appropriate order wi1 be entered.
Commissioner Elman did not concur.
ORDER DENYI G PETITIO1\
This matter having come before the Commission

upon petition

by respondent Clifford L. J. Siegmeister , filed January 5 , 1967 , requesting that the order issued on February 28 , 1964 (64 F.
1018J, be set aside as to him in his individual capacity, and upon
an answer in opposition thereto med by the Director , Bureau of
Deceptive Practices; and

The Commission for the reasons stated in the accompanying
opinion , having determined that petitioner s request should be
denied:
It is ordered That the petition filed by Clifford L. J. Siegmeister
on January 5 1967 , be , and it hereby is , denied.
Commissioner Elman not concurring.

THE KROGER
Docket

7461;.

OTde1" ,

CO.

MaTch

, 1967

Order remanding case to hearing examiner for the purpose of exploring possi-

bilities for a settlement.
ORDER OF REMAND

On February 15 , 1967 , the hearing examiner certified to the
Commission various motions filed by respondent. The examiner
certification contains the following general recommendation:
In view of the longevity of this case ,

formation ,

tne admitted need for additional in-

and the prospects that this matter wil not be ripe for hearings

in the near future , the hearing examiner suggests that it might be fruitful to
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delay action on the three motions for 30 days to explore the possibilities of a
settlement. In this connection , it should be noted that no such opportunity was
afforded respondent prior to the August 10, 1966, amendment of the complaint.
Furthermore , a consent ordcr has been recently accepted by the Commission
In the Matter oj Winn- Dixie Stores Docket
No.
ll10 , September 14 , 1966 (70
C. 611.1, which might form the basis for a settlement here. Finally, the
Commission on January 17 , 1967 , announced its " Enforcement Policy with
Respect to Mergers in the Food Distribution Industries " which referred to its
Winn- Dixie

prior actions in the

area.
place

and other food cases. By its announcement,

cement policy in this important
(Emphasis added. ) Since respondent' s most recent acquisition took
prior to these significant developments, settlement discussions would
its futu?' c enfo?'

the Commission spelled out

not appear to be inappropriate.
Accordingly, without at this time reaching or determining the

questions presented by the motions certified to the Commission
It is ordered That this matter be , and it hereby is , remanded
to the hearing examiner for the purpose of exploring the possibilities of a settement , and that the hearing examiner report to

the Commission in thirty (30) days as to the status of such disCUSSIOns.

Commissioner MacIntyre not participating.
CROWELL- COLLIER P'CBLISHING COMPA"Y ET AL.
Docket 7751.

Order and Opinion ,

Mar.

, 1967

Order denying respondents ' appeal from the hearing examiner s denial of
motion to quash certain subpoenas.

OPINION OF THE COMMISSIO

This matter is before the Commission on respondents ' appeal
motion to

from the hearing examiner s denial of respondents '

quash certain subpoenas issued at the request of counsel supporting
the complaint.

Respondents ' motion to quash giving rise to this appeal was filed
on December 6 , 1966 , and denied by the examiner on January 9
1967. Three of the subpoenas challenged on this motion are
subpoenas

ad testificandum

directed to three offcers of the respond-

ents. A fourth seeks documents from one of the respondents.
; Now Crowell Collier and Macmillan , Inc.

Since wc r:ave considered thiH matter on it merits ,

it is unnecessary to decide whether
at the time of the issuance of

this appeal is pursuant to the Rules of Praetice in effect
complaint. or those presently in existence.
S Subpoenas

were issued for M1' John Roe, president of Crowell Collie!' and
orman Bennett , president of P. Y. Collier , Inc ; and ).r. John G. Ryan

ad testificandum

Macmillan , Inc. ;

Mr.

R former offcir.1 of respondent P. F. Co1ler & Son Corporat
issued for

I1' E . M. Harris, secretary of Crowe:1 Comer

on. A subpoena

and )'Iacmnlan .

duces tecum

wr,s

Inc, Other subpoenas

which were issued at the request of complaint counsel have nOw become moot by the substitution
of new witnesses cr the issuance of duplicate subpoenHs.
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Complaint counsel has also stated that he proposes to request

for representatives of Standard and
Poor , Moody , the Copyright Offce of the Library of Congress

subpoenas

etd testificandum

duces tecun

and The \Vashington Post and a subpoena

for a repre-

sentative of the National Better Business Bureau. ' Respondents

and complaint counsel jointly request that the Commission consider on this appeal the extant subpoenas as we11 as those proposed
by complaint counsel.
Respondents ' motion to quash the subpoenas is based on two
grounds: (1) the remand to the examiner

is i11egal; and

(2) the

subpoenas are beyond the scope of the remand order.
Preliminary to a consideration of the validity of the grounds
urged by respondents in support of their motion to quash , it is

necessary to revie\v briefly the circumstances of this remand proceeding. This maUer was remanded on September 30 , 1966 , after
the Commission s consideration of the appeal of counsel supporting
the complaint from the initial decision of the hearing examiner
dismissing the

c01l1plaint. The Commission in its remand opinion

found that respondent P. F. Co11ier & Son Corporation had made
the misrepresentations charged in the complaint and that an order
to cease and desist was necessary. The Commission reserved its
determination on the liability of respondent Crowe11- Collier

Publishing Company and on the liability of P. F. Co11ier , Inc. , as the

Son Corporation.
Further hearings were ordered to determine this limited issue of
liability.

a11eged successor to respondent P. F. Collier &

On November 3 , 1966 ,

in accordance with the mandate in the

remand opinion for expeditious disposition , the examiner contacted
counsel for each side requesting a pre- hearing conference and the

submission by counsel of a memorandum " setting

forth the issues

in connection with the remand , the names of the \vitnesses , the
nature of their testimony, and the documents that he intended to
employ "

('fr. 3676). Counsel supporting the complaint complied

on November 16 ,

1966. Respondents , however , refused to comply
follo\ved during the hearing,

or to agree to any procedure to be

contending that the entire remand proceeding was ilegal (Tr.
position , the examiner ruled that
he would not bind complaint counsel to the witnesses and maUers
3680). In view of respondents '

. The return up-tes

of HI! of the

oubpoenHS have expi'" e,l

8S " re

ult of respondents ' avpea:.

Respondent state on their appeal that they are assuming, without conceding, that the
subpoena are stil: outstanrling but in any event w:sh to he. ve e. decision on the SUDpueNLS to
guide them in the hearings as they progress. \Ve agree that the iowe raised by respondents
in respect to these subpoenas is not moot , whether or r. ot the subpoenas may have tu be re-

issued.
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set forth In the pretrial memorandum (Tr. 3690). ' Respondents
instant motion to quash was filed on December 6 , 1966.
Respondents cha1Jenge the legality of the remand on the ground
that the issues have already been tried once ,

and that the evidence

Initia1Jy submitted did not support a finding of liability; hence
according to respondents , complaint counsel should not be afforded
an opportunity to supplement the evidence. n In effect , respondents
argue that the Commission prejudged the issue , found liability,
concluded that the evidence was insuffcient to support its con-

clusion and remanded the matter to obtain suffcient

evidence.

Thus , respondents conclude , the remand is illegal as an abuse of

discretion (Resps. App. Br. p. 8). We do not find any support
either in law or in logic for this argument.
The right of an administrative agency to return a matter for

further proceedings by its hearing examiners is well established.
v.

Federal Trade Commission

Weill.Qnrten 336 F. 2d (;87 (5th Cir.

Decrii7.Q Millkc11 , Inc.
19(;4), cert. denicd 380 U. S. 908 (1%5),
Johnston 295 F. 2c1 85(; (4th Cir. 19(;1). The courts are clear that
questions of remand are within the broad discretion of the agency
discharging its ad.iudicative responsibility and that the courts
in
should not interfere in this process except in extraordinRry situations.
In
Deering Milliken , Inc. the court in Jimiting' the scope of the
District Court'

s injunction against Rny further remand hearing's

by the National Labor Relations Board , stated:
we think a court should not interfere with the Board' s

processes to the extent

that in any view additional hearings and additional evidence might lwye lwen

reasonably regarded by the Board as of assistance to its ac1ministrutive

pro-

cedures and not lmduly oppJ' essive (295 F. 2cJ 868).
In

Weinua?'en

the cireuit court set aside the injunction ob-

tained by respondent from the District Court against remand

proceedings ordered by the Commission holding that:
we think it would be the extren::c1y rare cuse "where a court would be justified

in holding- as

ten urges us to do here- that

the passage of time
for preeJlIJtOl'Y intervention of
outside court in the conduct of an agency s adjudicative proceedings (336
\Veingar

and nothing more presents an occasion
F. 2d 692).

, Th day prior to this pretrial hear:ng-, !\' mbel' 1;,. respondents filerl a motioJl with t:
examiner to certify th matt",. to thc Comm:ssion for clarificntion of the )cmi'ncL onlpj . The
. respond
s filet! Hll in:erm'ue'
('xnminer denied the motion on !\o\' mbel" 16. On
locuto,' y aV))€fll with the Commission OIT this rulin". "which "ppeal was tI.,nied l) ' the
Commission cn December 6. l!IHG.

U It should be noted thflt , csporc1ents

:sing tl':5 issue for thc fiJ'st ti" e '"do e tlu'

f1le J'_'

Commission. Hesponder. ts did no: ques:ior, the :egf. :ity
to s€ck clarification of the remand order.

of

he nmand on th il' l' fll"ic1' appEfll
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In setting aside the injunction ,

the Con1mission

the Court specificaJ1y held that
s remnnd did not constitute prejudgment of an

issue already tried before the examiner and could not on that
ground be held to be ilegal. The Court further observed:
it was not prejudgment at that stage for the Commission to indicate some

likely, even though tentative views. , " With the n:corcl

in this stage of

development ,

the Commission s actioll ShO W5 110 prejudgment. On the contrary, it shows the Commission s careful regard for the protection of the

rights of both Weingarten and the public in its insistence on evidence 'shieh
not only pointed the finger accusingly at the l' €spondents,

but qualitatively

afforded a reliable basis for a fmal adjudication. 336 F. 2d 395.

No case has ever suggested that a remand may take place only
upon a showing that evidence to be adduced on the ren1and could
Wein-

not have been adduced at the original hearing. Indeed in

ow.

ten

the evidence to be adduced was clearly available at the

Deering
original hearing fron1 ' witnesses who had testified. In
Milliken , Inc. the court specificaJly stated that an agency may
relnand for additional evidence which it reasonably regards to be

of " assistance " to its proceeding (295 F. 2d 868).
Nor do we find any support for respondents ' argument in the
two cases j' elied upon by them.' Neither of these cases involved the
action of an administrative agency

l'elnanding a proceeding to

obtain further evidence on which to render a decision on a pending
matter.
In sum , we find no n1erit in respondents '

contention that the

remand is ilega!.
Respondents ' second ground for quashing the subpoenas is that
go
beyond the

they exceed the scope of the remi1nd order as they

specific documentary evidence referred to by
the Comn1ission in its opinion as not having been offered in propel'

introduction of the

probative form. Respondents also argne that by the same token

it is improper and outside the scope of the remand to call any
witnesses except those representing POOl" S and J'doody s which

publish the documentary evidence which respondents claim is the
sole subject of the remanet Respondents ' interpretation of our

; SUl1thjJu,t Petrulel"" Company

v.

LRB.

31.'i u. s. 100

(1\142) h('lc1 that it

s not ('lTOI'

oug-ht enfo 'Cement of its on1el'
fOI' the Ci' 'Cuit CO\Jll of ApJler,ls, from whom the Ho"rtl hn(l
prohibit:ng- certain unf,,;:' I"bol' pranif'es , to refuse to JY."-1ld the matter to the TIoflnJ to
allo\v Southport to il1trouu e evidence inrlicp.tlng: that the OI iginnl corponn:on had lH'C1l dissoivnl and thnt the nEW one was nut su,Jjrc: to the order, The l'OUl' t ojlscr\'ed that SouthJ1()"t
c. r):" guise in:endEd to evnde the )Ho\'ision
hange in l'ol')orale MntlJS wns no:!-ng more than

of th" order nnd this wns " matter for the Circuit COUI. t 1. rlecide in enfol' rinr: the onler
(315 U. S, 10(;). G!ad,ltone- A,' cli1;i, Docket S6G- , Order Deny;ng Pe mission to File Interlocutor
)JovemGCI' li , 1%6 (70 F,
C, 1 3:J. held thnt the h"' lu'in" exnmiT\e ' had not "bused

Apprnl ,

his dis retion in reCu5ing to reopen a hN\l:ng to al:ow respondenlS to introduce
relating to l\Jother case.

vjJence
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opinion and remand order is erroneous. Our opinion is not limited
as counsel now argues. In our opinion we stated:
It should be explicitly understood that at this remand hearing the burden is on
counsel supporting the com )lajnt to submit in probative form evidence to
which reference was made during the appeal

heu1'ing exmnine?" may cO'ilsida apPl' oprinte

1'70 F.

C. 977 ,

and snell other e'vidence as the
(OlJinion , p. 8; emphasis added)

10101.

It is therefore clear that the remand proceeding is not limited
solely to the documentary evidence as respondents arc contending.
Respondents further argue that the number and scope of the
subpoenas demonstmte that they generally exceed the limited

remand intended by the Commission and also cite specific requests
in the subpoenas

duce8 leCU1n

as being improper. It should again

be noted that respondents refused to comply with the examiner
prehearing request that the parties exchange 111cmoranda setting

forth the issues in connection with the remand , the names of the
\vitnesses , the nature of their testimony and the documents to be
employed. Theil' refusal has placed complaint counsel in the diffcult
position of having to assume that respondents are unwilling to

agree to any facts whatsoever and that he will be put to his proof
on each of the factual issues involved in establishing the corporate
history and responsibility of the respondent parent corporation and
its various corporate subsidiaries.
The examiner , after hearing arguments for issuance of the subpoenas and considering respondents ' objections thereto , concluded
that the subpoenas were within the scope of the remand , relevant
to the issues involved and that compliance ,voldd not be unduly
burdensome. The Commission has consistently stated that the

conduct of adjudicative proceedings is primarily the responsibility

of the hearing examiner whose rulings

on evidentiary and procedural matters should not be disturbed in the absence of unusual
circumstances.
L.
Balfow' D. 8435 , Order Directing Disclosure
G.

of Documents , May 10 ,

C. 1541J ;
Amei'ican Bmlee
Order Denying Appeal From Denial of
Application for Deposition and Subpoenas , September 1 , 1965 C68

Shoe Company,

1963 C62 F.

D. 8622 ,

Associated lvlercholldisi'l!1 Corp. D. 8651 , Order
C. 1169J;
Denying Request for Permission to File Interlocutory Appeal
February 2 1967 CP. 1616 hereinJ.

The Commission will not under the circumstances of this appeal
substitute its judgmcnt for that of complaint counsel in determining which witnesses should be llsed in the presentation of his
case. We feel that on issues which are hotly contested and where
the facts must be adduced from respondents ' offcers , complaint

,"
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counsel must be permitted a certain leeway and flexibility
evaluating what proof must be adduced especial1y where it can be
expected , as here , that the witnesses may be hostile.
The witnesses which are the subject of complaint counsel's
subpoenas include three of respondents ' offcers and a former
offcer who can be expected to have direct knowledge of the respondent corporations ' history and relationships , facts which are
central to the remand proceeding. Tbe other witnesses consist of
persons who in their offcial or business capacities have knmvledge
relevant to the purposes of the remand.
Respondents have not demonstrated that the examiner abused

his discretion by issuing the subpoenas or denying the motion to
quash. The mere issuance of the subpoenas themselves does not
support respondents ' position. We cannot find any reason to assume
that the witnesses which complaint counsel seek to can are not

necessary in order to enable counsel to comply with the remand
order.

Accordingly, we agree with the examiner s conclusion that the
subpoenas are within the scope of the remand order.
Respondents also chal1enge the subpoenas on the ground that
they are vague , unreasonable and oppressive. Specifical1y, respondents chanenge certain items in the subpoenas

duces tecum

issued

to the National Better Business Bureau as oppressive insofar as it
seeks correspondence from 1950 to the date of the subpoena , between the Bureau and respondents
relative to the sales approach
used in the sale of Col1ier s Encyclopedia " (Resps. App. Br. , p. 6).
Assuming without deciding that respondents have standing to
chanenge a subpoena issued to a third party, we find no validity
in respondents ' contention. Complaint counsel's theory in this pro-

ceeding is that the entire Crowel1- Col1ier

complex is a single opera-

tion irrespective of the change in the individual corporate identities
of subsidiaries and that this is demonstrated by the continuity in
the sale of the same publication , under the same name , from the
same offces and utilizing essential1y the same sales methods. The
liability of the various respondents , all of whom are in some way
connected to the Crowel1- Conier corporate family, for the mis-

representation found to have been made in this case , is the central
issue on this remand. Correspondence between the National Better
Business Bureau and respondents , transcending the various
changes in the corporate identity of the subsidiaries , certainly

cannot be said at this stage to be irrelevant to this issue to be de-

termined by the remand. Nor do we construe

this subpoena as
unreasonable or oppressive. The request is specific as to
the data desired , and in our opinion is neither oppressive or
un-

vague ,
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reasonable. Further , if compliance with the request presents diffational
Better Business Bureau , and not respondents herein.
We do not feel that the examiner eITed in issuing this subpoena
or in refusing to grant respondents ' motion to quash.
culties , it would appear to be a matter to be raised by the

duces tecum

Respondents assert additionally that the subpoena

issued to the Secretary of Crowell Collier and Macmillan , Inc. , is
improper in that the first six items on Schedule A of the subpoena
exceed the scope of the " limited

remand" and that the last three

items are " unreasonable , vague and oppressive.

This subpoena seeks to elicit the history of the parent corporation and its subsidiaries , including changes in name , the establish-

ment and dissolution of the subsidiaries and the identities of
certain offcers of the corporations. It would appear that such
record facts could easily have been stipulated by the parties.

Nevertheless ,

respondents by their own action have refused to
comply with the hearing examincr s request to submit a memo-

randum delineating the fact issues which they will contest and
otherwise cooperate in the expeditious disposition of the matter.
Complaint counsel has determined apparently, therefore , that the
most expeditious way of ascertaining this information is by calling
witnesses from respondents ' business who have these facts readily
at hand.
The enumerated items of the subpoenas

duces tecuin

are clearly

directly relevant to the purpose of the remand.
We have only respondents ' rather vague assertion as part of its
argument , that the ilflterial cal1ed for in the first six items of
Schedule A covers a period of 60 years. This assertion in respondents ' brief cannot substitute for the specific showing which must

be made if aJlegations

of oppressiveness are to be upheld by us.

We assume that the evidence wil be confined to periods which the
examiner believes are relevant to the remand proceeding. We
cannot determine this question on this appeal and do not believe

respondents have made any showing that the subpoena is outside
the remand or '.vilJ be oppressive.
Respondents chaJlenge the last three items of this subpoena on
the ground that they too are " unreasonable , vague and oppressive.

In support of their argument , respondents simply call upon the
Commission to read the items. We have done so as did the hearing

examiner. He concluded that the subpoenas were reasonable. Our
attention has not been drawn to any facts which would cause

us

to interfere \vith his judgment. Certainly our own reading of these
items does not require the

conclusio1l that the subpoenas on their

face are unreasonable or oppressive. The material sought appears
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to be directly relevant to the issue of successorship,

which is Oile

of the central objects of the remand proceeding. Certainly, there
is nothing vague in the specification. The information sought is
precisely delineated.
We conclude that the subpoena

duces teem"

issued to the Secre-

tary of CrowelJ ColJier and 2VlacmilJan , Inc. neither exceeds the

scope of the remand nor is " vague ,
The examiner has demonstrated

unreasonable or oppressive.

a desire to implement the

Commission s mandate for an expeditious disposition of this pro-

ceeding and has made every effort to utilize the usual pretrial
procedures to reach agreement where the issues are incontrovertible and to restrict the evidentiary hearing to the contested

issues. The reasonableness of complaint eou118e1'8

request for

sub-

poenas and the examiner s rulings thereon must be considered in

light of the circumstances that exist.
In originally remanding this matter for the limited purpose of
determining the liability of the parties involved , it was the opinion
of the Commission that this ,vas the most expeditious means of
disposing of the proceeding. The issue of

deception which had

required the bulk of the original hearings , has been resolved and
is not involved in this remand proceeding. Should respondents

reconsider their prior decision and cooperate with the examiner , it
is possible that some parts of these subpoenas might not be necessary. The Commission is confident that the examiner ,vill continue
to make every effort to bring this matter to an early disposition

through continuous hearings and such oiher means as appear
feasible so that the matter can be expeditiously returned

to the

Commission for 'final disposition.
In our opinion , the examinel' did not abuse his discretion in the
issuance of the subpoenas or in his denial of the motion to quash.
We deny the appeal and sustain the examiner in his decision.
An appropriate order ,vill be issued.
Commissioner Elman did not concur , and Commissioner l\JacIntyre did not participate.

ORDER DENYING RESPO:-DENTS ' ApPEAL FROM THE DENIAL BY THE
HEARING EXA IINER OF RESPONDE'\TS ' MOTION TO Q1.ASH
CERTAIN SUBPOE:-AS'
On September 30 , 1966 , this matter was remanded for further
hearings on the liability of the parties involved. The hearing examiner at the request of counsel supporting the complaint issued
certain subpoenas ad testificandum and duces tecum,
ow Crowell Collier ar:d Macmilan ,

Inc

. ':' "
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Respondents moved to quash the subpoenas. upon the hearing
examiner s denial of this motion , respondents on January 23 , 1967
filed an appcal with the Commission. On February 2 , 1967 , counsel

supporting the complaint fied an answer in opposition to the appeal. Counsel for both sides have jointly requested that the Commission consider at this time not only the extant subpoenas , but

also certain enumerated subpoenas which counsel supporting the
complaint plans to request. We havc granted this request and our
decision herein is dispositive of all of the subpoenas.
The Commission , for the reasons set forth in the accompanying
opinion ,

has concluded that nothing in the hearing exan1iner

denial of the motion to quash constitutes an abuse of discretion
and

The Commission bcing of the opinion that respondents

have

submitted no basis for quashing any of the subpoenas
It
is
O?-deTed That thc appeal of respondents , filed January

23,

1967 , be , and it hereby is , denied.

Commissioner Elman not concurring. Comlnissioner MacIntyre
not participating.

LEHIGH PORTLA D CEMEc-T COMPANY
Docket 8680.

Order llenying respondent' s
ment of Justice.

Onlei' and Opinion , JI1n'!'

, 1.%''t

application for transfer of case to the Depart-

OFIKIOCI OF THE CmvIMIsslON

Respondent has filed an application requesting that the Commis-

sion transfer this proceeding to the Department of Justice " for
such further action as may be just. " In support of its application

respondent argues that such a transfer " \vould purge this proceeding of any taint Jrom the Commission s pretrial publicity,

simultaneous industry- \vide investigation , promulgation of an enforcement policy and conduct of an adjudicative proceeding * ,

Respondent's contentions with respect to the alleged prejudicial
nature of the Commission s industrywide proceeding were disposed
of in our opinion and order of February 6, 1967 (p. 1618 hereinJ,
denying respondent' s motion to vacate the complaint herein. \Ve
adhere to the views expressed in that opinion , and there is no need
to repeat them here.
Respondent has added to its l)levious arguments the claim that
the Commission engaged in prejudicial pretrial publicity by issuing

INTERLOCUTORY ORDERS , ETC.
press releases ,
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a staff economic study, and a statement of enforce-

ment policy involving vertical mergers in the cement industry. In
our view , none of these dOCU1l1cnts contains any 111ate1'ia1 prejudicial to respondent. The issuance of appropriate press releases , staff
economic reports , and statements of enforcement policy is necessary to inform the public, the bar , and industry members of the
Vie
find respondent'
Commission s actions and c1eten11inations.
application wholly without merit , and it is denied.
Commissioner l\laclntyl'€ did notparticipate.
ORDER DENYING ApPLICATION FOR TRA:\SFER OF PROCEEDING

Upon consideration of respondent' s application for transfer of
this proceeding to the Department of Justice , fi1ed on February 16

1967; and for the reasons stated in the accompanying opinion
It is Q)'

dcred

That respondent' s

application be, and it hereby is

denied.

Commissioner l\lacIntyre not pal'ticjpating.

TnI' CROWN CORK & SEAL COMPANY , INC.
Docket

8687.

Ordel' ,

MaT.

-', 1.

Order directing-General Counsel of FTC to take appropriate action to enforce
replies to issued sunpoenas.
ORDER DIRECTING ENFORCEME":'I OF SUBPOENAS D!:CES TECUM
The hearing examiner at the instance of respondent herein

1966 , issued subpoenas to Continental Can
Company, Inc. , KationaJ Can Corporation and American Can

having on October 11 ,

Company requiring the production

of certain information and

material necessary to respondent' s defense to the charges contained
in the Commission s complaint of May 31 , 1966 , and

The Commission on January 13 ,

1967 (p. 1610 hereinJ, having

denied the appeal of Continental Can Company, Inc. , from the
hearing examh1er s denial of motion to quash said subpoena duces
tecum , and Kational Can Corporation and American Can Com-

pany having stipulated with respondent to make returns to the
extent required of Continental Can Company, Inc. , and
The hearing examiner on January 26 , 1967 , having ordered that
returns be made on February 20. 1967 , by Continental Can Com-

pany, Inc. , National Can Corporation and Amel' ican Can Company
OIl the above- mentioned subpoenas , and
The hearing examiner on February 24 , 19G7 ,

having certified to
the Commission that Continental Can Company, Inc. , Nationa1
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Can Corporation and American Can Company having failed to
comply with his order of January 26 , 1967 , are in default of

making return upon the above- mentioned subpoenas, and
The Commission being of the opinion that the hearing examiner
acted properly in refusing to extend to Continental ,

National and

American as a condition precedent to their compliance

with the

in ca1nera
whatever records supplied by them in response to the above-

above- mentioned subpoenas a prior commitment to place

mentioned subpoenas are hereinafter offered in evidence
It is ordered

That the General Council of the Federal Trade

Commission be , and he hereby is , directed to immediately take
appropriate steps looking toward the enforcement of said sub-

poenas.

ROXBURY CARPET COMPA Y ET AL.
Docket

7637.

Order denying respondents '

Onie-r and Opinion ,

MaT.

, 1%7

motion that the effective date of this cease and

desist order be stayed.

OPINION OF THE COMMISSION

This matter is before the Commission upon motion filed by respondents on January 9 ,

1967 ,

requesting that the effective date

of the order issued on February 10, 1964 (64 F. C. 787J, be
stayed. Thc Director , Bureau of Restraint of Trade , has filed an
answer in opposition to the motion.
Respondents are one of a g-roup of ten rug and carpet manu-

facturers against whom the Commission simultaneously issued
complaints on October 28 , 1959 , charging a violation of Section

2 (a) of the Clayton Act. Prior thereto , on February 26 , 1959 , the
Commission had issued complaints charging two other members of
this industry with violating Section 2 (a). On April 5 , 1960 , re-

spondents entered into an agreement containing a consent order
which was subject to the condition that the initial decision based

Commission until
the Commission disposed of the other eleven related cases by orders

thereon would not become the decision of the

to cease and desist in substantially the same form as set forth in
the agreement , or by other appropriate order to cease and desist

or of dismissal. The Commission
hearing

issued an order adopting- the

examiner s initial decision containing the consent order,

and on April 2 ,

1964 (64 F.

C. 787 , 793J, it issued an order which

INTERLOCUTORY ORDERS , ETC.
in effect
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, stayed the date for filing a report of compliance until

January 12 ,

1967.

In the motion before us , respondents state that they have fied a
petition and on information and belief aver that other manufacturers of rugs and carpets have also filed petitions , requesting the
Commission to initiate a trade regulation rule proceeding for the
rug and carpet industry. The purpose of respondents ' present

motion is to request the Commission to stay the effective date of
the order unti the Commission determines whether to initiate the
trade regulation rule proceeding and , in the event it decides to

proceed , to stay the effective date of the order until conclusion of
such proceeding.
As stated by the Supreme Court ,

the Commission

s obligation

under the statute is " to develop that enforcement policy best calculated to achieve the ends contemplated by Congress and to allo-

cate its available funds and personnel in such a way as to execute
Moog Industries , Inc.
U. S. 411 (1958).

its policy effciently and economically.

Federal Trade Commission

355

It was in recognition of this statutory obligation that the Commission determined to issue complaints against twelve of the
largest manufacturers in the rug and carpet industry in 1959.

Respondents were well aware of the initiation of the proceedings
against eleven of its competitors and in consenting to an order to
cease and desist , agreed to be bound by the order even though the
proceedings as to their competitors could be dismissed.

There is no contention in the motion before us that the Com-

mission abused its discretion in enforcing the statute by proceeding
against twelve manufacturers in the rug and carpet industry. Respondents ' request is grounded on the assertion that price competition is extremely keen and that they and the other manufacturers

now under order will have to vary prices in order to meet the
competition of the more numerous manufacturers not subject to
orders. Respondents further assert that in light of the pricing

policies pursued by other manufacturers , they are placed at an ex-

treme competitive disadvantage by the order.
Respondents have submitted no information or documentary

evidence in support of their assertion concerning the pricing prac-

tices of other manufacturers. They do , however , state in their
petition for a trade regulation rule accompanying their motion
that the situation with which they are concerned is due in part to
the " drastic change in industry technology in recent years.
In the Commission s opinion , respondents ' general assertions are
not suffcient to warrant a conclusion that the effective date of their
order should be stayed. We think it obvious that one of the several
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essential preconditions even to consider whether it would be appropriate to exercise our discretion to stay enforcement of the
orders would be specific information as to the nature and extent of

the al1eged pricing practices of other ll1anufacturers and a showing
that enforcement of these orders would place respondents at a

serious competitive disadvantage. Moreover , it is to be noted that
the trade regulation rule proceeding requested by respondents has
been available since June 1962. Respondents have been aware for
some time that they would be required to comply with their order.
Their failure to raise any issue concerning industry pricing practices unti this time militates against a conclusion that an

immedi-

ate stay of the order is required to prevent serious competitive

injury.
As previously noted , respondents and other manufacturers under order have filed petitions requesting a trade regulation rule

proceeding. These petitions are presently under consideration. In
determining whether a trade regulation rule proceeding should be
initiated and in the course of such proceeding, if commenced
relevant facts upon which to base a decision as to the likelihood

of competitive injury wil be developed. On the basis of these facts,
the Commission can then determine , in the exerdse of its administrative discretion ,

whether a stay of the order or other relief is
warranted.
For the foregoing reasons , respondents ' request that the e!lective
date of the order be stayed is denied. An appropriate order wi1
be entered.
COll1missioner Elman did not concur.

OIWER DENYING MOTION TO STAY EFFECTIVE DATE OF ORDER

This matter having come before the COll1rnission upon motion
filed January 9 1967 , requesting' that the effective
date of the order to cease and desist be stayed , and upon an answer
in opposition thereto filed by the Director , Bureau of Restraint
of Trade; and
The Commission for the reasons stated in the accompanying
opinion , having determined that the motion should be denied:
It
is
orde' led That respondents ' motion , filed January 9 , 1967,

by respondents ,

, and it hereby is , denied.
Commjssioner Elman not concurring.
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THE SEEBURG CORPORATION
Docket

OTder ,

8682.

, 1967

Mar.

Order making avaiJable to respondent a list of accepted bottle vending machines issued by Coco- Cola , dated March 1 , 1965.
ORDER DIRECTING PRODlJCTION AND RULING ON REQUEST FOR
PLENARY CONSIDERATION OF CERTIFICATION

This matter is before the Commission upon the hearing examiner s certification of complaint counsel' s refusal to make certain
documents available to respondent , filed February 3 , 1967 , except
as that certification has been withdrawn by a subsequent submittal
filed by the examiner February 10 , 1967. The certification , as
amended by the withdrawal , brings to the Commission the solitary
issue of whether or not complaint counsel should produce for

respondent a document identified as a list of accepted bottle vending machines issued by Coca- Cola , dated March 1 , 1965. The hearing examiner has recommended that this document be made

available.
The examiner also , without recommendation , has attached to his
submission of February 10 , 1967 , respondent' s request for plenary
consideration by the Commission of the certification by the hearing
examiner concerning Commission policies as to confidential files.

This same request was also filed with the Commission February 6,
1967. Complaint counsel , on February 13 , 1967 , fied a statement
with respect to the hearing exan,iner s February 3 , 1967 , certification dealing with both respondent' s motion for the production of
documents and respondent' s

request for plenary consideration by

the Commission.

The Commission original1y considered respondent' s demand for
production of documents in the Commission s confidential files on
the examiner s certification of October 3 , 1966 , recommending

denial thereof for failure to make the showing required by S 1.134
of the Commission s Rules of Practice. The request included documents relating to activities of botters , soft drink syrup manufacturers and vending machine manufacturers. The Commission , in
an order issued October 25, 196fj (70 F.

C. 1809J, denied re-

spondent' s request. Respondent appealed this order , and its action
for declaratory judgment and relief in the nature of mandamus
was dismissed by the court.

December 15 , 1966 ,
production of

The Seeburg Corporation

(U.

eral Trade Commission

C. E. D.

v.

The Fed-

Tenn. 1966). Later ,

on

respondent fied a renewed motion for the
documents , which was certified to the Commission
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on December 19 , 1966. The Commission denied such motion by an
order issuer1 February 8 , 1967 (p. 1633 hereinJ.
In

the meantime , the examiner made detailed findings and

rulings concerning the production of documents in the possession
of complaint counsel. These findings and rulings are attached to the

examiner s certification and are identified as Appendixes A and B.

Therein the examiner systematica11y considers each of the documents or categories of documents requested and states his ruling
as to whether or not such should be produced. There apparently

is no issue before the Commission as to the documents \vhich the

examiner ruled need not be furnished, l The question of production
is now one of narI'mv scope. The examiner states in his submission
of February 10 , 1967 , partially withdl'HWing. 'his prior certification

that compiaint counsel have made available a11

the

documentation

in question except for two lists by Coca- Cola , one of which is
reported to be now in the possession of respondent' s counsel. The

other is the aforementioned Coca- Cola list of accepted bottle vending machines , dated March 1 , 1965.
With reference to the latter document , the hearing examiner

states in Appendix A attached to his certification of February 3
J967 , that there is no longer anything secret or confidential about
it II

since public record evidence has aJready been received without

" He found that the docu-

objection rclating to such acceptances.
ment might serve SODle purpose insofar as respondent' s
concerned and he therefore directed production llnderin

defense is

camern

procedures. While it is not clear that resDondent has made the
requisite showing of " good cause " for the production of the docu-

ment in question , nevertheless , in the circnmstances , we wi11 direct
.that it be made available.
Vole see no need at this time to further consider the issnes raised

by respondent in its request for plenary consideration. We believe

that these issues have been largely rendered moot by the later
access to records provided by complaint counsel in response to the
hearing examiner s rulings. Accordingly,

It is ordered That complaint counsel make available to the respondent , for its information and use , under such conditions as
the examiner may provide , the list of accepted bottle vending
machines issued by Coca- Cola dated March J, J 965.

It is further ordered

That respondent' s request for plenary con-

sideration be , and it hereby is, denied.
\ Respondent' s

request for plenary ron,ideration of Commis ion IJolicircs H to confidential

of the heal'in" r- xamir. er to date
which rulings, in effect, have granted in part and denied in part its reuuestF for production,
dorument!; Goes not seem to raise oLjections to the l"uling-
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ISRAEL RETTINGER ET AL. DOING BUSI"ESS
RETTINGER RAINCOAT MFG. CO.
Docket 6534.

Order denying respondent' s

Onle1' and Opim:ons ,

Apr.

AS

7, 1.67

motion to reopen proceeding and modify the

order.
DISSENTIKG OPINION

By ELMAN Commissioner:

What is involved here is essentially a private controversy

be-

tween The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company of Ahon , Ohio , a
bilion- dollar corporation , and a small company that has been using
Goodyear "
Rubber Co.

on its raincoats since 1911. In 1888 ,
v.

Goodyear Rubber Co.

in Goodyear India
128 U. S. 598 , the Supreme

Court held that " Goodyear " is a generic name in the public domain.
Subsequent to that decision , many companies (including most of
the rain wear industry) have been using the term " Goodyear.

Goodyear of Akron is now embroiled in private litigation with
claiming infringement of private trademark rights. I do not think it is in the public interest for this
respondent and ot!1ers ,

Commission to intervene in such essentially private controversies.
The point was made more than forty years ago by Gerard Henderson in his classic study, " The Federal Trade Commission " (1924):
The argument is sometimes m de that there is a legitimate place for the

Federal Trade Commission in cases of ihis sort , as the protector of the weak
against the strong. A large corporation , it is said ,

can hire eminent lawyers

and experts , 2.nd prolong the Jitigation until the stn,ngth and resources of the
small competitor , whose private brand the corporation is trying to appropriate
have been

xhausted, The diffculty witl1 this argument is that ,

in the cases

in \vhich complaints have been issued , the cbject has as often as not been to
protect a large , nationally know!l company against a small but unscrupulous
competitor. Among the companies for WhOSE protection such complaint.s have

been issued are the " '" " Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company, "' * ':' . These
companies would hardiy admit that they \vere applying,
in fonnn pauperis

have the Government assume the expense of their llrivate litigations.

Where the deceptive brand or name ,

or the misleading advertisement , is de-

signed to lead customers to confuse respondent' s product \vith the IJroduct of a
specific competitor , there is a remedy in the CO:.rts of law and equity which

is more prompt and more effcacious than the cunlbersome procedure ()f the
Commission. " " "' In such caSES it \vould seem that thc lJerson injured should
be made to pursue his l" emecly in a p1' jvate litigation , and that public fumi,
should not be cxper:eled by a governmental agency to relieve him of that
burden. (Pp. 174-

, 228.
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More recently, a perceptive

observer of the Commission has

made the same point:
Where the Commission

intervenes in an essentially private controversy, it

effectively relieves one of the prospective parties of the financial burden of the

Jitigation and presents the other party with an adversary of practically unlimited means. The public thus subsidizes some private litigants at random to
the detriment of others , and sometimes in the pursuit of
un meritorious
causes.
Moreover , the course of the litigation is distorted. What the Commission may
see as an appropriate remedy may well differ from what a court ' would have
imposed or what the private parties \vould have accepted in settlement.
(French The Federal Trade Commission and the Public Interest 49 Minn.
L. Rev. 539 ,

545 (1965).
SEPARATE CONCURRING STATEMENT

BY REILLY

Commissioner:

I am in agreement with the Commission majority that respondents ' petition to reopen should be denied. If the Commission in
eliminating deceptive representations incidentally benefits a private party, I can think of no useful purpose being served by

focusing attention on the incidental rather than the principal effect
and insisting that the Commission has immersed itself in a private

controversy.
Simply stated , the Commission in the present instance is fully
aware that the Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company of Akron , Ohio

is currently engaged in asserting trademark rights in a series of
infringement actions directed against firms using the name " Goodrain wear
manufactured by
year " in connection \vith the sale of
them. The Commission as a body has neither stake nor offcial
interest in this litigation. However , if the use by these firms of the
name " Goodyear "

deceives the public into buying their products

in the mistaken belief that they were manufactured by Goodyear
of Akron , the Commission has an obligation to act.
Whether or not Goodyear of Akron manufactures raincoats , the
brand name " Goodyear " is advertised throughout the United
States mainly in connection with tires but also in relation to other

products. It is frequently advertised on an institutional

basis

wherein the name " Goodyear " is alone featured. A notable example of this , familiar to those attending sporting events , is the
Goodyear " blimp which carries no message beyond the name.

This advertising in the case of Goodyear , as indeed in the case
of most manufacturers , emphasizes the claim of superior quality
and it is not too much to suppose that those who buy a product
emblazoned with the name " Goodyeal' " are responding to the ad-
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vertising claim as applying as much to the name as it does to the
product. To say " Goodyear " applies only to tires is to ignore the
fact that the name " Gcodyear " alone may suggest quaJity, that is
that it conveys an abstract impression of quality.
If the prospective buyer may respond to the name " Goodyear
under the mistaken assumption that the product has been manu-

factured by Goodyear of Akron , he may have been deceived , and

that is what the Federal Trade Commission Act is designed to
cure. It makes not the slightest difference that Goodyear of Akron

has or has not a vaJid claim or can successfully press infringement
suits against rainwear manufacturers using the name " Goodyear.

It even makes not the slightest difference whether or not the name
Goodyear " stands for quality. It makes no difference that Goodyear does not make rain wear. If the pubJic chooses a raincoat

because it is led to beJieve it is made by Goodyear of Akron and it
is not so made , the public is injured because it "* '" * is entitled to
get what it chooses though the choice may be dictated by caprice
or by fashion or perhaps by ignorance.
C.
v.
Rayed Milling
Company,

288 U. S. 212 ,

(1933);

C.

v.

Algama Lumber Com-

pany, et al. 291 V. S.
(1934).
1t is not for the Commission to play Big Brother and to pick and
and choose which material facts are suffciently crucial to the ques-

s judg1nent to demand adherence to the truth
and which are suffciently peripheral to permit dissimulation.

tion of thc pubJic

Double Ea qle Refinin q Company

v.

265 F. 2d 246 , (C.

The Commission has long proceeded upon the
principle that the public is entitled to know the facts with respect
to a product and make its own judgment whether or not it wants
to buy, however capricious and ill-advised that judgment may be.
As the Commission said in its " Statement of Basis and Purpose
accompanying its Trade Regulation Rule on Cigarette Advertising
and Labeling issued June 22 , 1964 , p. 89 , "* * " Section 5 forbids
sellers to exploit the normal expectation of consumers in order
10 1959),

cert. den.

to deceive

ORDER DENYIXG ;VIOTIOX TO REOPEN

This matter is before the Commission on respondent' s motion to
reopen the matter pursuant to the provisions of !j 3. 28 (b) of the
Commission s Rules of Practice and to modify the order to cease
and desist , entered by consent on July 9 , 1956 (53 F. C. 132J.
The order prohibits respondent from uJ sing the name ' Goodyear

unless in immediate connection therewith the name of the person
firm , or corporation manufacturing such ll1erchandise

and the fact

, "
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that such person ,

firm , or corporation is the manufacturer thereof

is clearly and conspicuously revealed.
The Commission , in an advisory opinion pursuant to the provisions of S 3. 26(b), dated December 5 1966 , interpreted the order
as prohibiting the use of the name " Goodyear " except where respondent' s proper name Rettinger Raincoat :vfg. Co. " and the
phrase " mfg' , by " appeared in conj unction therewith. This interpretation superseded the interpretation given the order in 1956

by a letter from the Commission s General Counsel ,

wherein re-

spondent was informed that the use of its trade name Lucky
Rain\vair " instead of its proper name constituted compliance with
the terms of the order. Respondent , through its motion to reopen
the proceeding and to modify the order , requests that the order
be altered so that it would state that respondent is prohibited from

uJ sing the name ' Goodyear ' unless in immediate connection
therewith the name ' Lucky Rainwair ' is clearly and conspicuously
revealed.
Under S 3. 28 (b) of the Rules of Practice , a respondent who
is subject to an order which has become final may, if he is of the
opinion that "* " " changed conditions of fact or law require that
said * *

,', order be * * * modified

, or that the public interest

so requil'€s/' file a petition requesting reopening for that purpose.
Respondent alleges that its decision to begin importing rain\vear
manufactured in Japan , a practice initiated after entry of the
order herein , constitutes a change of fact suffICient to require reopening and modification. The change of law allegedly authorizing
reopening and modification is the Commission s ne\v interpretation
of the terms of the order as expressed in tbe advisory opinion of

December 5 , 1966.

The requested modification of the order would alter entirely its

basic effect and application. The use of the trade name " Lucky
Rainwair " does not adequately reveal the name of the manufac-

" instead of " mfg. by
turer of the product and the use of "
does not put the purchasing public on notice that respondent
is the mannfaeturer. \Vhere modification of this nature is re-

quested , the al1eged changes of fact and law must be such as
render the underlying theory of the complaint inapplicable to the

changed circumstances and make the order completely inappropriate. In addition , a change by the Commission in its interpretation
of a consent order is not usual1y grounds for modification and is
clearly not grounds in the absence of any indication that the con-

sent agreement \vas predicated upon the original interpretation.
In the present case , the pubEc interest in requiring disclosure

of the name of the individual or company manufacturing the prod-
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company is the manufac-

turer has not changed. Thus ,

the underlying theory of the case is
as equally applicable now as it was when the order was entered.
The fact that respondent , after consenting to the order , began to

import products from Japan does not affect

the necessity for

requiring the above disclosures on products of domestic manufacture. Thus , this change is not a basis for reopening this proceeding
and modifying the order as it applies to domestic products. Moreover , there appears to be no reason to treat imported products
differently by permitting respondent to substitute some other name
for the name of the true manufacturer. In reply to respondents

obj ection that it should not be required to disclose the names of its
Japanese sources ,

it should be noted that the order makes such
disclosure necessary only when the name " Goodyear " is placed on

such products. If respondent omits this name entirely and uses

instead its trade name " Lucky Rain\vair " the order has no application.

The agreement to entry of a consent order , as executed by respondent , contains no indication that it was predicated upon the
understanding that the Commission would interpret the order in
a particular manner. To the contrary, the Commission s present

interpretation of the order is more nearly consistent with the
wording of the order than was the original interpretation. Thus
the change in the Commission s interpretation of the order does

not constitute grounds for reopening and modification.
For the foregoing reasons , the Commission concludes that respondent has failed to demonstrate that there are changed condi-

tions of fact or law suffcient to warrant reopening of

this
proceeding for the purpose of 1110difying the order in the Jnanner
requested , and that the public interest does not so require. Ac-

cordingly,
That respondent' s motion to reopen the
and to modify the order be , and it hereby is, denied.
It is order'

proceeding

Commissioner Elmc:m dissented and has filed a dissenting state-

ment. Commissioner Reilly has filed a concurring statement.

SUBURBAN PROPAKE GAS CORPORATION
Docket 8G7z. Onle'r' ,

Ap'i

1961

Order granting respondent pCl11ission to fie interlocutory appeals from ex-

aminer s

order denying joinder of Phili ps Petroleum Co.

ORDER GRANTING PERMISSION TO FILE INTERLOCUTORY ApPEALS

Respondent having filed , on ;,Iarch 15 , 1967 , two petitions for
leave to file interlocutory appeals , one requesting leave to file an
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interlocutory appeal from the denial of its motion for a prehearing
order establishing the burden as to cost justification and the other
requesting leave to file two interlocutory appeals from the failure
of the examiner to certify motions (a) for the joinder of PhiJips

Petroleum Company in the complaint and (b) for the dismissal
of the complaint for the lack of public interest or , in the alternative ,

for the Commission to decide

snell 111otions

de novo

and

on March 22 1967 , having filed answers thereto;
and
The Commission having determined that respondent has justi-

complaint counsel ,

fied its request to file interlocutory appeals from the denial by the
exan1iner of its aforementioned 111otions:
It
is
ordeTed That respondent be , and it hereby is , granted permission to file interlocutory appeals fl'Olll the examiner s order
filed March 7 , 1967 , denying its motions requesting joinder of
PhiJips Petroleum Company in the complaint , dismissal of the
complaint , and a prehearing order covering complaint counsel's
burden on the issue of costs.

PACIFIC NORTHWEST COLLECTIONS , INC. , ET AL.
Docket 8730.

i'dcF ,

ApT.

, )%'7

Order withdrawing complaint and affording respondents the opportunity to
enter into consent order.

ORDER WITHDRAWI;\G COMPLAINT':'

Upon consideration of the hearing examiner
:l1arch 23 ,

s certification on

1967 , of respondents ' motion to waive the Commission

order of January 6 , 1967 (treated by the examiner as a request to
waive 9 2.4 (d) of the Commission s Rules), complaint counsel's

answer thereto filed March 22 , 1967 , and respondents ' reply filed
March 24 , 1967 ,

the Commission has determined that the complaint
should be withdrawn to afford respondents a period of thirty days

from the service of this order to take advantage of the consent
procedures provided for jn Part 2 of the Cornmission s Rules. The

complaint is ,vithdnrWll subject to immediate rcissuance on the
expiration of this period if the parties do not submit a satisfactory
consent settlement to the Commission. The original notice of a
proposed adjudicative proceeding' dated September 15, 1966 , shaJJ
See

In the Matte.. of I' aclfie

1%8 73 F.

C. 58,

No,-thu;est Co!lediu"s,

he. ,

Dkt. )10. C- 1287 , (laird .Jan.

lG,
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1 of the Rules. Accord-

satisfy the notice requirement under

ingly,
It is o?' deTed That the complaint in this matter be , and it hereby
, withdnrWll subject to reissuance in accordance with the condi-

tions stated above.
It is JUTthe?' oTde1'
That respondents be , and they hereby are
afforded the opportunity to take advantage of the procedures pro-

vided by Part 2 of the Commission

s Rules for a period of 30 days

from the issuance of this order upon them.

THE CROWN CORK & SEAL COMPANY , INC.
Docket

8687.

OJ'der and Opinion , Apr. 10 , 1967

Order directing General Counsel to take appropriate steps in the enforcement
of the subpoena duces tecum against Continental Can Company, Inc. , only.
OPINION OF THE COMMISSION

This matter is before us on memoranda submitted by third
parties Continental Can Company, Inc. , and American Can Com-

pany in answer to certification by the hearing examiner of noncompliance with subpoenas duces tecum served upon them in

connection with the hearings herein.
The burden of Continental's memorandum is that the Commis-

sion shouJd reexamine the ll1atter before seeking enforcement because
(1)
the hearing examiner was in error in requiring
compliance without a prospective grant of

in cmnerrL

treatment of

material caned for by the subpoena and (2) the Commission should

alternatively consider the feasibility of resolving the problem
involved herein by ordering the hearing examiner to direct that the
Continental data be delivered to an accounting firm selected by the

hearing- examiner for consolidation with data from other

firms

comprising the relevant market and the presentation of the resulting aggregate values to respondent's counsel.

American in its memorandum alleges that the hearing examiner
\vas in error certifying noncompliance because American , together
with National Can Corporation , with the knowledge of the hearing
examiner , has entered into a stipuIabon wiih respondent providing
that they will produce documents upon the same terms Continental
is compelled to produce them , that American Can Company stands
ready to produce on these terms and is thus not in default.
In response to the hearing examiner s certification , and prior

to the filing of the Continental and American

memoranda ,

the
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Commission by order dated March 3 ,

1967 (p. 1657 herein) di-

rected the General Counsel to proceed for enforcement.
Because of the importance of the questions raised by these

memoranda , the Commission is treating them as timely filed pleadings in opposition to the hearing examiner s certification.
The subpoenas to Continental , American and National are three
of over 30 directed to third parties at the instance of respondent

seeking data shm ving

sales of cans ,

crmvns and closures for pur-

poses of delimiting what in respondent' s opinion is the relevant

line of commel-ce in this Section 7 case. The mOle than 30 other
producers have already complied.

Continental originally fied a motion to quash which was denied
by the Commission on January 13 , 1967 (p. 1610 herein). The

hearing examiner thereafter ordered that return be made by
Continental , American and National on February 20 , 1967.
On the day appointed , Continental proposed that a stipulation be
executed by it and the parties providing in essence that data furnished in response to the subpoenas be treated confidentially and
that the parties join with Continental in asking the hearing ex-

treatment will
be given any material furnished if and when it is placed in evidence. Although the parties , except for 2, minor objection by complaint counsel , were agreeable , the hearing examiner refused his
16 (h) of the Commission
consent on the stated ground that
,in carnera
trcatment appJies only in unusual and
Hules providing for
exceptional circumstances when good cause is found on the record
aminer to enter an order providing

that

in

and does not contemplate granting

-in cwnera

carnenL

treatment prospec-

tively when the circumstances of its submission in evidence are
not known and can only be speculated upon.
In response to the observations made in our opinion of January
, 1967 , acc0111panying the order denying motion to quash , the
hearing examiner considered the feasibilit.y of foJ1owing the procedure set out in our opinion and order in

COJ' 1JOmtion

lvlississippi R'iveT Fuel

Docket "'0. 8657 , June 8 , 1966 (69 F.

C. 1186),

directing that data bc submitted by Continental to an accounting
firm for compilation and presentation of aggregate industry figures
to respondent' s

counsel. The hearing examiner found this pro-

cedure unworkable because the question of relevant product line
is at the present stage of the proceedings somewhat fluid , at least
as far as its product composition is concerned , and because respondent has returns from 35 of the firms comprising various

product universes and an accountant could not therefore effectively

mask the sales figures of the remaining three.
The hearing examiner indicated at the hearing that be would
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order that the data produced by Continental would be kept con-

fidential prior to introduction into evidence and at the time of introduction he would consider whether to grant

in cameTa

status under

16 (h).

Continental declined to produce on these terms and the exam-

iner s certification fol1owed.
Continental's memorandum substantial1y restates the position it
in camera
took at the hearing and sti1 insists
treatment for some of the data required in response to the subupon prospective

poena. Alternatively, Continental wiIJ accept ,

in lieu of prospective

treatment , an arrangement of the kind directed by the
lIhssissippi River Fuel Corporation Order and
Commission in
Opinion of June 8 , 1966.

in camero,

The memorandum presents questions of some importance inin cnmera
treatment both in

cluding the propriety of prospective

the abstract and in this case, the appropriateness to this case of
Mississippi Rive?'
the solution arrived at by the Commission in
Fuel CQ1')oration and the primacy of the hearing examiner s rul-

ing.
It can be said at the outset that the readiness of the parties to
'in camera
treatment in resolution of this impasse is obviously not controlling. Their immediate conCErn is the
trial or the case and they have neither stake nor responsibility in
accept prospective

the precedential efrect such a ruling mig-ht have upon the effective

discharge by the Commission of its broader administrative responsibilities.
In Ca1nerr&

treatment is not binding on the parties; its purpose

is to prevent the incorporation of sensitive data in the public rec-

ord. The need for it therefore does not arise until tbe material is
about to be submitted in evidence. It is an extraordinary device

when applied as provided in the Commission s Rules to material

about to be submitted. It is doubly diffcult to justify its application
prospectively.
The hearing examiner for the reasons set forth in his certifica-

tion considers it inappropriate in the circumstances of this case.
but has agTeed that all data submitted will be accorded confidential
treatment and that the question of

given full consideration if aTld

in CCUneY(i

treatment win be

when the material is submitted in

evidence.
There js no reason to suppose that the hearing exan1iner "will

not rule correctly when the time comes , nor that Continental will
be prevented from securing Commission or court review of an

adverse decision. Thus , Continental is fully protected by tbe rulings

of the hearing examiner to date and the only reason for granting
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prospective

treatment is to allay Continental's fears

-in wonCTa

s Rules and Procedures are unreliable. The
Commission would be ill-advised to credit such fears by permitting

that the Commission

in ca1nera
treatment in this case. Continental in short
is asking for something it neither has a right to nor needs. It asks
for " greater protection " which
in
reality is protection from the
prospective

Commission itself.

There is moreover an even more compelIing reason for not acceding to Continental' s demand. That is that while it is entirely
appropriate for Continental to request , and for the hearing ex-

aminer to consider , the adoption of appropriate safeguards to

protect sensitive data , nevertheless , in the present instance Continental has gone further and insisted upon a promise of

in CU1rLeTa

treatment as a condition precedent to its compliance with the

Commission s subpoena. We beJieve that the integrity of the Commission s procedures reqldres that response to its process be unconditional and that the Commission not permit itself to be placed

in the position of negotiating a response to its compulsory process.

treatment must be made by thc hearing examiner on the basis of an
appraisal of the material itself , the applicable law and the circumThe determinntion whether data is deserving of

in cwmera

stances of the case , free from the coercive effect of conditions
precedent imposed by the parties subpoenaed.

We stated in our order of March 3 , 1967 (p. 1657 hereinJ, to the
directing enforcement , that the hearing examiner

General Counsel ,

acted properly in refusing a prior commitment to grant

treatment. Vole see no reason for

in camenf,
disturbing that ruling. Certainly

there is no abuse oJ discretion. We think the primacy of the hearing
examiner s ruling is exceptionally important in a matter such as

this and that the Commission should not substitute its judgment
for his when it does not know what data wiI be introduced into
evidence ,

what form it will be

whether ,

illdeed , within the context of this case , it is

in when it is introduced , and

now of a
treatment or whether its character
wi1 change with the passage of time. Whether
in camera
treatment
should be accorded now or in the future should be determined by
the hearing examiner , considering all the facts , including the fact
character to require

in ca'/nern

that over 30 other firms have submitted corresponding data with-

'in cmnera
treatment.
Continental has presented a possible alternative in its offer to
accept the sort of safeguard employed in
M-iss'iss-ipp-i Ricoer Fuel
Corpomtion Docket No. 8657 , Order and Opinion of June 8 , 1966
out requiring

wherein , in order to mask the data secured

from respondent
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was directed that the material submitted in response to the subpoena should be delivered to an accounting firm selected by the
hearing examiner for consolidation of aggregate values for presentation to respondent' s

counsel. (69 F. C. 1186.
We hilve already instructed the hearing examiner that he might
properly consider this as an appropriate solution even though in

River
case it was to protect the material from
respondent' s eyes , while Continental's principal concern at present
is protection of the material from publication. The distinction is
not important except that protection from respondent would require a ruling in advance of submission such as that made in
Misthe Mississippi

s'lssi))))i Rl've?' Fuel while protection from publication could be
adequately achieved through

in ccunera

ruling,

In

any event the

hearing examiner has ruled that this device would be impracticable

and unworkable because the relevant product market is being dis-

puted and thus it is diffcult to know beforehand what products
will constitute the universe to be constructed from the data delivered to the accountant.
We have said repeatedly, most recently in the above- referred to
order of January 13 1967 (p. 1610 hereinJ, denying Continental's
111obon to quash in this case , that the hearing examiner should

decide what safeguanls are suitable. Vole

feel in this case , as in

most , the Commission is too remote from the issues to intrude into

the conduct of the hearing. Certainly, we are not prepared to say
that the hearing examiner was clearly wrong in rejecting the

l11is-

solution and thus we see no abuse of discretion.
Finally, on March 7 , 19(; , American Can Company filed with
the Secretary an answer in opposition to the hearing examiner
certification of noncompliance \vith subpoena duces tecum , stating
in substance that American as well as ::T ational have each stipu-

sissippi RiDer Fuel

lated with respondent that they will comply to the extent Con-

tinental is required to and that American is therefore not in
default.

Kotwithstanding their stipulation with respondent , American
and National are technically in default. However , we agree that
in view of the stipulations in the record ,

the Commission should

not seek enforcement of the American and National subpoenas at
this time.
An

appropriate order will issue.

Commissioners Elman and J ones would renumd this matter
to the hearing examiner -with instructions to enter a protective
order simUar to th;:lt entel' ed in Mississippi R'i C1' Fuel C01'poration Docket 8657 , June 8 , 1966.
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ORDER RULIC\G UPON MOTIONS IN OPPOSITION TO HEARING
EXAMINER S CERTIFICATION
The hearing examiner on February 24 , 19G7 ,

having certified to

the Commission the noncompliance by American Can Company,
National Can Corporation ,me! Continental Can Company, Inc.
with subpoenas duces tecum issued by the hearing examiner on
October 10 , 1966 , as well as noncompliance with the hearing examiner s order of January 26 , 1967 , diTecting that return of said
subpoenas be made on February 20 , 1967 , and

The Commission on March 3 , 1967 (p. 1657 hereinJ, having

directed the General Counsel to proceed for enforcement of said
subpoenas and Continental Can Company, Inc. , on IVTarch 6 , 1967,
7 1967 , having respectively
filed with the Commission memoranda herein treated as motions
in opposition to the hearing examiner s certification , and
The Commission for the reasons set fOl'th in the accompanying
opinion being of the view that the motion of Continental Can Com-

and An1€l'icHn Can Company on lvlm' ch

pany, Inc. , must be denied and that of American Can Company

be granted
/tis ordered That memorandum of Continental Can Company,
Inc. , filed March 6 , 1967. herein treated as a motion in opposition to
the hearing examiner s certification be 1ld it hereby is , denied.
It is further oldered That order cf the Commission dater! :YIarch
, 1967 , db' ecting the General Counsel to seek enforcement of the
three subpoenas therein speci11ed , be , and it hereby is , amended so
that the General Counsel is directed to take appropriate steps look-

ing toward the enforcement of the subpoena duces tecmll served

upon Continental Can Company, Inc. , only and not those of American Can Company and National Can Corporation.
Commissioners Elman and Jones would remand this matter to
the hearing exan1iner with instructions to enter a protective order
lississippi Rire'1 Fuel CO'1po-ration

similar to that entered in

Docket 8657 , June 8 ,

1966.

NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY
Docket 5013,

Order ,

AJJ?'

14, 1,907

Order directing investigational hearings to determine if respondent has violated the provisions of an order to cease and desist issued April 26 , 1954

50 F,

C. 932,

ORDER DIRECTING COMPLIANCE HEARl:'GS

\Vhereas ,
entitled H

pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress

An Act to supplement existing la\vs against unlawful
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restraints and monopolies , and for other purposes " 38 Stat. 730
(1914), as amended by the Robinson- Patman Act , 49 Stat. 1526
(1936), 15

use. 13 , the Federal Trade Commission on February

, 1911 (38 F.

C. 213), after due process and proceedings of

record herein and in accordance there\vith , issued and served upon the respondent named in the caption hereof , an order to cease
and desist under subsection (a) of Sectiou 2 , thereof; and
Whereas ,

by said order to ceae, e and desist the respondent

;\ational Biscuit COlTIpany, a corporation ,

representatives ,

and its offcers , directors

agents , and en1ployees , in connecbon \vith the

, and distribution of bakery packaged food
products in commerce for use or resale , do forthwith cease and
offering for sale , sale

desist:
1. From selling such commodities of like grade and quality to competing

purchasers at unifol' il

prices and thereafter granting varying discounts there-

from in the manner and under the circumstar:ccs found in pal' agraph four
of the aforesaid findings as to the facts.
2. From continuing or resuming the cliscrimir,ations jn price referred to
amI described in paragraph four of the aiorcs

jd findings as to the facts.

3, From otherwise discriminating in price between pm' chasers of bakery

packaged food produ ts of like grade and quality, in any manner or degree

substantially similar to the manner and degree of the discriminations referred

to in paragraph foul' of the aforesaid

finding" as to the facts; or in any

other manner resnHing in price discrimination substantially equal in amount
to the aforesaid discriminations , except as permitted by Section 2 of the

Clayton Act a" amended, ; and

Thereafter , the Federal Trade Commission , on April 26 , 1954
(50 F. C. 932J, having rendered its opinion and order granting
motion , and reopening proceeding and 1110difyjng order to cease
and desist , did order respondent Xational Biscuit Company,
corporation , its offcers , directors , representatives , agents , and employees , in connection with the offering for sale , sale . and distribution of bakery packaged food products in interstate commerce for
use or resale ,

to forthwith cease and desist:

1. From selling such commodities of like grade and qua1ity to competing

purchasers at unifonn

prices and thereafter granting varying discounts

therefrom in the manner and unde1' the circumstances found in par.9graph four

of the aforesaid findings as to the facts,
2. From continuing or resuming the discriminations in pJ_ ice rcfcnecl to
and described in paragraph four of the aforesaid findings as to the facts.
3, From otherwise discriminating in price between purchasers of bakery
packaged food products of like grade and rj"uaJity where said purchasers in
fact compete in the sale and distribution of such products. ; and

\Vhereas , the said order to cease and desist has not at any time
been modifIed or set aside 8nd is nm,r

April 26 ,

, and has at all "Limes

1954 , been in ful1 force and effect; and

since
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Whereas , the Federal Trade Commission has reason to believe
Company and its offcers , directors , representatives , agents , and employees while engaged in
commerce in connection with the offering for sale , sale , and distribution of bakery packaged food products for use or resale , may
that respondent National Biscuit

have violated the provisions of the said order to cease and desist
as heretofore set forth; and
Whereas , it is deemed by the Commission to be in the public
interest to ascertain the extent to which such violations may have

occurred;
Now , therefore , it is ordered That public investigational hearings be conducted for that purpose pursuant to S 1. 35 and related
provisions of the Commission s published Rules of Practice (16

CFR Chapter I , Subchapter A).

It is further ordered That Chief Hearing Examiner shan designate the hearing examiner to preside at and conduct such public

hearings \vith all the powers and duties provided in the Commission s Rules of Practice For Adjudicative Proceeding' , except that
of making and filing an initial decision , and upon completion of the
hearing, the hearing examiner shall certify the record to the Com-

mission with his report on the investigation; and that respondent
Kational Biscuit Company shall have the right of due notice
cross- examination , and production of evidence in rebuttal.
It is fm-twT oTde?'

That the hearings shall be held at such

times and places as may be necessary to be set by the hearing
Pr01:ided , howeve1' That the initial hearing' sha1l not be
examiner:

held sooner than the thirtieth (30th) day after service of this order
upon respondent National Biscuit Company.
It is rUTtheT oTdered That the Secretary shall cause service of
this order to be made upon respondent National Biscuit C01l1pany.
Commissioner Elman not concurring.

MODERN MARKETIKG SERVICE , INC. , ET AL.
Docket

3783.

l'de'

OrdCl denying petition of Reel

t" and Opinion , ApI'.

, 1901

& White Corporation that this

proceeding

be reopened and modified.
OPINION

OF THE CO:VIMISSION

This matter is before the Commission on a petition to reopen
and for other relief filec! by Red & White Corporation pursuant to
Section 3. 28

(b) (2) of the Commission s Rules of Practice and
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Procedure Act. Petitioner
claims that changed conditions of fact and law and considerations
Section 5 (d) of the Administrative

of the public interest require that the order to cease and desist

issued against respondents Modern :.1arketing Service , Inc. , and
Red and White Corporation in this matter be altered , modified or

set aside. Specifically, the petition seeks in the alternative: (a)

an

order declaring all provisions of the cease and desist order in
Docket 3783 which were applicable to respondents Modern Market-

ing Service, Inc. and Red and White Corporation to be inapplicable

to petitioner and vacating and setting aside al1 such provisions;
those
provisions thereof which are applicable to respondents Modern
Marketing Service , Inc. and Red and White Corporation wil1 be
(b) an order modifying the order in Docket 3783 so that

limited to prohibiting then1 from receiving or transmitting brokerage while under the direct or indirect control of purchasers , or
while acting for or in behalf of purchasers

; and (c) an order

modifying the order in Docket 3783 to exclude from the prohibitions applicable to respondcnts Modern ;V(arketing Service , Inc.
and Red and \Vhite Corporation " the

furnishing of promotional

services and facilities to purchasers.
The Director of the Bureau of Restraint of Trade has filed an
answer opposing the petition. We note at the outset that the pleadings raise an issue of fact \V hieh \ve are unable to resolve on the
basis of the information before us. Petitioner claims in connection

with each request for modification of the order to cease and desist
that it is neither

that it is an independent seller s broker

buyer owned, nor dircctly or indirectly control1ed by buyers , nor
acting in fact for or in behalf of buyc)'

s. The answer to the petition

while in effect conceding' that petitioner as presently constituted

is probably neither owned nor controlled by buyers , chal1enges the
assertion that petitioner is not acting for or in behalf of buyers.

While the factual issue thus raised would be material to a determination of whether petitioner s present or proposed activities may
be in violation of the order to cease and desist , ,ve are of the opinion
that a ruling on the petition to reopen can be made without resolving this issue.

The proceeding which the petition seeks

to have reopened

originated with a complaint charging l\fodern Tvlarketing Service
Inc. , and Red and \Vhite Corporation ancl various other concerns
both sellers and buyers, with violating SectlOn '2

(c) of the Clayton
Act. The pertinent facts concerning this proceeding arc as follows:
Respondent Red and \Vbite Corporation (hereinafter sometimes
referred to as old Red and White) was organized in 1927 by a
group of wholesale grocers to act as a purchasing agent for such
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wholesalers , as well as for other wholesalers or jobbers subsequently acquiring its stock. Upon its organization old Red and
White acquired from its principal incorporator , a wholesaler , an
exclusive license to the Red and White brand. It then entered into
license or franchise ag-reements with its stockholders whereby the

latter were granted the exclusive right to sell Red

and White

products within designated territories. These ,vho1e8a1er8 in turn
licensed retail grocers to deal in goods bearing the Red and White

brand. Old Red and White alw entered

into agreements with

numerous manufacturers and packers whereunder the latter agreed
to pack commodities under Red and White labels and to pay brokerage to old Red and White on al1 sales made to that corporation
licensed wholesalers.
Old Red and White provided its wholesaler licensees with
marketing and valuable advertising services fo.l' the purpose of
promoting goods bearing the Red and White label. These promo-

tiona! and advertising services were paid for primarily from
brokerage funds received by old Red and White on sales from sellers to the wholesalers. The corporation continued to operate in

this fashion until shortly after the passage of thc Robinson- Patman
Act. In September 1936 five individuals , including- Leo J. Bushey,
president of petitioner Red & White Corporation , who were connected with old Red and White , disassociated themselves from
any offcial capacity with that company and formed a new organization known as Modern IVIarketing Service , Inc. (hereinafter
sometimes referred to as Modern Marketing) .
The new organization then entered into a licensing agreement

with old Red and White whereby the brands , trademarks and
labels owned or controlled by
Marketing for a fee of

latter were leased to :\Iodern
OOO per year. Modern Marketing also

entered into working agreements \vith manufacturers and packers
under which the latter agreed to pay brokerage to :JIodern IVIarketing upon al1 purchases made by the wholesaler licensees of old

Red and White. It also furnished to these wholesaler licensees
substantially the same purch2. sing' , marketing and advertising
services which had been previously furnished to them by old Red
and White.
On May 6 , 1939 , a complaint was issued against :YIodern Market-

ing, old Red and \Alhite and several of its wholesaler licensees, and
certain suppliers charging- them with violating Section 2 (c) of the
Clayton Act. On September 8 , 1913 , the Commission issued its
decision holding that Modern Marketing, although not owned by
the buyers to whom it sold , was subject to the conlrol of old Red
and White and its stockholders , the wholesaler licensees. The Com-
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mission specifica11y found , in this connection , that Modern Market-

ing was the agent of " Red and White Corporation and its stockholders , who receive , through the payment of the annual license
000 and through substantial and valuable market and
, a large part of the brokerage fees and commissions paid to Modem Marketing Service , Inc. , by the se11ers. " 1
It concluded that the transmission and payment of the brokerage
fees by the se11eI' respondents to :\Iodern Marketing upon the purchases of the wholesaler licensees of old Red and White and the
fee of $30

advertising services

receipt and acceptance of such brokerage by Modern Marketing,
old Red and White and the wholesaler licensees was violative of

Section 2 (c) of the Clayton Act and entered an order to cease and
desist against a11 respondents.

The provisions of this order which

are relevant to the present petition are as fo11ows:
3. It

is

dered That respondent , Modern Marketing Service , Inc.
and its offcers , agents , representatives , and employees , in conthe purchase of commodities in comme:cce , as " commerce " is

further Q'J'

a corporation ,

nection with

defined in sajd Clayton Act ,

as amended , by any of the buyer respondents
llamed in paragraph 1 hereof , or by any other stockholder or jobber licensee
of respondent , .Red and White Corporation , do forthwith cease and desist

from receiving or accepting, directly or indirectly, from the sellers of such
commodities , any brokerage fee , commission , or other compensation , or any
allowance or discount in lieu thereof; and from paying, transmitting, or delivering any such fee , commission , compensation , allowance or discount to
such purchasers or to respondent , Red and White Corporation , either in the

fOJ' m

of money or uedits , or in the form of services or benefits provided or
Modern :Vlarketing Service , Inc. , to respondent , Red

furnished by respo1Hlent ,

and vVhite Corporation , or to such purchasers through or by means of the
use or expenditure of any such brokerage fee , commission , compensation

allo\vance ,
4. It

is

or discount.

fUTtha oTde1.

corporation ,

That respondent , Red and White Corporation ,

and its offcers ,

agents ,

a

representatives , and employers, in con-

nection with the purchase of commodities in commerce ,

as " commerce " is defined in said Clayton Act , as amended , by any of the buyer respondents named
in paragraph 1 hereof , or by any other stockholder or jobber licensee of respondent , Red and White Corporation , do forthwith cease and desist from
receiving or accepting from the sellers of such commodities , or from respondent , ::odern Marketing Service , Inc. , any brokerage fee , commission , or other
compensation on such purchases , or any allowance or discount in lieu thereof;

and from paying, transmitting, or delivering any sueh fee , commission , compensation , allowance , or discount to such pun hasers , either jn the form of
money or credits , or in the form of services or benefits provided or furnished
by respondent , Red and White Corporation , to such purchasers through or

by means of the use or expenditure of any such brokerage fee , commission
compensation , allowance ,

or dis-:ount.

This order of the Commission
137 F.

C. 386 ,

406 (943).

was affrmed and enforced

on
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1945 , by the Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit.

Thereafter , old Red and White continued in existence owning
various trademarks and trade names but not performing any

purchasing service for the wholesaler grocers who owned it. Mod-

ern Marketing was formally dissolved

as a corporate entity in

September 1945. In that same month petitioner herein was organized under the name Bushey, Morea & Wright , Inc. by three
of the five individuals who had founded Modern Marketing and
who had been offcers of that corporation.
According to the report of compliance filed by Modern Market-

ing, Leo J. Bushey, George O. Morea and Harmon J. Wright , the

petitioner was to act exclusively as a seller s broker , entering
into written and oral agreements with manufacturers and packers whereby it could be employed to solicit orders on their behalf
for " unbranded merchandise , merchandise packed under the labels
owned by the said manufacturers " " " and also merchandise packed
under labels owned by jobbers , including Red & White brands.

For this service petitioner was to receive brokerage from its

seller principals. Petitioner was to have no brands of its own
would do no advertising, and none of its income was to be " paid
directly or indirectly to any of its

customers either in the form

of advertising allocations or otherwise. "

However , petitioner ,vas

at least initially, to solicit orders only from old Red and White
jobber licensees inasmuch as " the present acquaintance of the
offcers and stockholders of the corporation is largely

confined

to such jobbers.

In 1955 petitioner purchased from old Red and White for
000 the Red and White brand or trademark and the name

Red & White Stores. " Thereafter , petitioner entered into franchise agreements with certain wholesaler customers in various
parts of the country whereby the latter were granted the exclusive

right to utilize the trade name " Red & White Stores " in specified
territories , to deal in merchandise bearing the Red and White
brand and other brand names subsequently adopted by petitioner

and to sublicense retail food dealers to use such brand names and
the trade name " Red & White Stores. " Petitioner also engaged in

national and local advertising under the Red and White brand.
In 1961 petitioner and old Red and White established an irrev-

ocable charitable trust known as Red & White Foundation.
Old Red and White contributed to the Foundation all remaining
trademarks and brand names which it owned or controlled and
119 F. 2d 970 17th Cir. 1945).
S Conlincnta! Illinois National Bank and Trust Company of Chicago is the tru,tn'
beneficiary is the Vniversity of Chicago.

amI the
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petitioner sold the Red and White brand to the Foundation for
" nominal sum. The Foundation then granted to petitioner a
lkense to use the trademarks and trade names it had thus
8cquil'ed on a royalty basis.

At the time of the establishment of the Foundation petitioner
purchased all of the outstanding shares of stock of old Red and
White. Thereafter , petitioner dissolved old Red and White and
changed its own name to Red & White Corporation. It also took
over several service functions which had been performed by old
Red and White , including the sale to its buyers of: (1) advertising mats and art work for use in ads featuring products sold by
petitioner; (2) labels and cartons

bearing petitioner s trademarks

for use by buyers that wanted to use a different source of supply
for a particnlar item carrying one of the brands licensed to petitioner; and (3) signs identifying Red

and White stores. Petitioner

also sponsored a self- liquidating medical and life insurance plan
for its buyers.

On June 30 , 1965 , petitioner requested , pursuant to Rule 3. 26(b)
of the Commission s Rules of Practice , that it be advised whether a

proposed course of action would constitute compliance with the
cease and desist order in Docket 3783. The specific inquiry was
whether the order in question would permit petitioner to use part

of its general funds (consisting of brokerage fees paid by shippers)

to initiate a promotion

of merchandise carrying brand names

owned or licensed by it , which promotion would entail the furnishing of advertising materials to buyers and advertising materials

and merchandise men to buyers '

customers. The C01l1mission re-

sponded to this inquiry advising- that in its opinion the proposed
program would " in substance constitute the passing on of brokerage fees in the form of services or benefits in violation of Section
2 (c) of the amended Clayton
Docket

No.

Act and probably the order in

3783.

The present petition to reopen is primarily a request for reconsideration of this ruling. Petitioner contends at the outset ,

how-

ever , that it is not
:\1arketing and old Red and White since both of these concerns
have been dissolved and since neither petitioner nor any of its
offcers , directors, agents , en1ployees or shareholders were parties
to this proceeding. It further states that it was incorporated in
1945 , subsequent to Court of Appeals ' decree of enforcement of the
order to cease and desist , and that it has since operated exclusively
as a seller s broker. We find this contention to be without merit.
bound by the order issued against Modern

matter was
based principally on the showing of control exercised by old Red
The Commission

s finding- of a 2 (c) violation in this

".
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and White over 2VIodern Marketing. Consequently, it was incumbent upon thesE two respondents to sever their relationship of
principal and agent in order to bring themselves into compliance

with the order to cease and desist. This was accomplished
by the dissolution of :YIodern :Jarketing. At the time that

in part

corpora-

tion was dissolved , however , three of its offcers and founders

organized a new corporation (petitioner herein) to take over
Modern Marketing s brokerage business. It is clear that at that
time and for a number of years thereafter both old Red and White
and the founders of the new corporation considered the latter to

be bound by the order as successor to Modern Marketing. In this
connection , old Red and White stated in its report of compliance
tiled September 7 , 1945 , that " said Respondent would not have
connected with it in any capacity any person who is connected
with or has any interEst whatsoevEr in Bushey: 1101'ea & Wright

Inc. , (petitioner hereinJ a

brokerage tirm to be established as
set forth in said report of compliance of Respondent Modern

J\1al'keting Service , Inc. "
to that submitted by

In a report of compliance supplemental

Modern :YIarketing Service ,

Inc. , Messrs.

Bushey, 2VIorea and Wright informed the Commission that they
owned all of the capital stock of the new corporation , Bushey,
Morea , & Wright , Inc. , and that " none of said stockholders are or

will be in any way tinancially interested in the Red & ' White
Corporation , any Red & \Vhite jobber or any \vholesaler grocer.
Inasmuch as these thl ee former offcers of Modern 2VIarketing
Service , Inc. , were not individually liable under the order , as
pointed out in petitioner s brief, it is apparent that they considered
the new corporation to be bound by the order as the successor to
?vlodern Marketing.
The compliance reports submitted to the Commission also reveal

that petitioner did in fact take over and carryon the brokerage
business which had been operated by Modern :Viarketing. It con-

tinued to conduct the business at the same localities , Chicago
Illinois, San Francisco , California , and Buffalo , J\Tew York , and it
continued to solicit the same customers as had Modern Marketing,
the Red and White wholesale grocers. Like Modern Marketing,
petitioner has " enjoyed its greatest success in the sale to Red and

White wholesalers of merchandise packed under the trademark
known as the ' Red & White brand' and the major part of its busi-

ness has consisted of dealings \vith respect to such merchandise.
We are of the opinion , therefore , that petitioner became the successor to Modern :YIarketing when it took over the business affairs
. Suppkm€!:tal r"port of Bushey & .Wright ,

Inc" JUlIe

, 19

Vp. 4 , 5.
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of that corporation.
NLRB

v.

1949) ;

NLRB

Walling

Keefe
v.

v.

Reute,'

321 U. S.

671 (1944);

Men'itt Mfg. Co. 178 F. 2d 445 (9th Cir.
Tempest Shirt Manufactu"ing Co. 285 F. 2d 1

(5th Cir. 1960). There has been no subsequent changed condition
of fact which would indicate that the order should not be enforceable against petitioner as the successor to

Modern Marketing.

Certainly the acquisition of old Red and White by petitioner , cons president that he would not
be in any way financially interested in the Red & 1Nhite Corporation " does not support petitioner s argument that there has been
trary to the assurances of petitioner

such a change. As pointed out in the answer filed by the Bureau of
Restraint of Trade , petitioner , under the aegis of its president , has
step by step substantially reconstructed the business enterprise

conducted by old Red and White prior to the passage of the
Robinson- Patman Act and now combines brokerage , licensing, ad-

vertising, promobonal and service

functions in one corporate

entity. Despite its attempts to divorce itself from the ownership
of the Red and White brand , petitioner sti1 controls that brand
and is still in a position to utilize brokerage to confer discriminatory benefits on buyers purchasing merchandise so branded. This
is the evil which the order was intended to prevent. Should pe-

titioner in fact act for or on behalf of buyers

in its brokerage

transactions such activities wi1 be considered to come within the
purvie\v of the order to cease and desist.
Petitioner s second alternative request is in effect a request that
the order to cease and desist be modified so that it will apply only
where petitioner i s U1l del' the direct or indirect control of purchasers or \vhere it is acting in fact for or in behalf of purchasers.
The petition specifically requests in this connection an order
modifying' the cease and desist order ,

for the purpose of clarify-

ing the scope of paragraphs 3 and 4 thereof , by inserting in each
of such paragraphs , immediately preceding the words ' do forth\vjth cease and desist ' a provision stating: ' and \vhile said re-

spondent 2'lodern

Marketing Service

, Inc. (Red & White

CorporationJ, is under the direct or indirect control of purchasers
or is acting in fact for or in behalf of purchasers.

As grounds

for this relief petitioner argues that it is now operating exclusively
as a seller s broker and that this claimed changed condition of fact

\val'rants the requested modification of the order.
We agree that the order should be construed in the manner sug-

gested by petitioner but we fail to see the necessity for reopening
the matter to so modify the order. As petitioner points out in its

brief , it was advised in 1954 by the General Counsel of the Commission that the prohibitions of the order in question apply only
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where the broker-respondent is under the control of buyers or is
acting in their behalf. This is the interpretation requested by pe-

titioner and ,ve agree that it is correct. The nrst portion of paragraphs 3 and 4 of the order prohibits the intermediaries (Modern
Marketing and Red and White) from receiving brokerage from

selJers in connection with purchases made by buyers who either
own or control such intermediaries or buyers in whose behalf such
intermediaries are acting. If this part of the order

would be in-

terpreted as forbidding either of the intermediaries , Modern

Marketing or Red and White , from receiving brokerage on purchases made by buyers other than those for whom it is in fact
acting or those by whom it is owned or controlled , it would
probibiting conduct beyond the reach of Section 2 (c) of the Act
and would effectively prohibit either of these concerns from engaging in a bona fide brokerage business. Consequently, it cannot

be interpreted so broadly nor bas it been so interpreted by the
Commission. The second portion of each of the above paragraphs

merely prohibits the intermediaries from transmitting any " such
fee " to " such purchasers. " As so worded , it does not prohibit the
transmission of brokerag-e to any buyers other than thosc referred
to in the first provision.

As a third alternative request petitioner seeks modification of

the order to cease and desist to permit it to furnish services or

facilities to purchasers for the purpose of promoting its trade
name and brands when petitioner /' i8 not under the ownership of
purchasers , nor functioning under the dil' ect 01' indirect control

purchasers ,

nor acting in fact for or in behalf of purchasers. "

we have held above ,

the order applies only to petitioner

As

s opera-

tions when it is acting for or in behalf of buyers or is subject to
the buyers ' control. Consequently, the order does not prohibit
petitioner from furnishing services or faciJities to buyers when it
is acting exclusively as a seller s broker.
By so ruling, however , Ive do not mean to imply that petitioner
proposed progrmn of furnishing promotional services financed by

brokerage fees would not come within the jJl1view of Section
- I! R lette,' to proitior. s attorney ctated Aug,
, 1(1,;-1
, the Gr,neral Counsel st8tP.:j as
foJlows: " The scope of
tIle
Commission s ordcl' , RS affrmed In' the l,' nil.erJ SUlle;; Coud 0:
Appeals fo)' the 5el'e1111, Cir llit 00 June 13. l l-1;;, is coonned to thos ' functions of !odern
Market:ng- (hereinafter sometimes )' €'erred to as the111'o;,e1') which are performed b ' ie
while unde,' the d:rect or ind:nct coot ol of the buyers 01" wbi!e HcI:ng inflict fOr" or in nehalf
of the buyC's, The o1"ol,el' is prohibited from the reeeivt or l!ece\J:ance of hl'(Jken1f e upon
buyers ' pllJ'cha!ies when acting in that c pacit, y, ar:d 18 f\ntnet
ohibited from tnmsmitbng
any part of th", lJ!""erage to the huyers wheth r in the form 0: mo'",;., Cledits, bEnefit

.servic

-.

,\
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2 (c) of the Clayton Act.' The principal basis for petitoner s rechange
in the law since 1945 when this case was decided and that under
present law " the furnishing by an independent seller s broker of
services and facilities to buyers solely for the purpose of promoting
the resale of products bearing the broker s own brands is not
quested modification of the order is that there has been a

within the cognizance and prohibitions of Section 2 (c) since its
economic justification is brand promotion , instead of brokerage or
savings of brokerage , and it is connected with the resale of products. " Stated somewhat differently, petitioner contends that some
of the more recent decisions , including
Hruby,' Empire Rayon
Whitney, and Brock establish the principle that a payment
discount , allowance or service is not cognizable under Section 2 (c)
if its economic justification is something othcr than brokerage
services or savings of brokerage.

In making this argument petitioner concedes that the promotional services and facilities it proposes to furnish would be financed out of income received from brokerage. It also admits that
it is unlawful for a seller s broker to pass on brokerage to buyers.
It contends , however , that the transmission by a broker of its
commission to a buyer in the form of a promotional service or
on " of brokerage and is therefore not

facility is not a " passing

cognizable under Section 2 (c).
N one of the cases cited by petitioner ,

nor any other case of which

we are aware , even remotely suggests that the practice proposed

by petitioner would not be governed by Section 2 (c). With the
Broch none of the cases relied upon by petitioner
involved the issue of whether brokerage may lawfully be trans-

exception of

mitted to the buyer. They were concerned only with the
factual
question of whether brokerage or a discount in lieu of brokerage
had been transmitted to the other party to a transaction
was
a certain discount , allowance , 01' price reduction received by a
buyer in fact brokerage or a discount in lieu thereof.

As \Ve pointed out in our brief filed a amicus curiae in
Empire
supra:
The crucial question in every case brought

Rayon Co. , Inc. ,

o Nor do WE' mean to imply that the course of action proposed by prtitioner may not

vio!flte

eease and desist in this matter. As stated above , the issue of whethcr IJditioner
:s ;n fart acting fa,' or on behfllf 0: buye!'
flnnot be resoll'ed on tbe bu;is of the fads

the Qj-del'

prf'

fnt!y before

petitioner is

The Bu!' eau of Restl"flint of TrHde

o acting. It seems ob\'i, JUs tha: petitior.

el'vices fOl' the benefit of buyer

that pe:itioner i

clflims tf.a: there is eddenee that
s proposed prog-lam of furnishing-

w01..:lcI provide an adcoitio:lf!1 ev:dential' Y
in fad acting for or on behalf of such ImyeJs.
BOGS I96
C 1437).
i6: F.
Inc
America" -Viscose Co)")!. 364 F. 2d
273 F. 2d 211 (9th Gir. 1f)"DI.

' Q;Jsis for eonc:uding

lirl(oTj Dis/riblding COlijlll"U. D.
;, F;)JpI,-e
flu 'jon Co..
uIn re Wh;lneu,\ Co"
on

C.

v.

Henru B1' och

Co.,

363 U. S.

166 (1%0,

4

11 (2d Cir. 1%,,),
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under Section 2 (c) is whether the buyer is receiving preferemial
treatment effected through the payment of ' brokerage , or other
compensation , or any al10wance or discount in lieu thereof.' The

answer requires the resolution of a question of fact and must be
determined on the basis of all the circumstances prevaiJing in
each case. " If it is determined that brokerage or a discount in lieu

thereof has been transmitted to the other party to a transaction
2 (c) is applicable. We attempted to make this crystal clear in
H,' uby, supra by stating the issue in the following manner:
If the payments or discounts received by Hruby were in actual fact what
they were labeled by some sellers; i. , brokerage or discounts in lieu of brokerage , Section 2 (c) would come into play. If , on the other hand , the payments
despite their labels , were in actual fact no more than functional discounts
designed to permit Hruby to reselJ to wholesalers , they \vould not be barred
by Section 2(c).

Under the plan proposed by petitioner herein , the advertising and
promotional services and faciJities furnished to buyers would be
paid for by brokerage commissions. Thus the

practice would be

governed by Section 2 (c).n
As stated above , of the various cases cited by petitioner , only
B?' och involved tbe issue of whether a seller s broker can lawfully

transmit or pass on brokerage to the buyer. The Commission
stated in that case that " subsection

(c) was intended not only to

reach ' dummy ' brokerage payments made to a buyer or his representative , but "Iso to prevent a so- called ' pure ' broker , who represents only the seller in the transaction , from splitting his

commission , directly or indirectly, with the buyer in the transaction. " 54 F. C. 673 , 687. The Commission also concluded " that
Section 2 (c) prohibits an independent broker who represents a
seller from splitting with , or passing on to , the buyer any part
of the commission or brokerage to which he is entitled under his

agreement with the seller. Id. at (;89. In upholding the Commission s decision , the Supreme Court stated that if the respondent
broker had " merely paid over part of his commission to the buyer
he clearly would have violated the act" and the Court concluded

that " the

statute clearly appJies to

payments or allowances by a

seHer s broker to the buyer , whether made directly to the buyer or
indirectly through the seHer.

This holding appJies squarely to the program proposed by petitioner. The transmission of a11 or part of a broker s commission
11 As one leading authority has stated: " The

pror.ibition

in paragra"h (c) extend not onJy

to cash payments or credit;; but also to anything- of value made availe!ble for the bl'!wficial
tt,,:, brokerage commissions. Obviously, cven an independent
broker cannot split his commissions with the buyer. " Oppenheim Administration of the
8 Geo. Wash. L. Rev. , 511 . 544.
Brokerage Provision of the Robinson- Patman Art,
use of the buyer by means of

" ).
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to a buyer in the form of advertising or promotional services and

facilities would come within the purview of Section 2 (c), not
at which

2 (e) as petitioner seems to suggest.12 Since the " evil"

(c)
was directed was the " transmission of brokerage commissions
to the buyer * '" " to permit the buyer to get the same thing under

(2 (e) J in another form and name would be to deprive 2
(c)
all substance.
For the foregoing reasons , the Commission is of the opinion that
petitioner , Red & White Corporation , has failed to establish that
changed conditions of fact or law or public interest considerations
warrant reopening of this proceeding for the purpose of altering,
modifying or setting aside the order to cease and desist. The
petition to reopen wi1 therefore be denied. Petitioner s request for
oral argument is also denied.
Commissioner Elman dissented.
ORDER DENYING PETITION TO REOPEN

This matter having come before the Commission on the petition
of Red & White Corporation filed July 29 , 1966 , pursuant to Section 3. 28 (b) (2) of the Commission s Rules of Practice requesting
that this proceeding be reopened for the purpose of altering, modifying or setting aside the order to cease and desist ,

and the Direc-

tor , Bureau of Restraint of Trade , having filed an answer in
opposition to said petition; and
The Commission for the reasons set forth in the accompanying
opinion having determined that the petition should be denied:
It is oTdeTed That the petition to reopen filed by Red & White
Corporation be ,

and it hereby is, denied.

Commissioner Elman dissenting.

LEHIGH PORTLAND CEMEKT COMPANY
Docket, 86'80. OTder and Opinion ,

, 1.967

Ap1'.

Order granting complaint ,:ounscl' s motion that complaint be amended
adding a new allegation of violating Section 7 of the Clayton Act.

by

OPINIOK OF THE COMMISSION

This matter is before the Commission on the hearing examiner
certification of complaint counsel's motion to amend the complaint
12 Brief
.l

it.
c.

v,

SUl1PG1" t of Petition to Reopen and For Other Relief,

Henr1J B," och

Co.,

363 e. s. 166 ,

173 t1. 14 (1960).

pp. 17- 21.
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herein to add a new paragraph alleging that sometime after July
1965 , respondent acquired the stock or assets of Cement BJock

Industries of Miami , Inc. (CBI), a corporation alleged to be a
substantial consumer of Portland cement , engaged in the production and sale of ready- mixed concrete , cement blocks , and masonry
materials in the JTeatel' l\1iami area , and operating a ready- mixed
concrete plant there.
Complaint counsel's motion seeks also to add to the complaint

allegations that the effects of the acquisition of CBI by Lehigh

may be substantially to lessen

competition or tend to create a

monopoly in the manufacture and sale of Portland cement and
ready-mixed concrete in the United States as a whole and various
parts thereof ,

including the State of Florida and the Miami area
in that inter alia Lehigh' s competitors may be foreclosed from a
substantial segment of the market for Portland cement , the ability
of Lehigh' s non- integrated competitors to compete in the sale
of Portland cement and ready- mixed concrete may be substantially
impaired , the entry of new Portland cement and l' eady- mixed
concrete competitors may be inhibited or prevented , and the production and sale of ready- mixed concrete , now a locally controlled
small business industry, may become concentrated

in

the hands of

a relatively few manufacturers.
Complaint counsel' s motion secks to amend the allegations of the

complaint further by adding to the complaint' s delineation of the
alleged marketing areas Broward County and Palm Beach County
after Dade County in describing " the :Miami area " and by adding
Brevard County to Orange and Seminole Counties in describing

the Orlando area.
Respondent filed an answer to complaint counsel's motion
arguing that the hearing examiner must certify the motion to the
C0111mission and that counsel' s motion to amend the complaint'
definitions of the :\liami and Orlando areas does not state the
grounds therefor. The hearing examiner has certjfied the motion
to the Commission. On the basis of the matters alleged in complaint
counsel' s motion , the Commission finds reason (0 believe that the

aneged acquisition of Cement BJock Industries of :Yliami , Inc. , was

in violation of Section 7 of the Clayton Act and Section 5 of the
Federal Trade Commission Act and that the addition of that

aneged acquisition to the complaint herein is in the public interest.
Respondent has not yet filed an answer to the original complaint

and thus will have suffcient time in which to respond to the

amended complaint.
The CBI acquisition is alleged to be similar in type to those
challenged in the original complaint and in the same geographical

INTERLOCUTORY ORDERS , ETC.

location as the Acme Concrete Corp. acquisition. Complaint counsel

allege that evidence adduced with respect to this acquisition wi1
be related to evidence bearing upon the acquisitions challenged in
the original complaint. Clearly, in these circumstances ,

it would
not be in the public interest , nor would it be in respondent' s interest , for the Commission to issue a separate complaint embracing
the alleged CBI acquisition.
Amendment of the alleged relevant market areas is in no way

prej udicial to respondent at this early stage of the proceeding and
appears necessary to facilitate trial of the case. We find suffcient
ground..;; for

amendment in complaint counsel' s motion and sup-

porting ll1emorandum.

vVe deny complaint counsel's motion for an

order requiring

respondent to answer the complaint within ten (10) days. In view

of our amendment of the complaint , respondent is entitled to have
the usual thirty (30) days after service of the amended complaint
within which to file an answer thereto.
Commissioner MacIntyre did not participate.
ORDER A)dENDING CO)IPLAINT
-Cpon consideration of the hearing examiner s certification
dated March 27 , 1967 , of complaint counsel's motion to amend

the complaint by adding a new allegation charging that an acquisi-

tion by respondent of Cement Block Industries of Miami ,

Jnc.

violated Section 7 of the Clayton Act and Section 5 of the Federal
Trade Commission Act ,

and by adding to the complaint' s designa-

tion of alleged market areas specified adj acent counties; and of
complaint counsel's 111otion for an order requiring respondent to
answer the complaint within ten (10) days after the examiner
ruling on these motions , and for the reasons set forth in the accompanying opinion of the Commission
It
is
ordered That complaint counsel's motion to amend the
complaint be , and it hereby is , granted; and that the complaint be

and it hereby is , amended accordingly.
It is further ordered That complaint counsel's motion for an
order requiring respondent to answer be , and it hereby is , denied.
It is fUTther mdcrcd That respondent shall have thirty (30)

days from the date of service upon it of the amended complaint
within which to file an answer thereto.
Commissioner
IacIntyre not participating.
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LEHIGH POR. TLA:\D CEMK\TT COMPANY
Docket 8680. Onlet' and Opinion , Ap"r.

19G'l

Order denying respondent' s

motion that complaint be dismissed or suspended
on grounds that Commission s broad survey of cement industry prejudices

respondent' s

right to a fair hearing.

OPINION OF THE COMMISSION

The hearing examiner has certified to the Commission respondent' s motion to dismiss the complaint or suspend the proceeding

wit.h the recommendation that the motion be denied. Respondent'
motion presents essentially the same arguments which it has mnde
to the Commission in support of bvo prior motions in this case. In
our opinion of February 6 , 1967 (p. 1618 herein), denying re-

spondent' s

motion to vacate the complaint herein ,

we rejected its

Commission acted improperly by conducting a genindustl'ywide inquiry into vertical n1ergers in the cement

claim that the

eral
industry while the complaint against respondent W

1S pending. We

made clear in that opinion that the background information acquired by the Commission as a result of its broad survey of vertical
mergers in the cement industry would in no way prejudice respondent's right to a fair hearing and decision. \Ve ::1.1so said in that
opinion , and \ve reiterate here , that the burden of proving the
allegations of the complaint remains \vith complaint counsel , and
that adjudication by the hearing examiner and the Commission

will be made on the record , in accordance with due process and
the Administrative Procedure Act. \Ve s e no reason either to
dismiss the complaint or to suspend this proceecling. Accordingly,
respondent' s motion is rlenied in its entil'ety.

Commissioner ::laclntyre did not participaie.
ORDER DEXYI)/G MOTIOJ\ TO DISMISS COMPLAINT
lJpon consideration of the hearing exmniner

respondent' s

s certification of
this

motion to dismiss the complaint or suspend

proceeding, and fol' the reasons set forth in the accompa:rying

opinion of the Commission
It
is
ordered That respondent' s

motion be , and it hereby is

denied.

Commissioner JTacIntyre not participating.
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WINN- DIXIE STORES , INC.
Docket C- l110. 01'de1' and Opinion ,
Order denying Yfospondcnt' s
order modjfied.

, 1967

AP1'

petition that this proceeding be reopened and the

OPINION OF THE COMMISSION

This matter is before the Commission upon respondent' s

peti-

tion , filed February 17 , 1967 , requesting modification of the order
which issued on September 14 , 1966 (70 F.

C. 611J.

The order provides " that for ten (10) years from the effective
date of this order , respondent shaJJ not , without the prior approval
of the Federal Trade Commission , make any acquisition , directly
or indirectly, of any retail food 01' grocery stores in the United
States. " This order is based upon a consent agreement which provides , in part , that "* * ,', (IJ n the event that the Federal Trade
Commission issues any Order or Rule \vhich is less restrictive than

the provisions of this Order , in any proceeding involving mergers
or acquisitions by a grocery store chain , then the Commission shaJJ
upon the application of respondent , pursuant to Rule 3. 28 of the
Comnlission s Rules of Practice , reopen this proceeding in order to
make v.rhatever revisions , if any, are necessary to bring the restrictions imposed upon respondent herein into conformity with those
imposed upon its competitors.
Respondent contends that the Commission

s statement setting

forth its " Enforcement Policy With Respect To Mergers In The
Food Distribution Industries " dated January 3 , 1967 , constitutes
an order or rule within the meaning of the provision in the consent
agreement. It argues that the stated policy is less restrictive than

its order and that therefore the ol'der should be modified to in-

corporate three announced enforcement criteria. In substance , the

requested modification would permit respondent to ll1ake certain
types of food or g'i' ocery store acquisitions without the prior approval of the Commission.

In answer to this petition , the Chief ,

Division of ?\1ergcl's ,

1'e-

quests that it be denied for the reason that the desired modification
does not require that a future acquisition meet

each

of the three

criteria , as specified in the policy statement. However , he further
states that wcre respondent to indicate its willingness to conform
its proposed modification to this requirement the staff would not
oppose the petition. In its reply, filed March 22 , 1967 , respondent

agrees to amend its petition to meet the staffs objection.
It is the Commission s position that modification of the order is
not warranted on the grounds of the stated enforcement policy.
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In the first place

, it is very doubtful

constitutes an " Order

that the policy statement
or Rule * . * in any proceeding involving

acquisitions by a grocery store chain " within the
language of the provision in the consent agreement.
More importantly, even
if
the enforcement policy could be considered such a " Rule " it is not li less restrictive " than respondent'
order upon any grocery store chain. The statement does not itself
impose any restrictions. The purpose of the policy statement is to
mergers or

set forth the Commission s intentions as to future actions with

respect to mergers in the food distribution industries and to
describe what actions wi1 likely be taken. With respect to the three
criteria which respondent would have us ineorporate in its order
the policy statement simply points out that mergers satisfying
these criteria do not ordinarily require specific Commission review. This does not constitute permission to any competitor to

make acquisitions fulfil1ing these criteria either with or without
prior Commission approval. Any restrictions that may be imposed
on competitors with respect to obtaining Commission approval
prior to making an acquisition must result from a proceeding
involving those competitors and not from the policy statement.
Final1y, the fal1acy inherent in respondent' s argument that the
enforcement policy

is

less restrictive

" than its order is best re-

flected in its requested modification. Respondent asks to be relieved
of obtaining prior Commission approval for certain c.ategories of
acquisitions. Hmvever , it is

that if there were any sub-

obvious

stance to respondent' s argunlent ,

modification would extend to

relief from prior approval for

acquisitions since the enforce-

all

ment policy does not require prior Commission approval for any
acquisition.

We do not bejieve that the language of the proviso can be so
construed as to require modHication of the order here on the basis
of a policy statement which , in fact , merely articulates the standards the Commission intends to fol1ow in dealing with future

mergcrs in the food distribution industry.
For the foregoing reasons ,

respondent' s petition is denied and

an appropriate order wi1 be entered.

Commissioner Elman did not. concur
ORDER DENYING PETITIO:- FOR MODIFICATIO); OF FINAL ORDER

This matter having come before the Commission upon respondent' s petition , filed February 17 , 1967 , requesting that this proceed-

ing be reopened and that the order issued on September 14 , 1966
(70 F.

C. 611J, be modified; and
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The Commission , for the reasons stated in the accompanying
opinion , having determined that the petition should be denied;
It is ordered

That respondent' s petition ,

tiled February 17,

1967 , be , and it hereby is , denied.

Commissioner Elman not concurring.

BEST & CO. , INC.
Docket

8669.

Ordc1' ApT.

, 1.67

Ordcr denying remand but directing parties to explore possibility of stipulating matters in respondent' s motion for remanel.

ORDER DENYING ilOTIOK FOR REMAND A;\D EXTENDING TIME FOR
FILING ApPEAL BRIEF

This matter is before the Commission on respondent's motion
for an extension of time within which to perfect its appeal and its
motion to remand. The Commission has determined that the motion
for remand should be denied. It is of the view that counsel may be
able to stipulate with respect to a1J or most of the facts which
respondent wishes to addnce on the transfer of certain assets to
the JiIcCrory Corporation. Accordingly, the Commission wm direct
counsel for both sides to explore the possibility of a stipulation
with respect to these matters. In the event counsel are unable to

stipulate with respect to any or a1J

of the matters al1eged in re-

spondent' s motion for remand , the respondent may fie affdavits

to cover those points not agreed to in the stipulation. The Commission wi1J consider a stipulation , if any, entered by counsel and/
or respondent' s affdavits on these points in connection \vith re-

spondent' s appeal. Accordingly,

It is ordered That the motion for remand be , and it hereby is
denied.
It is jurther urdeTed That counsel for both sides be , and they
hereby are , directed to explore the possibility of stipulating with
respect to any or al1 of the matters a1Je!;ed in respondent' s motion
for remand.

It is JUTther oTdeTed

In the event that counsel are unable to

agree on a stipulation covering any or al1 of the points al1eged in
respondent' s motion for remand that respondent be , and it hereby
, authorized to file affdavits \vith respect to those points not so
covered , and that complaint counsel be authorized to tile reply
affdavits.

* *
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It is further ordered That respondent' s time within which to file
its appeal brief be , and it hereby is , extended until twenty (20)
days after the service upon the parties of this order.

Commissioner Elman would grant the motion for remand.

SEA CREST INDUSTRIES CORPORATION ET AL.
Docket C- 719.

Orden, May

, 1967

Order denying motion of Eugene Lissauer that this consent order be reopened
for the purpose of dismissing it as to him. Motion for hearing denied

May 23 ,

1967.

ORDER DENYING ?dOTION TO REOPEN

The Commission on February 28 , 1964 (64 F. C. 1279), issued
a consent order against respondents herein requiring them to dis-

continue certain practices in connection with food purchasing
plans.

Petitioner Eugene Lissauer , on May 1 , 1967, filed with the Secretary a motion pursuant to Section 3. 28 (b) of the Commission
Rules asking that this matter be reopened and that the consent
order entered into by him be dismissed. In support of his motion
petitioner states: (1) that he has resigned as president of Sea-

crest Industries Corporation ,

(2) that Seacrest is out of business

violations of the order , and (4) that he
executed the consent order herein in reliance upon representations
(3) that he knows of no

by the Commission s investigating
the Commission s employ, that "*

attorney, who is no longer in

if the alleged acts had not

been committed the entry of such an order was of no consequence

had no importance and would not affect me in any way.
The first three grounds set forth are obviously lacking in merit.
The status of the corporate respondent and petitioner s relation
thereto are whol1y irrelevant to the question of petitioner s obligation to comply with tbe order as an individual. Moreover , the

fact that the order may be currently being complied with is no

such assurance as to future compliance as to warrant reopening
and setting aside.

The fourth ground cited by petitioner , although
somewhat ful1er consideration than the first three ,
'v arrant
reopening.
insuffcient to

it requires
is similarly

If there is reasonable likelihood that the statement petitioner
a Commission representative and

al1eges was in fact made by

petitioner in fact relied upon it in executing the consent order
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the matter should be reopened and referred to a hearing examiner
for the limited purpose of establishing what in fact transpired.
The Commission is not , however , warranted in reopening the
matter on the basis of a bald averment by petitioner alluding to

a somewhat ambiguous statement by a Commission representative

which in practical effect says that the Commission s consent set.tlement process is a pointless charade.
Although petitioner s mot.ion is subscribed and sworn to , no

affdavit has been submitted setting

forth the precise circum-

stances surrounding the making of the statement and petitioner
reliance upon it. Nor has petitioner explained how he could have
been under so vital a misapprehension when he had the advice
of counsel and when the order to which he consented required of
him a report of compliance within 60 days of the execut.ion of
the consent order set.t.ing forth in detail the manner and form

of his compliance with the order.
Finally, respondent , Lissauer , has made no attempt to explain
to the Commission why it is that. he has filed a petition in May
1967 because of a misapprehension he was under in connection

with an order issued on Febmary 28 ,

1964.

We think the motion must be denied. Accordingly,

It is ordered That Motion to Reopen filed by Eugene Lissauer
be , and it hereby is, denied.

on May 1 , 1967 ,

SlJBURBAN PROPANE GAS CORPORATION
Docket 8672.

O?'der ,

May

, 196'

Order denying respondent' s :request to join Phillips Petroleum and to dismiss
complaint , and returning case to hearing examiner for further considera-

tion of cost justiflcation.
ORDER RULING ON INTERLOCUTORY ApPEALS

This matter is before the Commission upon respondent.' s interlocutory appeals from the examiner s order denying its motions
(a) to join Phmips Pet.roleum Company (Philips) as a party
respondent ,

(b) to dismiss the complaint and (c) to render an

order establishing the burden of proof in connection with

an

asserted cost justification defense , upon complaint counsel' s an-

swer thereto , and upon respondent' s

reply.

The Request to Join Phillips as a Party Respondent
Respondent' s request to join Phillips was denied by the examiner
in his order of March 7 , 1967. The examiner should have cert.ified
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the question to the Commission with his recommendation. The

request to name in the complaint a new additional respondent
and to allege a violation by such new respondent of a section of
law different from that pleaded in the complaint as issued , clearly

constituted a question on which the examiner had no authority
to rule. The requested allegations would concern a different practice which would require a different determination as to the belief

that a violation has occurred and as to the public interest. It was
therefore , not " reasonably within the scope of the proceeding
7 (a) (1) and 3. 6 (a)
initiated by the original complaint. " See
Cf. Crrpitrrl RecoTds DisStond",' d Comem
,
1963) (63 F.
Docket
1\0.
8469
(Xovember
7
COTpomt-on
54
F.
C.
1917
(1958).
Nevertheless,
1238J;
HaJne,. Coffee Co.

of the Commission s Rules of Practice.
tributing COTpomt-on 58 F. C.

1170 (1961);

there has been no prejudice to respondent since the matter is
now before the Commission for

de novo

consideration and de-

termination.
Respondent' s argument is that the absence of Philips in this
proceeding will unfairly prevent Suburban from obtaining and
presenting evidence which would establish its defenses such as
cost justification and the meeting of competition in good faith.
More specifically, respondent argues that should Phillips not be
joined in this proceeding and should complaint counsel come for-

ward with some evidence of the lack of cost justification , respond-

ent wil be faced with having to present evidence on the issue of
Phillips ' cost savings arising from its dealings with Suburban
without the affrmative cooperation of Phillips.
Respondent , although asserting that it wouid be inconvenienced

in making its defense , has not shown that it could not without
Phillips make an adequate defense on the matter of possible cost
justification or any other issue. It has available

to it all the in-

vestigative and discovery techniques provided by the Commission s Rules , including the use of subpoenas , if necessary. Thus
it is not dependent upon the voluntary cooperation of the seller
in the preparation of its defense. Furthermore , Phillips , if it were
charged with a Section 2 (a) violation as urged by respondent
might not seek to defend itself under the cost justif1cation proviso

and so the naming of Phillips , in that event , would be of no help

to respondent. Finally, the CommissiolJ issues a complaint only

when it believes that a section of the laws it administers has been
violated and that a proceeding in respect thereto would be in the
interest of the public. The Commission would not consider it an
appropriate exercise of its

discretion to issue a complaint pri-

marily as a matter of convenience to another charged with a
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law violation. For such reasons respondent' s request to name
Philips in the complaint will be denied.

Request to Dismiss Complaint
On 1Iarch 7, 1967 , the examiner denied respondent' s request to
dismiss the complaint , which request was on the ground that

in view of the alleged discontinuance of the practice and changed
circumstances there is no public interest in the continuation of

the proceeding. The examiner recognized that the question involved the Commission s administrative discretion in issuing a
complaint and that it presented an issue on which he had no
authority to rule. Nonetheless ,

he denied the motion. The matter

should have been certified to the Commission with the examiner
recommendation. Section 3. 6 (a), Commission s Rules of Practice;
Drug Resea1'h COTl'. Docket No. 7179 (October 3 , 1962) (63
C. 998J. Respondent , however , has not been prejudiced , since
the matter is now beforc the Commission for
de novo
consideration and determination.

Respondent argues , as it did before the examiner , that the complaint should be dismissed because the practice complained of has
been discontinued and because there assertedly is no reasonable
likelihood that these or similar practices will arise in the future.

Among the grounds for this argument is the claim that Philips
has withdrawn from the Eastern market , which assertedly indicates that there is no reasonable likelihood that the contractual
arrangements complained of or any similar arrangements between
Phillips and Suburban will arise again. Respondent also argues
that the developments in the industry have made it unlikely that
the practice will be renewed. It is claimed , for instance , that the
markets for LP gas have changed; that whereas formerly it ,vas
a seasonable market in which supply exceeded demand , now new
marketing developments and new uses- particularly the use in
the petrochemical industry- has reversed this situation. Respondent urges that as a result of the different circumstances referred
, a cease and desist order , if obtained , would accomplish nothing

construdiv€, and

it requests , therefore , that the complaint be

dismissed.
Complaint counsel argues , among other things, that Suburban

abandonment of purchases from Phillips, which they claim was
forced , offers no assurance that the public interest will be pro'Comprue

Commi

Thc Drive- X

COilpaH'J,

hIC. , Docket No. 861

(June 10 , 1D6.1)

, in which the

iOTl he:d thHt the exnmillel' had reuthorjty to ru:e U l such re motion sinee there the

motiun chaliengerJ th Comm:ssion s legHl l'OW€l' to issu
complaint rarh,,)" tlw. n
or judgment on wheth r or not a proceeding woult( be :n the pub:i" interest.

its discr

tion

: '
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tected as to respondent' s

future conduct with its other suppliers
(or with Phillps, if Phinips reenters the Eastern market in the

future). Such counsel also aver ,

in effect , that certain of respond-

ent' s factual assertions are not correct.

Respondent ,

in its reply brief filed :Way 1 , 1967 , sharply chal-

lenges the assertion that its statements are untrue and presents
asserted facts in defense of its position.
The question of discontinuance is one \vhich , in the Commission s view , should not be decided upon the claims and arguments

of counsel in interlocutory appeal briefs. This is an issue \vhich , if
further raised , should be resolved , not in a piecemeal way, but

on the basis of the whole record to be made in this proceeding.
Therefore , respondent' s request to dismiss the complaint win be
denied.

Request for Pretrial Order on Burden of Proof
Respondent , in its motion to the hearing examiner flied February 28 , 1967 , additionally requested the examiner to issue an
order estabJishing the burden on compJaint counsel in connection

with the cost justification issue. Respondent

asked for an order

which in substance would state (a) that complaint

counsel would

difference in methods by
which Suburban was served by Phillips ami the different quanhave the burden of showing that the
tities involved

, compared \vith aIJeged

disfavored competitors

could not give rise to suffcient savings to cost justify the alleged

differential in prices and that Suburban

knew or should have

known that the differences involved as to methods and quantities

could not have given rise to suffcient pertinent savings to justify
such differentials ,

and (b) requiTe that complaint counsel

amend

their previously filed trial brief and therein allocate exhibits and
otherwise specify in indicated detail the evidence to be offered

on the cost justification issue.
The examiner denied respondent' s motion , stating that he had
noted the cases referred to by respondent ,
Canteen Co. of Amc,.icn
61

v.

including

Fedeml Trade Com. mission,

AutmnaUc
346 U.

(1953), and " nssumes that complaint counsel are familiar with

the legal precedents ",hich respondent has cited and ",ill interpret
them correctly with reference to the evidentiary bm' den imposed
upon complaint counsel to prove the absence of cost justiflcation. " 2
If this stateJ1""t of tile n;r,mir. l" m.."ns 1hRt compliint counsel b-ls the in:tiRI burden of
rroving t.hat the O'lieged riiscrim:nations in ))I":c" "re, l fOld, not cost j' titi('d , it i iJlcoJ"ect.
The ruie

n Aidcomtlc

as f"lIows: (a) ' ihe

C(IJileeli. to the extent :t can 1,.. l"educe(; to a me('h micf, roi'nula, i
l the
mne quan ities as his pompetit,,'

e a 1mO'er kJlOWS :J-lt h'2 hu)' s i

and is served by the s(,liel '

in the

alJe mannCl ' 01' with thp S?'J1(, aTnour;t of e);,..
"t:nT\

as the

other buyer , the Comn'iss;on nenJ only show , to estahl!!Ch :t5 l'Ji
l1a :acie case , that the buyer
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On a question of such importance as this , it seems to us that the
examiner erred in failing to c1eal'ly resolve it. It is his responsibi1ity to properly regulate the course of the hearing and to rule
upon , as justice may require, procedural and other motions. This
means that at times he may have to construe case 1aw precedents

so that the parties will know how to proceed. Moreover ,

the

examiner ru1ed on the motion and denied it without first hearing
from comp1aint counsel. Insofar as respondent' s requested order is
concerned , it is conceivable (though we do not draw a conclusion
on this one way or the other) that complaint counsel and respondent lnight have found an area of ag-reement.J

It seems clear that 011e

of the issues herein

wi1 be the nature

and the extent of the proof which complaint counsel must adduce
to comply with their burden on the matter of defenses such as

cost justification in a Section 2

(f) proceeding.

Cf, Automatic

Canteen , sUJJra; F1' ed IlJeyc1' ) Inc. Docket
?\o.
7492 aff' 359
2d 351 (9th Cir. 1966),
ceTt. denied on this ground 87 S. Ct. 851
(ceTt. gTCLnted on othe;' grounds 87 S. Ct. 853 (1967). ) Respondent , under the Commission s Rules requiring continuous hearings

wi1 need to know complaint counsel' s intended evidence on the
cost justification issue to allow it to adequately prepare its defense.
Complaint counsel , to the extent they have not already done so
can and should specify as nearly as possible what this proof will
be. ' Therefore , the appe"l on this motion is partially granted , as
knew that th mf'hod8 by which be ,,

as served Rnd 'luantJties in which he purchHsErl were the

ame as in the case of his COffjJ!'titor, ,

nd \u) if lhe mPthod Vi" quantities cliffe).
, the C"T1mi3sion must un:y show that such differ('r.ce cou:d not give rise to sufficier. t siwillgS in the

eost of manufacture, sa;

or ,lelivery to justify

knOWlYlg thpse we;' e the only differences ,

Ow

1J! ce differential all\i that the bw.e;,

should l1ave ;'nown that they

ould not give rise to

suffcient co t sHving-s

In a mal,er where the methods OJ" quantitie diff(' r. which is fre(juLntly the casE'. the evidence
to be adduced by complaint counse initiall)' will vary from
ase to ca . \Ve do not Ij)' O))OI;,-

, nor could we iYl this instance , what complaint counsel's exact hunlt'n wculd be until
a\' Rilab:e on the l'!Ccon1. However , assuming the matter to involve different
methods or cl\Jantities. if complaint coun el show such facts and d)' cumstances as wouJd ha\'
given the buyer reason to 1J(lieve, ba etl on the knowlerJge available to him , including knowlerJg
to state

all the faets a1' e

of tJle methods of doing" b:.siness in the panicnl"j' indn try, that: the different methr;ds 01'

quantities could not have resulte(1 in cost S8.vings suffcient to justify thc r1iff",' ential all.:gedly
acceJl'ded him , they would have mPt their in:tiRI burden. For the flpplication of such rul
see Frcd
Hellel. ,
(Deeembe ' 15, ;%3) ffj3 F,
Comlilissir"' , 346 J. . 2d 311 (7th

s!wcific case

(,f(d, Mid- SOIlth
denied,

Distributors

IIU'

infra;

C. 16!) J,
Cir. 1%5);

Valionat

aJi'd

V. Fed/'rat Tmdc

Pads H'al"f'hOU8e ,

, General A.uto

et ai. Docket No, BOS!I

Fede,u/ Tnule
511))))lie8, 111c. \".

.41(to Pads Co" 111c" 65 F, 1'. C. 127\1 (l!';fl,',
COlililiBsioJI. 2R7 F. 2tl 512 (.;th Cil", 19(jl j,ccrt.

& 1\'

368 U. S. H:1H (1!1(j1

3 To this time we do not know whether or not eompiaint counsel in f8ct object to the on!l'
On eost justificatiol1 ;' eljuest d by reSjJondent in its motion of February 23 , lOCi , \Vr do not find
in their answel'il1g 1J1'ief on tj-:sappeal a (iiscussion of such
j It is no:ewo;'tl1:.

' hat

l)ecif,c re(jJes;.

l'oi11ection w:th
appeal , r.ave not denil'd the 1)\rd n upon thern as set OUt ir.
A.utomatic Canteen
and, in
fact , ha\'e delinraterl th proof whi h they believe is neo:esshry as PHr! of their casr- in- chief.
For il1stance , 011 pngp 7 of their ar. swer to the Hppe . they stHte as follows: " \Vp l' piterate O\J)'
stateme!:t in 1 he trial brief filed by us thRt in a Section 2(f) TJ:' ocecding, rounsd supporting;
thj

compiaint counse: . in the course of filing urie;s in
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indicated , and otherwise denied. The examiner is instructed to
hear complaint counsel in answer to respondent' s motion on this
issue and to dispose of this matter in such a way as to provide
respondent with suffcient knowledge of the evidence complaint

counsel win adduce on the cost justification issue to an ow respondent adequately to prepare its defense. Accordingly,
That respondent' s request to join Philips PeIt is oTde?'

troleum Company as a party respondent in this proceeding be , and
it hereby is , denied.
It is JUTthe?' ordered

That respondent' s request to dismiss the

complaint in this proceeding be , and it hereby is , denied.
On respondent' s request for a pretrial
It is JUTthe?' oTde?'
order on the burden of proof on cost justification , that the matter

, and it hereby is ,

returned for further proceedings in accord-

ance with the Commission s instructions in this order.

Commissioner Elman concurs on the basis of his understanding
that the Commission s order , although somewhat opaque , in effect
directs the hearing examiner to grant respondent' s request for a

pretrial order on the anocation of
cost- justification

the burden of proof on the

issue.

A. &

M.

Docket

KARAGHEL'SIAN , INC.
763(j,

OnleT ,

J 967

June

Order denying petition of J. P. Stevens , Inc. ,
the purpose of setting aside the order.

that this ease be reopened for

ORDER DENYING PETITION TO REOPEN THE PROCEEDING FOR THE
PURPOSE OF SETTI:-G ASIDE THE ORDER
J. P. Stevens ,
the provisions of

Inc. , has petitioned the Commission pursuant to
28 (b) of the Rules of Practice for Adjudi-

cative Proceedings to reopen this proceeding for the purpose of

the c omplaint

need oniy shmv tbat R ' rcHsonable

and prudent tus:nes mRn ' on the ba5i

of the

facts known to him, should have bel:evell that a fHvorable price granted to h:m could r.

have been cost- justifierl by hj suppliel" " Elsewhere , all pagp 13 , sueh counsrl further stall'
that " Once it is established that SuburbaTi shoulrl have known jh t no co t justifientioll defen

could have been maintained by its supplie" , the hurden of coming forwa,' d

this is!;\!' hifts to n' poJllent. The responl1e

lt may then eith"". choose

of ;mowledge marle by complaint counsel 01' show thfit any
in fact , cost ;ustified l,y its suppliers. " This seems to us to

with evidence as to
to rebut the showing

price p' Tfnel;ce, it reC'dvcd were.

be a reason81/y

ciral" str.tement of

the evidence complaint cour. sei JJ OIW ES to Hrlduce on the issue. H.espondEnt , howevel' , in its
requesterl onk , see..s specifie info mation fI,d (lctailed identification of such ('vidEnce. "\Vhethf'l
or not this funher request is Rppropriate i a matter \\)-';cn should be p8sscd on - 110' the
examiner afte ' he considers the response , if any, at' complaint counsel to respondOon '.'s lequeBt.
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setting aside the order. The Director of the Bureau of Restraint
of Trade has opposed the petition and Stevens has filed a document entitled " Memorandum Re Answer To Petition.
The Commission s order in this case was issued on February
, 1964. The petition states that all of the stock of

respondent

Karagheusian was acquired by petitioner Stevens on February
, 1964 (64 F.

C. 781J. Prior to that date , Stevens held no

interest in Karagheusian and

Karaghel1sian held no interest in

Stevens. Karagheusian was operated as a wholly owned subsidiary
of Stevens until February J , 1965 , at which time it was dissolved

by merger into Stevens.

Since that date , the business formerly

carried on by Karagheusian has been continued by Stevens through
its GuJistan division.

In support of its position that the above change of fact is one
which is sufficient to warrant reopening of the proceeding for
the purpose of setting aside the order , Stevens relies upon a recent
action of the Commission in which the order cntered against
Karagheusian in another case \vas set aside. See
A.
2M. K(
1'gheusian , Inc. Docket No. 4305; Order Granting Request To
Reopen Proceeding and Vacating Order to Cease and Desist (Sept.
, 1965) (68 F. C. 452J. The order originally issued in that case
required Kal'agheusian to cease and desist from using words
connoting Oriental origin or characteristics to designate or de-

scribe rugs or carpets which were not in fact made in the Orient
and which did not possess all of the essential characteristics and
structure of Oriental l'ugs, 2

In concluding that there had been a

change of fact suffcient to warrant reopening t 1e proceedings
in that case for the purpose of setting aside the order , the Commission noted inter olin that there ,yas no reason to be1ievR that

the acquisition was made for the purpose of evading the order
or that Stevens had participated ,vith Karagheusian in violation
of the order.

The posture of the instant matter differs significantly from
that in Docket J' o. 4305. In the present matter , the Commission

tinal order was amended on April 2 ,

1964 , after respondent

Karagheusian had become a wholly owned subsidiary of Stevens
to extend the period of time within which respondent Karugheusian would be required to tile a report of compJiance. " Thereafter
the practice prohibited by the order to cease and desist- that
granting cumulative annual volume discounts

of

was continued not

:l Petition , JJjJ. 3- 3: Answe!" To Vetition, pp, 9- 10: j\IemonuJlJum Re AnswP1' To Petition , p. 3
36 F. C.
, 456 (1943).
M. /(a,-aahe1ls;(!JI . l11c.. Docl,et Ko. 7636 , SupP1"spr1ing OrGel' As To Tim 'Y\'ithin

Which Respondents Shali Fi:e Report Of Compliance (Apri! 2 ,

1864) (64 F.

C. 781 , 787j.

, .
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only during the period when Karagheusian was operated as a
whol1y owned subsidiary of Stevens , but after Karagheusian was
dissolved and became a division of Stevens. ' Thus , it appears that
Stevens itself has actively participated in the prohibited practice.
Under the circumstances , the Commission s conclusion in Docket
No. 4305 that the change of ownership was a change of fact suf-

ficient to warrant reopening for the purpose of setting aside the
order does not require a similar conclusion in the present matter.

Moreover , as emphasized in the petition , the practice prohibited
by the order is a current problem of industrywide proportions. In
this setting, therefore , and for ooth of the above reasons , the

Commission concludes that neither the acquisition by Stevens of

subsequent dissolution is a
change of fact suffcient to warrant reopening the present matter
for the purpose of setting aside the order.
respondent Karagheusian nor its

Petitioner al1eges also that the public interest requires reopen-

ing of the proceeding for the purpose of setting aside the order on

two theories. First ,

the petition states that industry conditions

have changed since the institution of the proceeding and , because
of this change , it is argued that Stevens , which had nothing to do
with the original violation , should not be in a worse position than
its competitors who are not under Commission order. This is not
an al1egation of a change of fact occurring subsequent to the

issuance of the order , but is instead an assertion that the equities
of the situation require vacation of the order. However , Stevens
has not alleged that it was unaware of the Commission s order
when it acquired Karagheusian or advanced any other reasons

which would justify granting to it special treatment by vacating
the instant order at a time when the Commission has similar
del's outstanding against a larg' e number of its competitors.

01'-

Secondly, Stevens asserts that the public interest requires vaca-

tion of the order because , in its opinion , the order is ineffective as
a ll1atter of law against a successor corporation in a situation
where there has been a bona fide discontinuance and a true change
of ownership. See

South1JOI. t

Petroleum Co.

v.

NL.

315 U.

100 (1942). However , the petitioner has not stated the conditions
under which the discontinuance was effected and , ,"s previously
noted , the discontinuance did not occur until after Karagheusian
was dissolved. In addition , although the law relative to the application of administrative orders to successor corporations is not

j Answer To Petition , pp. 2 , 4 , 8; Memurandum n" Answer Tu Petidon , PP. 3 , Ii.
5 Stevens has joined with a number of its competitors in nquestiJ:g the vromuigatiun of a
Trade Regulation Rule designed to put all members of the

Memorandum He Answer To Petition ,

p, 3.

industry on an equal faotinl'.
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entirely settled , the courts in considering this question have on

several occasions indicated that the fact that the successor con-

N.L.
tinued the prohibited practice was of
208 F. 2d 234 (lOth Cir. 1953)
Birdsallsignificance. See

v.

Stockdale MotoT Co.,

N.L.

B.

v.

LR. B.

v.

Lunder Shoe COTp. 211 F. 2d 284 (lst Cir. 1954);
New MadTid Mfg. Co. 215 F. 2d 908 (8th Cir. 1954).

In any event , the ultimate decision as to whether a particular
administrative order is applicable to a successor corporation must
finally be made by a court of competent jurisdiction in the proper

circumstances. It is the Commission

s conclusion ,

however ,

that

the alleged inappJicabi1iy of an order to a successor is not

grounds for setting aside such order in circumstances where the
successor has , as in this case , parhcipated in and continued the

practice prohibited by the order and where such practice is a

current problem in the industry. As a result ,

the Commission

concludes that the pubJic interest does not require that the matter

be reopened for the purpose of setting aside the order on eithel'
ground advanced by the petitioner. Accordingly,
It is oTdeTed That the Petition To Reopen The Proceeding For
The Purpose Of Setting Aside The Order be , and it hereby is

denied.

SCHOOL SERVICES, INC. , ET AL.
Docket

8729.

Order ,

June

, 1967

Order denying- respondent's request for an order directing the taking of

depositions of Commission employees and production of Commission docu-

ments.

ORDER DENYING REQUEST FOR TAKING OF DEPOSITIONS A"D
PRODUCTION OF DOCCMENTS

This matter is before the Commission on the hearing examiner
certification of respondents ' appJication for an order directing the
taking of depositions and production of documents , filed June 13
1967.
Respondents desire to take depositions from Joseph W. Shea , Sec-

1967 ,

and complaint counsel' s answer thereto tied June 15 ,

retary of the Commission, Charles Sweeney, Director of the

Bureau of Deceptive Practices , and Sbeldon Feldman , an attorney
of the Commission ,

and ,

in addition

, request that Mr. Shea be

required to produce certain documents.
The order which respondents seek would require the Commis-

sion Secretary to produce the following:
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A. All memoranda , directives , orders and other documents of the Federal
Trade Commission (" Commission " hereinafter), initiating and creabng the

Special Consumer Protection Program on or about July, 1965 , in the District

of Columbia.

B. All minutes of meetings of the Commission on or before February 13
had " reason to
"
that
the
Respondents
were
or
aTe
presently
using
any
unfair methods
believe
1967 concerning findings or rulings that the Commission

of competition or unfair or deceptive acts or practices in

commerce and that

the issuance of a Commission Complaint , Docket No. 8729 (" Complaint"
hereinafter) " would be in the interest of the public.
C. All memoranda, directives , orders and other documents of the Commis-

sion initiating any and all investigations

pertaining to the Respondents re-

sulting in the issuance of the Complaint.

D. All memoranda and other documents from Commission offcers , employees

or agents to the Commission and/or any of the individual Commissioners prior
to February 13 ,

1967 summarizing the results of investigations of the Re-

spondents and all recommendations accompanying said memoranda.

E. All investigative reports , statements of witnesses and summaries of state-

ments of witnesses relating to the investigation of the Respondents prior to
February 13 , 1967" resulting in the

issuance of the Complaint.

In addition , respondents state that the Secretary of the Commission wil1 be expected to testify about the duties and responsi-

bilities of the offcers and employees of the Commission and the
procedures fol1owed by them in making investigations and reporting to the

Commission thereon.

Respondents assert this testimony and the documents in question are relevant to certain issues raised by their answer to the
complaint. '

In this connection ,

respondents deny the al1egation in

the complaint that the Commission has reason to believe

the

Federal Trade Commission Act has been violated or that a proceeding by this agency would be in the public interest. In addition

they assert that the documents in question and Mr. Shea s testi-

mony are relevant to certain defenses which they have raised in
this proceeding. ' In essence ,

respondents assert that the Commis-

sion lacks jurisdiction to prosecute this case and to issue the
complaint on the ground that it

could not have had a basis to

beJieve or to conclude that respondents had engaged in unfair
metbods of competition or unfair or deceptive acts or practices

in commerce. They also contend that the Commission lacked jurisdiction because it had no basis to conclude that the proceeding
against respondents would be in the

public interest. Further

Commission lacks jurisdiction to decjde this case or to grant re1ief against respondents on the ground
that it is legal1y incapable of rendering a fair and impartial trial
respondents state that the

1 Paragraph 2 of respondcnts ' application.

2Id.
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in disposition of this case. Finally, respondents assert that the
testimony in question and the documents requested would be
relevant to their defense and that if there is any public interest

de minimis.
In the case of Sheldon Feldman , respondents state that he wi1

involved in this proceeding it is obviously

be expected to testify about the Commission s Special Consumer

Protection Program and its relationship to the investigation of
respondents prior to the filing of the complaint. According to the
application , respondents also expect that he wi1 testify with respect to his cooperation in the publication of news stories which

polluted the atmosphere of justice and impartiality '
proceedings. " Respondents also assert that

in these

'!r. Feldman s testi-

mony is relevant to the issues set forth in paragraph 2 of their
application.
In the case of Charles Sweeney, respondents expect that he will

testify about the investigations of respondents prior to the issuance of complaint as well as with respect to the recommendations

made to the Commission concerning such investigations. He also
according to respondents' application , will be expected to testify

concerning his eooperation in the publication of news stories
which" ' pollutecl the atmosphere of justice and impartiality ' in
these proceedings. n

Respondents ' application will be denied. Clearly the testimony

and documents which respondents seek from the Secretary of
the Commission , in paragraph 1 of their application ,

as ,vel1 as

the testimony of Messrs. Feldman and Sweeney insofar as it relates to the issues raised in paragraph 2 of their application , are
an attempt to probe the mental pl'cesses of this agency in investigating respondents and the decision leading up to the com-

plaint in this matter. "

Data of this nature is ordinarily privileged

since they relate to an integral part of the decision-making process
of this agency.
Walled Lake Door Company
v.
United States , 31
R.D. 258 , 260 (E.D. Mich. S. D. 1962). In addition ,

many of

the documents sought would be privileged as an attorney s work

product.
Respondents ll1ay not seek interna1 documents and information
relating to matters within the Comn1ission s administrative dis3 " . . . the Commjssion

Pn'sel' vation of the integrity
Agency s menta IJl"OCeSses
Cm- jJol"utivn.

Docket No .

decision on whethet to i ue complaint is within its discretion.
of thc administrative process precludes an inquiry into this

leading up to that decision " (Footnote omitted.
The Seebu,.y
fi68:? (order and opinion iss\Jed October 25 , 1f)(i6) (70 F. G. 1818.

18261.
j" .. Documents coming within that category will not
of special circumstHnces ,

good crluse or necessity. . . .

be reieR-sed without a strong
Graber

Mamt ructun )l9

Docket )/0. 8038 (order ant! opinjon issued December 13 , 1965) l68 F.

showing

ComjJu11!f, Inc.,

. 12:JI;J.

, "
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cretian in instituting investigations and issuing complaints 111€l'ely
Respondents have not demonstnlted the
good cause required to justify reJease of the confidential inrormation they seek. Certainly, if an administrative agency could be
required to disclose the information sought here on the basis of
the sho\ving made in respondents ' application The fundion of
deciding controversies might soon be ovenvhelmed by the duty
of answering questions about them. " See NLRB
v. Bot!lnll Worsted
Mills , Inc. 106 F. 2d 263 (3d Cir. 1939).
Kor is the application saved by respondents ' bare assertion of
bias presumably linked to the controversy of whether the Com-

to satisfy their curiosity.

11lission has the authority to issue press releases after complaint.
Respondents 111Ust make a 111Ql'€ concrete showing ofprejudice
on the part of the agency 01' its employees than they have made

here , for subpoenas probing the internal decision- making process
of an administrative agency will not be issued on bare suspicion

or to " (licenseJ extended fIshing expeclitions in waters of UllknO\vn productivity in the vague hope of ' catching the odd one
COl'O

See

, Inc.

(1st Cir. 1964),

v.

Fedeml Tmde Commission 338 F. 2d 149 ,

celt. denied :080 U. S.

and opinion of the Commission ruling on
denying motion to strike certification in
Docket

J 53

954 (1965). Sec aJso order

o. 8650 (issued September :00 ,

question certified and

R. H. Macy

1

J65) (68 F.

Co. , Inc.
C. 1179).

During the course of the hearings in this case on the merits , testi

many may be required on behalf of the respondents concerning
their allegation that there has been cooperation in the publication
of news stories which " ' polluted the atmosphere of justice and
impartiality ' " to the extent that such proffered evidence is found
to be relevant and material to the issues thel' ein. The Comn1ission
does not pcrmit the use of depositions as a substitute for the con-

tinuous hearings required by the RUles of

Practice. See
Topps
Chewing Gwn , Inc. Docket No. 8463 (opinion and order disposing
or motions issued JuJy 2 , 1963) (63 F.
C. 2196).
Finally, in requesting confidential inforn1ation from the Com-

mission ,

respondents have not complied with the requirements

laid down in S 1.134 or the Rules of Practice. Accordingly,
It is ord.ered That respondents ' application for an ordcr direct-

ing the taking of depositions and production of documents be , nnd
it hereby is , denied.
Commissioner Elman concurring in the resuh.
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NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY
Docket 5013. 01'((01' and Memorandum ,

June

, 1967

Or.der denying respondent' s motion of May 12 ,
of April 14 ,

H.J67 , that Commission s order
1967 , p. 1674 herein for compliance hearings in this case be

rescinded.
MEMORANDUM OF COMMISSIONER MACINTYRE

JUNE 12 , 1967
Approximately 23 years ago the Federal Trade Commission entered an order directing the respondent , Kational Biscuit Com-

pany, to cease and desist from engaging in certain discriminatory
pricing practices deemed to be in violation of Section 2 (a) of

the Clayton Act , as amended (38 F.

C. 213). Between that date
questions arose as to whether the respondent
was violating that order. Respondent disputed arguments that
the practices it was using were violative of the tel- ms of the
order to cease and desist. Arguments on this point "vere resolved
when the Commission , on April 26 , 1954 (50 F. C. 932), ordered
and April 26, 1954 ,

that the record of the proceeding be reopened

be modified ,

and that the order

making it clear that the practices in question would

thereafter be covered by the provisions of the order to cease and

desist.
Since April 26 , 1954 , it has been claimed a number of times
that the respondent is violating the order to cease and desist as

thus modified. Counter claims have been made by the respondent
that it is not violating the order. These claims and counter claims

have continued for a period of almost thirteen years without

resolution.

Jt is obvious to me that the respondent and the Commission
are well aware or the facts and that the relevant facts cannot
be in dispute. The differences in the views of the respondent and

of the Commission stem from their conclusions based upon the
same facts. Jt has not appeared to me that the respondent and
the Commission are likely to resolve the differences evidenced by
their conclusions. Only the appropriate United States Court of
Appeals is authorized to make the judicial determination of which
conclusion is correct. Therefore , it has appeared to me that the
proper course would have been for the Commission to have de-

cided whctllcr to refer the matter to the appropriate court for a

judicial determination. The Commission has not done that. Instead, it has undertaken proceedings which will delay for a long
time any such decision on the part of the Commission.
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This matter is now before the Commission on the request of

counsel for the respondent that the order directing the investigational hearings be rescinded. I have decided to refrain from participation in the decision of the Commission on the respondent'
pending motion and its pursuit of the particular proceedings now
in

progress.

Reluctantly, I have reached the decision to refrain from participation with the Commission in its pursuit of these particular

proceedings. I would not have hesitated to have participated with
the Commission in any consideration and decision it would have

undertaken on the question of whether it should or should not
refer this matter to the appropriate United States Court of Appeals for decision. In my view , that would have evidenced clearly
an act of the Commission in its administrative capacity. However
the Commission didn t choose to make its decision in that way;
instead , it has undertaken proceedings which perhaps the re-

spondent may undertake to describe as adjudicative. However
if they should be so described by the respondent and should my
participation with the Commission be challenged on the ground
then the court may become confused over the question as to \vhether

my participation would contravene the Administrative Procedure
Act. I say that because in the past ,

long ago , and before the Com-

mission entered its modified order on April 26, 1954 ,

I participated

as a member of the staff in urging that the order be modified as
the Commission then modified the order. I wish to avoid the

possibility of any possible confusion over the question of my
having particilJated in a matter as a staff member and later as a

member of the Commission in any judicial capacity.
I always have been of the opinion , and I am now of the opinion

that investigational proceedings leading up to enforcement under
Section 11 of the Clayton Act prior to its amendment by the 80-

called Finality Act are inherently

investigational procedures

irrespective of whether the indicia of adjudicative proceedings
are engrafted thereon. The Commission s function here is strictly
an administrative one; it is in the same position as the Justice

Department or a United States attorney in seeking- enforcement
of a court order.

As heretofore stated , it is my view that this proceeding is
essentially an investigative proceeding and , although the courts
have judicial1y approved in prior cases what the Commission is
doing here ,

it is obvious that the engl'afting of adjudicatory pro-

cedures on the Commission s essentially investigative function

in this instance may lead to confusion and delay. This case and
similar cases , I believe ,

could be disposed of more expeditiously
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if the Commission proceedings were kept purely investigative in
form as well as substance prior to assumption of jurisdiction by
the courts in enforcement proceedings.

In any event , I intend to refrain from participating further
in this proceeding, either in ruling on respondent' s motion or

ultimately on the question of whether the Commission should
apply to a court of appeals for affrmance and enforcement. Recent

developments have made it clear to me

that putting a hearing

examiner in charge of investigative hearings tends to compromise
both his position and the nature of the proceeding. As I have
noted above , this essentiajjy administrative matter has now taken

on the appearance of adjudicatory proceedings to such an extent
that as a result many persons might be misled as to their true
character. I would not wish my participation used as an excuse

for another delay in a case which has been plagued by too many
procedural pitfalls since its inception.
ORDER DE:-YING RESPONDENT S MOTION TO RESCIND ORDER
DIRECTING COMPLIANCE HEARINGS

This matter has come before the Commission upon certification
by the hearing examiner of respondent' s motion , filed "-fay 12
1967 , requesting that the Commission s " Order Directing Compliance Hearings " issued herein on April 14 , 1967 (p. 1674
hereinJ, be rescinded ,

and upon Commission counsel's answer in

opposition thereto.
The Commission s order of April 14 , 1967 , directs that public

investigational hearings be conducted for the purpose of ascertaining the extent to which respondent may have violated the
provisions of a modified order to cease and desist issued under

Section 2 (a) of the Clayton Act on April 26 , 1954.
Respondent states that upon issuance of the modified order
in 1954 ,

it revised its price structure and filed a comprehensive
compliance report describing its new price structure. Respondent

further states that it had every reason to believe that the Commission was satisfied ,vith its report and refers to a request from
the Commission in 1956 for a supplemental report , which request
suggested" that the report be limited to reflect any changes
since the 1956 report. lVlol'€over , respondent states that in response to Commission requests , it has submitted supplemental
reports in 1960 and 1961 , with supporting data , in which it advised that the 1954 price stmcture was still in effect.
Respondent contends thai. while the Commission has never
explicitly " approved" its 1954 price structure , it has never been
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advised of a single a11eged deficiency therein either legal or fac-

tual. It is on this basis that respondent requests that instead of
an order directing compliance hearings ,

the Commission issue an
informal directive requiring the staff to reveal any alleged deficiencies in respondent' s

reports and to endeavor to work with

respondent in good faith to develop a voluntary compliance

program.
There is no question here as to the Commission s authority to
conduct the subject investigational hearings. Rather , the question
is one of a11eged unfairness to respondent in view of the com-

pliance history and whether ,
the Commission

as further urged by respondent

s action in directing compliance hearings is con-

trary to 93. 26 of its Rules of Practice. This section provides , in
part , that " The Commission wi11 review such reports of compli-

ance and wil

advise each respondent whether the actions set

forth therein constitute

compliance \\rith the Commission s order,

26 of the Rules , the sentence relied upon
by respondent was not included in the Rules prior to the revision
With reference to

thereof in 1963. As the prior Rules did not contain a similar provision , respondent'

s argument could only relate to its report of
filed pursuant to Commission order issued

current compJiance
April 10 ,

1964. However , Commission counsel states in his answer

was
,
that
its
report
failed
to
proadvised by letter of October 5, 1964
vide suffcient information for the Commission to make an in-

to this motion that after receipt of that report, respondent

formed determination as to the nature and extent of respondent'
compliance with the order. Additional data was requested and
subsequently a field investigation was initiated to secure further

information. Respondent was aware of this investigation and , in
1966 , conferred with the staff concerning the scope and conduct
thereof.
On this basis , it is obvious that the Commission has not acted

contrary to its Rules but has , in fact ,

attempted to develop suf-

ficient data to determine the extent to which respondent' s present
practices constitute compliance with the order. It was after review
of the facts thus far developed that the

Commission decided that

additional data is required to make a
of its administrative discretion , the Commission determined that
decision. In the exercise

such data could best be developed through investigational hearings. In short , respondent' s apparent assumption that the Commission is presently in possession of a11 the facts upon which to

determine compliance with the order is erroneous. These facts wi11
be developed in the course of the hearings and respondent wii be
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fully apprised as to whether its current practices constitute com-

pliance.
Respondent' s reliance on the language of the court in the
Vanity
Fair
case J is misplaced. In that case , the court stated that "* * * it

is scarcely Jikely that if respondent proposes a metbod of compJiance which the Commission accepts , and thereafter follows it , the
Commission will subsequently and without notice claim a violation. * * *" As Commission counsel properly points out , the court
concluded this sentence with the language .n,. '" ., entailing the civil
penalties of 15 U. C. S 21 (1). " Thus , the court was not referring
to investigational hearings such as that here involved but had
reference to Comlnission action in prosecuting suits to recover

civil penalties. The modified order in this case issued prior to the
enactment of the Finality Act of 1959 , 73 Stat. 243. Therefore , if
there is a presently existing violation of the order , it would not

subject respondent to civil penalties at this stage but could result
in application to the Court of AppeaJs for an order affrming and
enforcing the modified order to cease and desist. It is only after a
court has ordered enforcement and proof of a further violation has
been established that respondent would be subject to the penalties
Vanity Fair.

with which the court was concerned in

On the basis of the foregoing, the Commission has determined
that its order directing public investigational hearings should not

be set aside. Accordingly,

It is ordered That respondent' s motion , iiedlVay 12 , 1967 , and
certified to the Commission by the hearing examiner , be , and it
hereby is , denied.
Commissioner Elman not concurring. Commissioner MacIntyre
did not participate.

ASSOCIATED lVERCHANDISIXG CORPORATION' ET AL.
Docket

8651.

Orde?' ,

June

, 1967

Order denying respondents ' appeal from various rulings of the hearing ex-

aminer and his denial of oral argument on their appeal.
ORDER DENYING INTERLOCUTORY ApPEALS AND REQ"EST FOR
ORAL ARGUME)/T

This matter is before the Commission upon respondents ' appeal
pursuant to S 3. 17 (f) of the Commission s RuJes of Practice , filed
Vanity Fui, "

Paper Mils

v, Federal Trade Commission

311 F. 2d 480 (2d Cir. H)62).
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May 15 , 1967 , which appeal is from the hearing examiner s ruling

on various motions to quash or limit subpoenas duces tecum , fied
April 27 , 1967 , and from the hearing examiner s order denying

respondents ' motion for reconsideration and other relief , filed May
, 1967; the answer of complaint counsel in opposition to the appeal; respondents '

motion filed :VIay 16 , 1967 , requesting oral
argument on their appeal; answers to the appeal , fied separately
by Royal Typewriter Company, Inc. , SCM Corporation , Gibson
Greeting Cards ,

Inc. , and Protex Products Company, Inc. ,

all of

whom were served with the subpoenas duces tecum at issue; respondents ' reply, filed May 29 , 1967 , to the various briefs filed
in opposition to their appeal; and the appeal of SCM Corporation
filed May 8 , 1967 , from the examiner s ruling denying in part its
motion to quash subpoena duces tecum.

The contention is made by some of the persons subpoenaed
that respondents , who have five
days to appeal after service under !j 3. 17 (f), have not filed their

though not by complaint counsel ,

appeal in time. In their motion to the hearing examiner for reconsideration of his order of April 27 , 1967, respondents re-

quested , among other things ,

that he defer the effective date of

that order until the motion had been ruled upon. The examiner

denied such motion without extending the effective date as requested. Respondents , who have not requested an extension of
time from the Commission ,

failed to file their appeal within five
days of the time they were served \'lith the examiner s order of

April 27 , 1967. Although they have filed their appeal within five
days from the date they were served with the examiner s dcnial
of their motion for reconsideration , there is some doubt , in the

circumstances , whether they have preserved their right to appeal
from the examiner s order of April 27 , 1967 , and , also , whether
t.hey may appeal under S 3. 17 (f) from the denial of t.he later
motion. We do not believe it is necessary to decide such questions
however , since we have otherwise determined that respondents
appeal should be denied.

Respondents ' main contention on this appeal appears to be that
t.he hearing examiner s grounds for granting the motions to quash
or limit subpoenas duces tecum are inappropriate or inadequate.
They claim that under t.he examiner s ruling they have been deprived of documents which they need to try their case. Respondents seem to further claim that the examiner , having originally
approved the issuance of the subpoenas , could not thereafter
under thc Commission s Rules , reconsider the merits of such

issuance upon motions to limit or quash except in extraordinary
circumstances. This latter contention , which we will consider first

I"'TERLOCGTORY ORDERS , ETC.
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is without substance. The right of a party named in a subpoena
duces tecum to move thnt such subpoena be quashed or limited
is inherent in the Commission

s Rules and it is not limited to

cases . of an extraordinary showing of error. See S 3. 17 (b) of the
Commission s Rules of Practice. It was pr01Jer , therefore , for the

examiner to consider the merits of the requests upon the motions
to quash or limit.
As to respondents ' main argument , the Commission has stated
many times in past cases that the hearing examiner is vested with
broad discretion in matters relating to evidentiary and procedural
questions , particularly in the area of discovery, and that his ruling on such questions will not be disturbed unless there is a clear

showing of an abuse of

diseretion.

Arnerican Bnd(e Shoe Com-

Docket No. 8622 (order issued September

1 , 1965) (68
Graber ManujacturinlJ Co. , Inc. Docket No. 8038
CroUJell(order issued December 13 , 1965) (68 F. C. 1235J;

pany,

F.'T.

C.

1169J;

Docket "0. 7751 (order issued March
Collier PuMishinlJ CmnjJemy,
3, 1967) (1'. 1648 herein). No such showing has been made here.

In this inslance the examiner considercd in detail each of the

specifications in the requested subpoenas duces tecum. He con-

o. 1 as limited by his order was justicluded that specification
fied. He quashed the other specifications in their entirety. As to
the latter , he found g' enerally a lack of relevance and undue
burdensomeness. He also found as to some that compliance would
unduly delay the proceeding and that the requests were unduly

broad in scope. The examiner indicated that the respondents wiJ
be permitted to renew their request to the extent necessary at

tbe proper time during the course of the hearing and so respondents will not be deprived by his ruling of evidence they may
need for their defense. It appears tlmt the examiner has carefully considered the issues , and we do not believe tbat there is
any justification shown for disturbing his ruling.
The respondents, under the Commission

s Rule 3. 17

(f), have

failed to make a showing that the ruling complained of involves
substantial rights and will materially affect the final decision
and that a determination of its correctness before the conclusion
of the hearing will better serve the interests of justice. Therefore
their appeal will be denied. The appeal of SC:v Corporation from
the part of the examiner s action denying its motion to quash

subpoena duces tecum will be denied for the same reason. Addihas determined that oral argument

tionally, the Commission

would serve no useful purpose , and that request will likewise

be denied. Accordingly,
It is oTdeTed

That the respondents '

appeal from the hearing
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examiner s ruling on various motions to quash or limit subpoenas
duces tecum and from the hearing examiner s order denying respondents ' motion for reconsideration and other relief be and it
hereby is

, denied.
01

It is further

de red That respondents ' request for an oral

argument on their appeal be , and it hereby is , denied.
It is further orde1'

That the appeal of SCM Corporation from

the ruling of the hearing examiner on the motion to quash or
limit subpoena duces tecum be , and it hereby
Commissioner Elman not concurring.

is , denied.

THE CROWN CORK & SEAL COMPAXY , IC\C.
Docket 8(jR7. Onlc?" s

and Opinion ,

June

2(J , 1967

Orders denying appeal of Consolidated Cork Company and Armstrong Cork
Company from the hearing examiner s decision not to tl" eat l' econls fU1'
nished by them as

in camero.

OPIXION OF THE COMMISSIOK

This matter is before

us on appeaJs by Consolidated Cork

Company and Armstrong Cork Company from refusal by the
hearing examiner to grant

in cmne1'(

treatment to 1960- 1964 sales

data furnished by the appellants to and at the behest of the parties

herein. The hearing examiner has reserved his decision as to

1965- 1966 data because it has not as yet been offered in evidence.
As to Armstrong, the examiner s refusal Ivas both on the rnerits

and upon his finding that Armstrong s motion was untimely and

moot. Nevertheless , because of the importance of the question

involved we will entertain Armstrong s appeal on the merits.
The hearing examiner has denied the motion for

in ca?YU?1YL

treatment essentially on the grounct that he could not see how
appellant would be hurt by disclosure of the material. We think
his ruhng was correct.
These appeals present in somewhat acute form the conflicting
interests represented on the one hand by the necessity for public
hearings and a public record and on the other by the desirability
that a heavy handed bureaucracy be prevented from needlessly
compromising business information to the injuTY of innoceni

bystanders.
\Ve have taken the position and it is reflected in our Rules that
our proceedings should, as far as possible , be open and that those
seeking instruction and guidance should have access to the testi-

,,':' ,

'j,:"
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monial and documentary evidence upon which our decisions rest.
The principle of open proceedings and public records is , of course
so integral to our judicial system as not to admit of serious
ciispute. Here , on the other hand , petitioner s plea warrants
special solicitude coming as it does from a third

party bystander

in no \vay involved in the proceedings whose records , if in cmnera
treatment is denied , will be open to thc scrutiny of its competitors including respondent herein. J\'loreover , as petitioner points
out , neither of the parties to the procecdings raises any obj ection
to the receipt of the material

in cnmCl'n.

Notwithstanding these compelling considerations , however , we
think as \ve noted above that the hearing examiner acted correctly
in refusing.

in cmnen/,

treatment. Certainly we see no abuse of

discretion.
The Commission Rules Section 3. 16 (h) authorize tbe granting
of
'in Ca1neJ'u
treatment
, ':' only in those unusual and exceptional circumstances where good cause is found on the record * * *

.n

The records herein involved range in age from hvo and one- half
to six and one- half years. Assuming arguendo that they are otherwise of a character \varranting

in crunen/,

see , nor has petitioneT dcmonstrated how ,

treatment we fail to
despite the fact that

they are old or at least aging records ,

their exposure even to the
prying eyes of competitors will result in the clearly defined and

H. P. Hooel &
C. 1181 , and incorporated by reference into the Con1mission Rules.
1\Tore recent or current records may require di1Terent treatserious injury rcquired by the criteria set forth in

Sons, Inc. D. 7709 , :VI arch 14 ,

1961

, 58 F.

ment. As to these , although injury may not be demonstrated , it
might be more readily inferred since injury flowing from their
disclosure would be n10re immediate and palpable. And we think
the hearing examiner was correct in reserving his decision as to
1965 and 1966 records.

In an effort to meet the good cause requirement in the Commission

, petitioner in addition to citing its status as an

s Rules
innocent bystander , notes
inter aliu the high degree of security
the firm has traditionally accorded its records and the fact that

treatment "wil expose them to the scrutiny
of competitors. These statements illustrate the precatory chardenial of

in. cmncrn

acter of petitioner s appeal and fall considerably short of a show-

ing of good cause base d upon

possible injury. The records in

question are obviously l' ccords which petitioner would prefer to
keep confidential but their disclosllc would hardly create any

, * probability of concrete injury.

H. P. Hooel ,

supra.

, "* *
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It may be argued as indeed petitioner has in effect done that
\vhe1'e no one cares one way or the other and no demonstrable

benefit accrues from disclosure other than vindicating the abstract ideal of public hearing and public record ,
punctilious to insist upon disclosure. We think not.

it is foolishly

The fact that neither of the parties involved in this proceeding
objected to

in c",nem

treatment in this instance suggests only
of their respective cases

that in their judgment the prosecution

in the matter at hand wi1J be unaffected by the hearing examiner
ruling. Their indifference is thus who1Jy irrelevant to the larger

question whether the integrity of the principle of public records
is important enough to be prcserved , except for good cause ,

re-

gardless of the ephemeral pl'efe:.:ences of individual litigants.
1101'eove1' , the principle of open records and open hearings cannot

be contingent in its application upon a demonstration of the utility

to subsequent litigants or to the public at large of the material
placed in the record. This would require a degree of foreknowledge which the Commission does not possess.
In support of its appeal Consolidated cites a recent opinion

of Judge Wyatt of the District Court for the Southern District
of 1'ew York arising out of another interlocutory ruling of the
Commission in this San1€ case.In that matter Continental CU.
C07npany, Inc. had received a third party subpoena requiring
production of sales data for the years 1963 through the first 6
months of 1%6. As a condition precedent to complying with the
subpoena , Continental sought a prior commitment from the hearing examiner to accord

treatment if and ' when the

in camern

material was submitted in evidence.

Upon his refusal which \Vas

upheld on appeal to the Commission , Continental refused to comply. The District Court' s opinion arose out of the Commission

suit for enforcement. The question before the Court
in Cai1Cl'((

propriety of insistence upon promises of

was the

treatment as

a condition of compJiance with the Commission s subpoenas. The
Court implied that a prior
was unnecessary. HO'ivever

treatment
in ccune/'(t
':' to avoid further expenditure

commitment of

in cUlnenJ.
treatment be
of time and money " it was directed that
accorded the material.
Whatever the merits of that case and it appears the Court was

clearly persuaded that the data involved therein was of a charin ca1iU1' treatment , neithcr of the appellants
herein has shown why records which are two and O11E half to six
acter warranting

and one- half years old should be protected.
In sum , in the interests of a policy of public hearings

and
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in camem

Commission has required that anyone seeking

treatment be granted it only in those unusual and

exceptional cases where good cause is sho\vn. We have set forth
criteria in

Sons, supm

H. P. Hood

to the effect that where

good cause in the nature of a clearly defined and serious injury
is shown an exception in unusual circumstances may be made.
Although the request of a third party bystander is deserving of
special solicitude the principle of public hearings and public
records would obviously be subverted were the
accede to the request for

'in camem

Commission to

treatment by third parties

upon their mere affrmation tbat their records should not be

subjected to exposure. In such circumstances the Commission
would be abdicating its responsibilities and substituting the

tendentious judgment of the petitioner in place of its own disinterested ruling.

Appropriate orders wiJJ issue.
ORDER DENYIKG ApPEAL FROM RULING OF HEARING EXAMINER
Armstrong Cork Company, having on May 25 , 1967 , filed
appeal from the ruling of the hearing examiner denying

an
its

treatment of records furnished by respondent in response to subpoena and thereafter offered in evidence
motion for

in camera

and

The Commission being of the opinion that

Armstrong Cork

Company has made no showing of good cause pursuant to Section
16 (h) of the Commission s Rules why the data should be given

treatment , and
The Commission therefore being of the opinion that the ruling
of the hearing examiner does not reveal a clear abuse of discretion
It is ordered,
'That the appeal of Armstrong Cork Company,
fied May 25 , 1967 , be , and it hereby is , denied.
in coxne1'a

ORDER DENYING ApPEAL FROM RULING OF HEARIKG EXAMINER

Consolidated Cork Company, having on :'lay 15, 1967 , filed an
appeaJ from the ruling of the hearing examiner denying its motion
for

in cwne?'t

com-

treatment of records furnished by them to

plaint counsel in response to subpoena and offered
by complaint counsel ,

in evidence

and

The Commission being of the opinion that Consolidated
made no showing of good cause pursuant to Section 3. 16

has

(h) of
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competing customers on a nondiscriminatory basis , which means
that if the supplier furnishes promotional assistance to one

customer he must make that assistance available on proportionally
equal terms to all competing customers. The court have also held
that the supplier must comply with these provisions of the law
irrespective of whether the promotional assistance is furnished
to the retailer directly or through an intermediary.
Commenting upon specific features of the plan , the Commission

said that it contained two features which would probably violate
the law:

(1) " The Commission is of the opinion that the standard of
payment to retailers , which you conten1plate basing upon fioor
space , does not meet the statutory standard of ' proportionally
equal terms ' as required by Sections 2 (d) and (e) of the RobinsonPatman Act. The proposed standard bears no ascertainable relation to the volume of business which any of the retailers involved

might conduct with any of the participating suppliers. Moreover
the proposed standard could result in a situation in which retailers
who have a small volume with the participating suppliers would
receive more than competing retailers with a much larger volume

solely because of larger floor space.

(2) " The Commission is of the opinion that

the feature of

the plan which induces customers to view the projected ads constitutes the sale of merchandise by means of a lottery or by means
of a chance or gaming device contrary to public policy and the

provisions of Sec. 5 of the FTC Act."
The Commission s opinion also pointed out that , if the plan is
revised so as to eliminate the two foregoing objections, it would
stil be necessary for the following four conditions to be met:

(1) All competing

retailers must be notified of their right to

participate in the plan on a nondiscriminatory

is.

(2) It must be made available to all competing retailers
within a given marketing area and to those who , geographically"
are on the periphery of that area if they in fact compete with

the favored retailers.

(3) It must be made available to all retailers who compete
supplier s product irrespective of their functional classification. Therefore , if the items involved in the plan
are also sold by non- grocery stores , they must be accorded the
same opportunity to participate in any promotional assistance
given by the suppliers to competing grocery outlets.
in the resale of the

(4) An alternative plan on proportionally equal terms must
be offered to those retailers who ,

for practical business reasons
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find the film projector not to be usable and
673 7036 ,

released Jan. 7 ,

Modified July 11 ,

suitable. (File No.

1967.

1968, 69 F.

C. 1211.

No. 107. Labeling of product composed of leather fibres

The Commission was requested to furnish an advisory opinion
with respect to the use of the terms " Reconstituted leather " and
Man- made leather " to describe a material composed of 70 percent

leather fibre with bonding agents added and a vinyl backing resembJing leather.
In its opinion ,

the Commission advised that neither term would

be considered as a satisfactory description of the material. The

word " leather " has long been held to constitute a representation
of top grain leather , unless properly qualified to show otherwise.
In this connection , the terms " reconstituted" and " man- made

which at best create inferences of leather which has been in some
manner reprocessed , were not considered by the Commission as
adequate qualifications when the material in question is nothing
more than ground leather or leather fibres held together by
bonding agents.
The Commission advised that if the seller wished to show the
leather fibre content of this material , it would be necessary to
use such terms as " shredded leather " or " pulverized leather
together with a disclosure of the vinyl backing, in order to give
the consumer a truthful description of the true nature of the

material.

Further , if the seller decided not to disclose the ground leather
or leather fibre composition of the material , the Commission stated
that it would be necessary to disclose that the material was " Not
leather " or " Imitation leather " or " Simulated leather " the reason
being that the consumer is entitled to a disclosure that the ma-

terial before him which has the appearance of leather is not
actually what it appears to be. (File No. 673 7033, released Jan.
, 1967.

No. 108. Holding company ownership of both auto parts warehouse

distributor and auto parts jobber
The Commission recently advised a requesting party that his
proposed reorganization of properties which he owns or controls

would not appear to violate the Clayton Act, as amended by the
Robinson- Patman Act.

The rcquesting party proposes to estabJish a holding company

which would control two operating companies ,

one an automotive
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parts warehouse distributor , the other an automotive parts jobber.
Two offcers of the operating companies wi1l initia1ly hold a minority interest in these companies , an interest which might become a majority interest at some future date. The v,rarehouse
distributor wil equitably sell to all jobbers who wish to buy
from it , except that this distributor wil not se1l to the jobber
with whicb it has common ownership except on a limited emergency basis. (File No. 673 7042 ,

released Jan. 13 , 1967.

No. 109. Use of manufacturer s list prices to denote vaJue

A concern engaged in the distribution of premiums for se1lers
who make premium offers on the labels of their merchandise recently requested an advisory opinion concerning the legaJity of
using manufacturers '

list prices as the

value of the items so

offered.

After advising that it is impossible

to give a categoricaJ an-

swer to such a question since the answer is wholly dependent
upon facts which are unknown to the Commission , the Com-

mission advised that in no case could the company or its accounts
rely completely upon manufacturcrs ' Jist prices as an absolute
indication of the value of the products offered as premiums. Instead , since these prices wi1l be described as the value of the
premiums on labels and in advertising, they must meet the test
of Guide II of the Commission s Guides Against Deceptive Pricing, ,,,hieh provides that whenever an advertiser represents that
he is

seJling

below the prices bcing charged in his area for a

particular article , he should be reasonabJy certain that the higher
price he advertises does not appreciably exceed the price at which

substantial sales of the article are being made in the area.
The Commission advised that if the sales history of any particular product can meet this test then the list price can be usee! as
the vaJuc of the product on labeling and in advertising. If it does

not meet this test , then the list price cannot be used. The important point to remember here is tbat the mere fact that a manu-

facturer has assel'ted that a given amount is his

list price does

not constitute a license to others to use that price as a representa-

tion of value. The concept of vaJue is not abstract ,

but must

instead be based upon concrete se11ing prices. Certainly, the
Commission stated , if the list price for any particular product
can meet the test of substantial sales in the se11er , trade m'

, it

can be used as a representation of value even though substantial
sales are also made at less than that price by other dealers in

the same area.
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Additionally, the opinion pointed out that since the company
was handling what was described as self- liquidating premiums

there was also the possibility that some of the list prices being
employed were old in point of time and did not represent current

values. In such a situation , it would not be permissible to
the list price as a basis for a representation of current value.

use

Finally, the Commission noted that the company was not itself
engaged in advertising these prices , but was instead expected to
furnish values for the products to the accounts which they could

use in their own advertising and labeling. The responsibility for
the truthfulness of the price representations

made under these

circumstances was held to be twofold , being shared by the sellers

which actually use the prices in their advertising and labeling
and by the distribution company as well under the principle that

one who places in the hands of others the means and instrumentality of deception is himself guilty of deceit. Thus it was
stated to be important for both to make certain that the prices
used to represent the values of these premiums comply with the

criteria of the Guides. (File

No. 673 7044 , released Jan. 24

1967.

No. 110. Agreement among retailers for uniform store hours

The Commission was requested to furnish an advisory opinion
with respect to a proposal by a retail trade association to conduct

an informal survey of a number of grocery operators in the area
to determine their individual preferences as to hours of doing
business. -Cpon completion of the survey, the association plans to

announce the results thereof. Although a majority of store opera-

tors may elect thereafter to operate on uniform honl's ,

as de-

termined by the survey, no sanctions arc planned nor wi1l there

be any attempt to enforce or insure uniformity of closing hours.
There are a number of stores which \vil1 not subscribe to such a
suggestion and wi1l remain open at other times.
The Commission stressed its understanding' that

while a ma-

jority may voluntarily elect to subscribe to uniform hours of doing
business as a result of the survey of indivirll1al preferences , those

who do not wish to do so will not be subject to any form of

coercion or compulsory process and , indeed , it \vas expected that
many will not so subscribe for business reasons of their OIvn. On
the basis ot this understanding and assuming that the agreement
or plan will relate to nothing other than hours of doing business,
the Commission advised that it did

not believe the plan would
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violate any laws it

administers. (File

No.

673 7034 , released

Jan. 24 , 1967.

No. 111. Functional discounts unlawful whenever an adverse effect
on competition results therefrom

The Commission recently issued an advisory opinion to the
effect that the 14 percent discount which would be offered under

the plan outlined below probably would result in violation of
Commission administered law.

At present , the manufacturer seJ!s his product to manufacturexclusively. The purchasing
manufacturers reseJ! the product to independent distributors and
ers of a complementary product

to ultimate consumers.

The seJ!ing-manufacturer proposes to seJ! independent distributors direct , charging them approximately 1.4 percent more than
the purchasing- manufacturers

wouJd be charged on shipments to

the warehouses of the latteL On drop shipments to purchasers

buying through the purchasing- manufacturers , the manufacturers
would be charged the independent- distributors ' price. On drop
shipments to consumers of the product , the independent- distributor price would be charged. Drop shipments could be ordered by
any customer and would be openly available to all on the same
terms.
There would be no agreement between purchasing- manufacturers or distributors and the 111anufactul'er as to prices the funnel'
\vQuld charge; however , the ll1anufacturer does nm'v suggest and
\vanId continue to suggest prices to be charged consumers.
other form of control over resale of the product is now or would

be exercised by the manufacturer.
The Commission pointed out that the price difference which
would result from the proposed discount is within the purview

of Section 2 (a) of the Robinson- Patman amendment to the Clayin essence , that it is unlawful for
a seller in commerce to discriminate behveen different purchasers
of goods of like grade and quality where the effect may be substantially to lessen competiUon or to tend to create a monopoly.

ton Act. Section 2 (a) provides ,

The Commission added that the 11 percent discount to be offered to purchasing- manufacturers

is a functional discount

and

that such discounts are not prohibited by the applicable Jawor

judicial Jnterpretations thereof uniess the discounts result in the
adverse competitive efIects the law proscribes. The Commission ,vas
of the view that such adverse effects were likely to result clue to
the fact that purchasing- manufacturers would compete against

ADVISORY OPINION DIGESTS
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consumers and the manufacturers would enjoy a 14 percent price advantage on such sales. The
Commission pointed out that unless the 14 percent only made due
aJ10wance for differences in the cost of manufacture , sale or delivery resulting from the differing methods or quantities in which
the tile cement would be sold or delivered to the manufacturers
substantial anti competitive effects probably would result from
distributors in seJ1ing to ultimate

implementation of the plan. Such a result would be violative of
Section 2 (a) of the Robinson- Patman amendment to the Clayton
Act. (File No. 673 7045 , released Feb. 2 , 1967.

No. 112. Foreign origin disclosure not required on outside of packaged badminton sets

In response to a question involving the sale of badminton sets

which wi1 be sold in an opened display casc with the foreign
country of origin marked on cach imported component readily
visible to prospective purchasers , the Commission ruled that it
would not be necessary to disclose the foreign origin of each
imported component on the outside of the package.
The company which requested the advisory opinion intends to
merchandise badminton sets to various department stores throughout the United States. The package , instructions for use and the
steel poles wiJ1 bc manufactured here in the United States. The
remaining three items in the sets wil be imported from three
different foreign countries and each will be marked as to its
specific country of origin. For example , the rackets wil be imported from Japan , thc shuttecocks from England , and the nct
from Pakistan. The badminton sets wil be sold in an opened

display case with the country of origin marked on each imported
component readily visible to prospective purchasers. (File No. 673
7048, releascd Feb. 2, 1967.

No. 113. Premerger clearance

The following is a digest of an advisory opinion issued by the
Federal Trade Commission regarding a pre-merger clearance

matter.
A small manufacturer of a product used in the paper industry
applied for clearance of the sale of 67 percent of its

stock to

another small eompany in the San1€ line ofbusiness. There was
strong competition in the line of busjness, a fe,v companies

dominated the market , and the se1Jing company had had net losses

for a number of years.
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The Commission advised the applicant proceedings would not
be initiated if the acquisition was made. (File" o. 673 7057 , released Feb. 14 , 1967.

No. 114. Retail discount selling organizations
The Commission recently advised the promoter of a membership

organization of retai1ers which wou1r! grant discounts on purchases and services except where prohibited by Jaw that the p1an

was unobjectionable.

More specifically, the plan provided-

The promoter would set up a discount program for independent
rctai1ers such as auto dea1ers , appliance , furniturc and clothing

stores. Chainstores and other discount houses would not be admitted to membership.
For $5 per week for 26 weeks or six months , the retailer would

become a member of the organization. There would be no fee
for consumer-members to join. The promoter \vauld guarantee
retailers 30

000 discount member/customers. The retai1ers would

bc listed in a book showing the discount each had decider! to give
on purchases and services except on " fair traded" items or \vhe1'c
prohibited by law. There would be no coordination or combination
on prices by participating retailers. A free book with customers
membership card as the cover would be mai1ed
the area in which the p1an is tried.

to an residents in

Although all competing retailers would be offered the opportunity, only one retailer , the first participant in an area , in each

category of business \vould be allowed to join in each of the various

areas in which the plan is tried. Participating retailers would " coonly in the scnse that an give discounts to member/
customers; however , if a group of retailers wished to purchase an
oporate "

item several sold ,

the promoter would order the item direct from

manufacturers, distributors or importers with whom the promoter has business connections.

The Commission advised the appJicant that the p1an itself is
unobjectionable. The Commission added however that:
a. The participating retailers should grant the discount off the

manufacturer s suggested price , where there is one and where a
number of the principal retail outlets in the area are regularly
engaged in making sales at that price; or off the usual trade area
price so that the consumer ,vilJ in fact receive a discount.
b. The booklet Jisting participating retailers should note that
listing does not imp1y that other businesses in the community do

,p'
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not offer similar or even greater discounts and that the listing of
the retailer is donc for a fee.

c. If participation in the plan results in agreement as to prices
discounts , terms of sale and the like , such agreement or agreements
would be violative of Commission administered law.

d. If the literature you use in seeking to persuade retailers or
consumer-members to participate actual1y does or has the capacity
to mislead or deceive ,

it would be actionable under Commission

administered law.

e. If implementation of the plan results in discriminatory acts
which may substantial1y affect competition , same would violate
the Robinson- Patman Amendment to the Clayton Act.
(File No. 673 7031 , released Mar. 1 , 1967.

No. 115. Trade association code of ethics governing pricing and sel1ing practices

The Commission recently rendered an advisory opinion to a
trade association of jobbers advising that while some of the
submitted Code provisions appear innocuous ,

the Code as a whole

is shot through with anti competitive implications.
The Commission pointed out , by way of examples ,

that the

question of establishing fair and adequate profit levels is not an
appropriate trade association exercise; the use of price as an
economic \veapon is iniegral to the competitive process and be-

comes anticompetitive only when used destructively; urging the
frequent checking of competitive prices suggests an attempt of
achieving price uniformity; complaining to a competitor about

nis practices could be construed as an unfair method of competi-

tion depending upon the practice involved for if the " practices
were low prices , the complaint could be construed as an appeal
for price maintenance.

In disapproving the Code of Ethics as submitted the

sion advised that because the effect of issuance

Commis-

of such a Code

\vould be coercive upon the members , the cumulative effect of its
provisions could \vell operate to reduce or eliminate price competition and impair the right of each member to price and promote his products as he sees fit. (File No. 673 7053 , released Mar.
, 1967.
No. 116. Advertising claim: " America

s most warranted

The Commission recently advised a manufacturer who wished
to use the advertising claim " America

s most warranted ** ,::n
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that it would be inappropriate

the desired advisory opinion.

and impracticable for it to give

Citing Rule 1.51 of its Rules of Practice , the Commission stated
that the proposed claim was such that an informed decision
thereon could be made only after extensive investigation , clinical
study, testing, or collateral inquiry.

If the statement in question is true , the Commission added , then
of course there is nothing in the statutes which it administers to
prohibit its use. The question , however , is enormously complicated

and to answer it would require both quantitative and qualitative
determinations which could only be made after extensive investigation. While the Commission must of necessity investigate the
use of extravagant claims , such investigation
ated in support of an advisory opinion.

should not be initi-

Moreover , because of the nature of the proposed claim , Commission approval could be construed and exploited as Government
endorsement. (File No. 673 7058 ,

1'0.

117.

released Mar. 8 , 1967.

Misrepresentation of hand cream

The Federal Trade Commission

recently advised a marketer

of hand cream that it would be improper and a violation of Com-

mission administered law to represent , contrary to fact , that thc

product had been " medically prescribed.
There are many precedents for the proposition

that it is an

unfair trade practice to misrepresent approval or endorsement of
products by medical associations , doctors , dentists and related
professional groups. (File No. 673 7067 , releasedlVar. 21 ,

1967.

No. 118. Reduced price on shopper s guide advertising for radio

advertisers
The Federal Trade Commission recently advised a radio station

that it might properly give reduced advertising rates in a printed
shopper s guide which it plans to publish to those advertisers buying radio time at regular station rates.
The Commission was informed that radio advertisers would not
be required to buy shopper s guide space , and that shopper
guide space could be purchased at regular shopper

by those not buying radio time.

s guide rates

Three other radio stations and two newspapers are available
to advertisers within the market area in question. (File No. 673
7071 , released Mar. 28 ,

1967.
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No. 119. Trade association code of ethics
The Commission recently advised a trade association that the

objectives sought by its proposed Code of Ethics appeared to be
unobjectionable and that adherence to the Code should not operate

to effect an unreasonable restraint of trade. Accordingly it is
the Commission s view that the mere act of becoming a member

activities for the purposes
outlned will not in itself violate any statute administered by the

of the association and joining in its

Commission.
The association was advised , however , that if enforcernent of
the Code , operated so as to effect an unreasonable restraint of

trade , serious questions would be raised as to the plan s validity.
The general test , the Commission stated , is whether concerted
action by competitors unreasonably affects a businessman s ability

to compete. Thus , if association membership is an important competitive factor , arbitrary or discriminatory refusal of membership
to a qualified applicant because of a11eged failure to abide by the

Code would raise serious questions under Commission- administered law , as would arbitrary or discriminatory expulsion of
association members.
In conclusion , the Commission noted that it confined itself in
its answer to so much of the question as falls \vithin Commission
jurisdiction. The extent , if any, to which another Government
agency may be concerned with the association s activity is a mato. 673

ter to be determined by reference to that agency. (File

7029 , released Apr. 6 ,

1967.

No. 120. Permissible period of time during which new product may
be described as " new

The Commission was recently requested to render an advisory

opinion as to the permissible period of time during which an
advertiser could continue to describe a new product as being
new,
The Commission pointed out that the

word " new " may be

properly used only when the product so described

tirely new or has been changed in a functiona11y

is either en-

significant and

substantial respect. A product may not be ca11ed " new " when only

the package has been altered or some other change made which
is functiona11y insignificant or insubstantial.

Assuming that a particular product could truthfu11y be described as " new " in the fIrst instance , the opinion noted that there
is litte precedent for

determining how long an advertiser may

truthfu11y continue to describe it as " new. " The Commission
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stated it was aware , of course , that the word has been frequently

abused and that it is in the interest of all advertisers

established ground rules for its use. However ,

to have
the time period

during which a particular product may be called " new " will depend upon the circumstances and is not subject to precise Jimitations; any selection of a fixed period of time or a rigid cut-off

date would have to be arbitrary in nature. Further , any such
attempt would not only fence in all advertisers without regard

to the circumstances ,

but \vould fence in the Commission as well
and deprive it of all flexibility in dealing with individual situations.
Instead , the Commission felt it would be preferable , considering
the absence of precedents , to establish a tentative outer Jimit for
use of the claim , while leaving itself free to take into consideration
unusual situations which may arise. Thus , the Commission s position was that until such a time as later developments may show
the need for a different rule , it would be inclined to question
clain1 that a product is " new " for a period of tin1€

use of any

longer than six months. This general rule would apply unless
exceptional circumstances warranting a period either shorter or
longer than six months were shown to exist. (File

No.

673 706H,

released Apr. 15 , 1967.

No. 121. Resale price maintenance of books held on consignment
The Commission \vas recently requested to render an advisory
opinion concerning the legality of an agreement behveen a university press and a scholarly association that the press would not
sell the annual publication of the association , which it held on

consignment , at less than the minimum resale price stipulatcd by

the association. The book normally sells by mail order for the
same amount as is charged by the association for annual dues.
Members of the association are entitled to receive a copy of the
book at no extra charge. The association wishes to include a provision in the contract prohibiting the press from selJing to educational institutions , mainly libraries , at any discount below
the usual retail price , its purpose being to prevent such buyers
from obtaining the book at a lower price than they could by joining the association. This would mean that the press could not give
libraries the normal trade discount.
In addition ,

the Commission was assured that the relationship

between the press and the association 'was

strictly one of agency.

The press does not print the books for the association , which

subcontracts the printing and simply wishes to use the selling
facilities of the press to handle sales to nonmembers. Legal title
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to the books remain in the association , which owns the copyrights
and the books are being handled by the press on a consignment

basis.

The Commission advised that it could see no objection to the
inclusion of this provision under the precise factual situation
presented. In arriving at this conclusion ,

the Commission stated

that it was mindful of the fact that consignment agreements can
under certain circumstances , be used as a device for illegal resale
price maintenance , even where patented or copyrighted articles
are involved. However ,

it was of the opinion

that this proposal

would not fal1 within that category in view of the fact that the
contemplated consignment agreement containing the

clause in

question wi1 be with only one consignee and there wi1 be no other
outlets competing in the distribution of these books. This view

of the law was limited solely to the factual situation involved.
Hence , generalizations from this opinion or its extension to other
factual situations would not be warranted. (File No. 673 7074
released Apr. 22 , 1967.
No. 122. Propriety of publishing marketing area price lists
The Federal Trade Commission recently advised a manufac-

turer who had requested an advisory opinion that there is nothing
inherently ilegal about area price lists which make only due
shipment and delivery.
The Commission advised the manufacturer further that price

al10wancc for differences in the cost of

discriminations in sales to customers located in different areas
who in fact compete with each other could amount to conduct in
violation of Section 2 (a) of the Clayton Act , unless cost justified

or unless the lower price is a good faith meeting of a competitor
equal1y low price.

The Commission also pointed out that it could be unlawful
area price lists permitted sales producing monopoly profits in one
area to subsidize sales at much lower prices in another area or to
a particular customer or group of customers to the competitive
injury of a competitor of the sel1er. (File No. 67: 7081 , released
Apr. 22 , 1967.

1'0. 123. Sel1ing merchandise by lottery methods condemned by
Commission
The Commission issued an advisOl' Y opinion in which it ruled
that a proposed plan calling for the sale of merchandise by means
of a lottery would be contrary to the provisions of Section 5 of

the Federal Trade Commission Act.

,"
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Moreover " the Commission said the fact that the purchaser
receives something of value for his consideration does not negate
the existence of a lottery.
Under the terms of the proposed plan which was the subject of
the advisory opinion ,

the promobon would consist of a store dis1 plastic scale model kits , with a different number to be marked on the end of each kit box. The display
header would announce to prospective purchasers they could win
play carton containing 36

a $2 chrome plated model if the number on the end of the box

corresponds with the number to be posted by the store manager
in 4 weeks. (File :\0. 673 7085 ,

released May 5 , 1967.

No, 124. Agricultural cooperatives may market their products
through a common sales agent
In an advisory opinion made public

today, the Federal Trade

Commission stated that agricultural cooperatives fOl'led under
pertinent provisions of the Capper- Volstead Act may establish and
market their members ' products through a common sales agent.
Counsel for the requesting parties described his clients as co-

operative associations of milk producers representing some

361

farmers and dairymen who produce about 2 miJJion pounds of milk
per month in excess of that consumed in their trading area. Counsel said that formation of the sales agency by his clients wiJJ enable
them to dispose of this excess through bidding on Government
contracts to supply milk to military bases in competition with milk
now imported from other milk marketing areas for that purpose.
The Capper- Volstead Act (7 U. C. 291 , 292) permits persons

engaged in agricultural pursuits to associate in the collective
marketing of their products. Under its provisions cooperative

associations formed thereunder may make contracts or agreements
as will effect such purpose , and they may have lnal'keting agents
in common. The Act has been construed as a grant of immunity
from the antitrust laws insofar as collaboration

among members

of cooperative associations are concerned. This immunity ends
hmvever , at the point where they act , either by themselves or 'with

other persons or entities not in this category,

to restrain trade

or otherwise eliminate competition at successive stages in the

marketing process.
In approving the formation of a

common sales agency by co-

operative 3ssociations of milk producers to market the products of
their members the Commission advised Counsel for the requcsting:
parties that its action H is not to be construed as approval for any
practice which may be predatory in nature , may result in unlawful
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monopolization , may restrain commerce to the extent that milk

prices are unduly enhanced thereby, nor to conspiracies or combinations between your " clients " and persons or entities not in this
category. "

(File No. 673 7082 ,

released May 5 , 1967.

No. 125. Agreement among retailers as to uniform store hours

The Conlmission was asked to render an advisory opinion as to
after making
a survey of retailer preferences as to store hours , to recommend
that all stores observe the same hours , but that no sanctions would
whether it would be lawful for a trade association ,

be imposed upon

nonconforming retailers. The request was

prompted by Advisory Opinion Digest No. 110 , which the Association interpreted as having stated that the

Commission found

nothing unlawful in an agreement among retailers to observe
uniform hours of business.
The Commission pointed out tbat its previous opinion advised

merely that there would be nothing unlawful in a retail trade
association conducting an informal survey intended to determine
its members ' individual preferences as to hours of business , followed by an announcement by the association of the results of the
survey. The Comnlission €lnphasized that its opinion was based on
the premise that any number of individual retailers may elect
unilaterally to adopt common hours of business. The Commission
did not intend to suggest that an agreement among competing retailers with respect to uniform hours of business would be lawfu1.
On the contrary, it was the Commission s opinion that such an

agreement among competitors , while perhaps not illegal
per se
would be fraught with grave risks of illegality. Conceivably, there
might be some rare and most unusual circumstances in \vhich such
an agreement 3mong competing

sellers could be justified as a

reasonable restraint of trade , but this seems unlikely. The fact

that no sanctions or coercion are imposed upon noncomplying- re-

tailers cannot legitimatize an otherwise unlawful agreement in
restraint of trade.

In sum , it was the Commission s opinion that the conduct of a

survey as to its members ' business hours and an announcement of
the results of that survey by a trade association , would not be
unla\vful so long as no agreement among competing sellers was
involved. (File No. 673 7066 , released May 16 , 1967.
No. 126. Proposed advertising for portable oxygen administrator
The Commission rendered an advisory opinion as to the legality
of certain proposed advertising for a portable oxygen administrator designed for individual use.
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The advertising would represent that there are many emergencies that can for an immediate supply of oxygen , such as sudden
heart attacks , coronary occlusions , respiratory defects , gas and

smoke poisoning, drowning, electric shock , asthmatic seizures , and
more. Providing oxygen the instant it is needed can , according to
the advertising, make the difference between prolonging life and

losing it or between complete and partial recovery. When needed
oxygen must be supplied within 5 to 8 minutes to prevent brain

damage. Until recently, if an emergcncy oxygen deficiency occurred , one had to wait for professionaJ medical assistance and
there was no way of knowing how long that would take. Now one

can have a low cost portable administrator so simple to operate
that anyone can administer it , even to themselves. While the
literature would caution in some places that an heart and respiratory conditions are not alike and thus the need for oxygen may
vary widely in its application so that your doctor win have to be
your guide , it would also add that the advertiser knows of no
emergency situation where oxygen can do harm and it may save
a life under many circumstances.
The opinion pointed out that the matter presented a diffcult
problem to treat under the advisory opinion procedure , for the

Commission has not conducted its own tests of this particular

unit

and hence is not in a position to comment upon every question
raised by the advertising. Hence , its opinion has to be based upon
such general medical knowledge as is available and be directed at

the main themes of this advertising rather than at specific details.
Based upon what is known of the capabilities of similar devices
the Commission advised that it could not place its stamp of approvall1pon advertising which holds this device out to the general
public as suitable for use and capable of saving lives under a1l
conditions specified without its having been recommended for use
by a doctor familiar with the patient and without the individual

for \vhorn it has been prescribed , or his family, having been given

instructions for its use. This is particularly true when it is considered that in some cases of asthma and emphysema there is a
danger in the administration of oxygen without a doctor s prescription and instruction because an over supply in these conditions

can actually cause the patient to stop breathing.

The opinion further added that aside from the question of danand the general fire hazard
when oxygen is improperly used or stored , the scientific evidence
available indicates that without a positive- pressure apparatus , this
device will accomplish little morc than will mouth- to-mouth resus-

ger in this specific situation of use
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citation in situations where emergency oxygen is indicated. In
fact ,

the emergency resuscitator attachment appears to require
mouth- to-mouth techniques in conjunction with the device and the

evidence indicates this would only increase the oxygen a patient
would receive by an insignificant amount. Positive pressure , which
can only be administered by trained personnel without grave danger to the patient , is indicated for use when a patient is not breathing. If the patient is breathing he wil usuaUy inhale suffcient
oxygen from the air by himself until medical help can be obtained.
The fault of this advertising, as the Commission views it , is that
while beneficial results can be achieved by the skiUed administra-

tion of the proper amounts of oxygen when that treatment is indicated , it is deceptive to hold

out to the unskiled person that he

can by himself properly diagnose the patient' s condition and administer oxygen in the required amounts and in the proper manner
through use of this device so as to achieve the results claimed in
the advertising. (File No. 673 7088 ,

released May 26 , 1967.

No. 127. Description of raised printing as embossing'

The Commission was recently requested to render an advisory
opinion concerning the use of the terms " embossing " and " embossed" to describe raised printing or printing by the verkotype

process.
The process used would consist of printing the copy with a printing or lithographic press , placing it on a conveyor to send it

through a verkotype machine that sprinkles powdered rosin on the
wet ink and carries the copy under gas heaters which would fuse

the rosin and ink , thereby creating a raised surface.
The Commission advised that since embossing is generaUy understood to involve the distension of paper with the use of a die

the description of raised printing, including products of the verkotype printing process , as embossing would be inappropriate. (File
Ko. 673 7010 ,

released May 26 , 1967.

No. 128. Trade association code of ethics

A group of producers of products sold by door- to- door

salesmen

employed by independent sales agencies has requested a Commis-

sion opinion with respect to the legality of a proposed code
ethics to govern the practices of the agencies and the salesmen.

The opinion was rendered foUowing the second submittal of the
code , which had been substantiaUy modified as a result of confer-
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ences with the Commission s staff pursuant to Commission direc-

tion.

The modified code provides for the appointment of an Ad-

ministrator who wi1 be empowered to impose tines against any of
the agencies if he finds that they have authorized, condoned or in

any way supported deceptive practices by their sales and collection
representatives. The maximum amount of tines has been limited
to an amount which in the Commission s judgment wjj not operate
anti competitively or in a confiscatOlY manner but suffcient to
constitute a deterent.

Further , in the modified code the agreement between signatory
agencies not to employ a person found to be a wi1ful violator by

the Administrator in a sales capacity for a period not to exceed
one year was eliminated. In its place it is now provided that the
Administrator , upon finding that a person has willfully violated the
code , shall recommend that he not be employed in a sales capacity

for a period not to exceed one year. However , it is further provided

that an agency shall use its own discretion in deciding whether to

follow such recommendation of the Administrator.
In order for a person to be found to be a willful violator it must
be determined that on three separate occasions he violated the code

with knowledge that his representations were in violation of the
code. Moreover , if an agency repeatedly condones or authorizes
violations of the code ,

it may be subject to expulsion from partici-

pation in the code.

Finally, in order to insure greater participation in the administration of the code by the agencies than was the case in connection
with the original submittal , the code now provides that the Administrator wjj be responsible to a Board of Directors

composed

of six agencies and one producer. Of the six agencies , at least two
must not be affliated with any producer. Also , the one producer
must not be affliated with any agency. Appeals from actions of

the Administrator may be taken as a matter of right to a commit-

tee composed of representatives of at least three participating
agencies , at least one of which is not to be affliated with a producer. A new committee is to be appointed each month and its
members are to be rotated from among signatory agencies.

The Commission advised that it had given this matter very careful consideration in view of the magnitude of the problems which
confront the industry and the obvious sincerity of the industry in
attempting to devise ways to cope with those problems. Even taking
all these factors into consideration , however , the Commission was
unable to give its approval to those sections of code which apply
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to the salesmen as those sections are now written. While the code
now provides the action to be taken with respect to the salesmen
found to be in violation wouid be on the basis of a recommendation
by tbe Administrator rather than by agreement among the signatory agencies , the Commission believes the probable result
of
that
recommendation would be to substantially interfere with those
individuals ' right of employment and their right to have their fate

decided by their individual employers uninfluenced by virtually
mandatory recommendations from the Administrator.
However ,

the Commission advised that it did not believe that

this would call for outright rejection of the code ,

since it believed
the code could be amended so as to achieve the leg-itimate objectives

of the industry without running afoul of the antitrust laws. Thus
the Commission stated it was prepared to advise the industry that
it could see no objection to the maintaining by the Administrator
of a public record of the names and circumstances respecting a
finding- of a willful violation. If this modification was agreeable
to the industry, so thal a provision to that effect couJd be inserted

in the code in place of the present section applying to salesmen

the Commission would have no further objection on that score.
The Commission \vas further of the opinion , nmv that greater
participation of the agencies had been assured , that it was possible
to apply the code as now written to the producers and agencies
in such a manner as not to do violence to the antitrust JU\VS ,

par-

ticularly if the element of coercion could be truly eliminated insofar as the agencies Ivere concerned when they \vere arriving at

their decision as to whetber to join or wbether to )" emain

under

the code after having- joined. The Commission made it clear , however , that this conclusion was a tentative one since there was little
recorded experience upon which to predicate such a judgment.

Therefore , the opinion was based on the understanding- that there

will be no coercion of any agency to subscribe to the plan ,

no

coercion of any agency to ren1ain in it after it has subscribed and
no retaliation of any kind against any agency which does not
choose to join or which subsequently elects to leave after having
joined.
The industry was also advised that the Commission approval

extended in the opinion was given for a three year period , following- which the industry should resubmit its request , and, in the
meantime , the Administrator must submit reports to the Commission of each complaint which was received , considered or investigated and of eacb action taken. Further , the opinion was rendered
with instructions to the staff of the Commission to initiate periodic
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inquiries after the plan had been put into effect to determine and
report to the Commission as to how it is actuany working.
DISSEN' rING OPINION

BY ELMAN Comnlissioner:

With the best of intentions ,

a trade association has proposed

and the Commission now approves , the establishment of a Code

which provides for the exercise of the powers of government by a
private group.

It is one thing to encourage businessmen to promote voluntary
compliance with the law. It is something else to approve a private
scheme of law enforcement , v.-here investigations are conducted
by private " policemen " and where violations of privately- decreed
laws " are punished by fmes and penalties imposed by private
judges " after privately-conducted " trials.
The Code s Administrator and his staff win apparently function
like a sman version of the Federal Trade Commission. But there

is a big difference between such

an administrator and the Com-

mission , which is a public agency of government , with powers and
duties that are defined and circumscribed by specific statutory
provisions enacted by Congress. The decisions and orders of the
Commission are subject to judicial review. Commission proceed-

ings are public and must be conducted

in conformity with the

requirements of due process ,

the Administrative Procedure Act
and other applicable provisions of law. Findings of fact must be
supported by substantial evidence on the record. In short , an our
actions are subject , substantively and procedurany, to the basic
safeguards and restraints established by law.

It is fundamental that the regulatory powers of government are
too awesome to be turned over to private policemen , prosecutors,
and
judges no matter ho\\! we1l- intentioned. Regulation of busi-

ness-at least when it involves the imposition of fines and penalties

for violations of prescribed standards of conduct- is the job of
government agencies and offcials bound by the limitations of due
process and the rule of law. It runs against the basic grain of

American society to permit private " vigilantes " to act as policemen
and to allow private judges to hold " kangaroo courts " where
punishment is

imposed. The fundamental safeguards and re-

straints which protect the public against arbitrary or lawless

offcial action are absent \vhen the powers

of government are

sought to be exercised by private individuals or groups.

r think the Commission is taking a long step backward in approving the usurpation by a trade association of the law-enforce-

--

!!

, "
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ment powers and duties of an agency of government.
673 7038 , released May 23 , 1967.

No. 129. " Solid" and " karat"
composed of gold

(File No.

used together in describing

articles

The Commission recently advised an association that the word

solid" could be used in conjunction with the karat indication of
gold of 10 or more karats in fineness. For example . it would be
proper to use the expression " 14 karat solid gold" or " solid 14
karat gold" to describe an article which was both in fact solid and
in fact made of gold 14 karat in fineness. The use of such descrip-

tions , or appropriate abbreviations therefor , provided both factors
in the description were given adequate prominence , would be
unobjectionable. (File No. 673 7084 , released June 13, 1967.
No. 130. Use of words " National" and " Association " in name of proposed trade association

The Commission was recently requested to render an advisory

opinjon concerning the legality of the use of words n hltional" and
Association in the name of an association in the process of
formation.
The Commission was advised that a group of members of the
industry had cooperated in the founding of the association ,
The Precious Ounce of Preventlon " an au'hess by Hononlb1e Paul Rand Dixon ,

. Cj.

the Advertising Association of the V;' est ,

an

before

Spokane, Washington , June 2H , J06S , pp 11- 12.'

The fluestion then arises fiS to whether all industry is privileged to crack the whip on the
Who is to be the judge find jury
la' impartial'. And will thc aceused
have a fair chance to defend himself? These r,n serious CIuestions . We are no longer Jiving in
the days of the Olrl \Vest when punishment was dealt out with more speed thall acclHacy. VI'
are living- insteall , thank Heaven. under R government of law
fa" which many generations of
free men have fought. Althuugh legal process
ometimes may be frustratingly slow , it is the
safeguard of our liberty. Thus , should any industry interpret self policing a!\ ccJnveying the
privi:ege to mete out jl1stice to offenders without due IJIoc""sS of law , far mOl' e would l,e iost
i1leg l! few within it. \\'hat kind of discipline is acceptable?

What a

urance is there that the "-ssessme11t of the facts will

than g-dned. That is why I say that self policing must be reinforced by govel- nmental

.authority.

Fur the fidvertising industrY to set up high ethicai stanrlards, as you Rlready have done. is all
to the Rood, and to adhe!' e

to the sUtndards is even better. Indeed , suph self restraint serves to

foc'ls attention on tho e few who are out of step. They may even IJPcome so uncomfortably
cOnspicuous that tlleY wii! mend their WRYS. But if they don , and perSUR ion fails, it i not
your privileg", to riiscip1ine them . Such is the wi responsibility of govCJ"nmpnwl Ruthority- Iocal
state or national."
Cf.

also Donald F .
(1967):

Turnp."

Cooperation Among Competitors " Northwestern -eniv ,

L . Rev,

8G5, 870- 71

In discussing c011aboration Ilmong competitors which reguiates or limits theil' competition
in particuiar ways , I have hee11 considering only (Julltnt(u,! adherpnce by the l'ompetitoJ's themselves to ag-rCl'ments of one sort or anotller. I h.ave not b en discussing the questiun of ganciion

that might be impused within the group for failure to eomp y with the agreement: the more
so, I have not been rlisel)ssing sanctions etfect d thmugh pressure on out,ide panips \Viti, whom
the group dcals. Fa!' good rellson , the law has alwnys been suspicious of the IJotentiai abuse

in privatI' govetnmpnt of economic activity enforced by s8nction , Therefore , the use uf
sanctions within and without the group raises quite separate ((uestior. s, . , . In short . the
impusition of sanctions is indeed Rn assumlJtion of Ipgisl tive power by H private group which
is likely to he intolera'uiP under a11 but the most extreTIe circumstances,
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unincorporated group. These members were active in several different states. They are now soliciting memberships from every

industry member known in the United States ,

which exceed

twenty- five hundred in number. The purpose of the association
wil be to foster the wen- being

and growth of the industry, as is
common with trade associations. Within a short time , the group
expects to achieve substantial and widespread representation.
The opinion advised that the Commission had considered the
facts presented and the steps which the group planned to take and
that it had no objection to the use of either word in the name of
the proposed association. (File :-0. 673 7089 , released June 13

1967.

No. 131. Acceptance of free merchandise by grocery retailer
The Commission was recently requested to render an advisory

opinion with respect to the legality of the acceptance by a grocery
retailer of offers of free merchandise from some of its suppliers.
Basicany, the retailer was interested in the legality of accepting

an offer , in connection with the purchase of merchandise ,

of 011e

case of free goods for every location the purchaser operates. AccOJ' ding to information supplied by the requesting party, such

offers are often introductory in nature , and are used by manufacturers to acquire new customers or to introduce new products.
Only 011e free case of goods is given and the offers are generally

not repeated.
Under wen-settled principles , the Commission advised that it

was of the opinion that \vhere a seller gives

his customers free

ll1erchandise without expecting any promotional performance in
return , the retailer having advised that no such performance Ivas
expected , he has in effect and in 1mv granted a reduction in price
to the extent of the value of the free merchandise. This being so

the practice of making such offers would be governed by the provisions of Section 2 (a) of the Clayton Act , as amended by the
Robinson- Patman Act , which ,

in brief , provides that it shall be

unlawful for a seller to discriminate in price between different
purchasers of goods of like grade and quality where the effect may
be to substantially lessen competition or to create a monopoly and

where none of the defenses afforded by the Act are present.
As the buyer , the Commission advised that the retailer was governed by the provisions of Section 2 (f) of the Act , which would
make it unlawful knmvingly to induce 01' receive a discrimination
in price which is prohibited by Section 2 (a). Thus the suppliers

could give and the retailer could accept free merchnndise

under

ADVISORY OPIXIOX DIGESTS
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these circumstances to the same extent and in the same amounts
as lower prices would be lawful.
Considering the nature of the statute involved , the Commission

stated that it was diffcult to rule categoricaUy with respect to any
particular proposal such as presented in the context of an advisory
opinion. This is especiaUy true when it comes to measuring the
competitive elIects of a proposal which has not yet been placed

into effect. Despite the presence of these unknown factors , the
Commission felt it could offer certain comments of a cautionary
nature which might be helpful to the retailer in determining
whether or not to accept such offers.
Under the formula which the suppliers proposed to use for determining the amount of free goods to be given each customer
namely, one free case for every location the purchaser operates

the Commission felt it was very unlikely that any of the defenses
made available by the Act could be established. The only ones which
seemed to have any possible application to this situation would be

good faith meeting of competition and cost justification. The very
statement of facts seemed to negate any question of meeting com-

petition , for the suppliers obviously would not be reacting to any
competitive situation but would instead be motivated solely by
their own marketing purposes.
AdditionaUy, it was diffcult for the Commission to visualize how
these offers could be cost justified since cost factors obviously do

not enter into the determination of the amount of free goods to be
given. Quite the contrary, the amoun: is to be determined solely by

the number of outlets which the purchaser operates, without regard

to quantities ordered or differences in the cost of manufacture
sale or delivery.

If the offer is made to obtain new customers , the Commission
felt price discriminations could result as between new customers
who would receive varying amounts of free goods depending upon
the number of outlets which they operate , or between any given
new customers and compebng old customers who would receive

nothing under the proposal. Even if the offers were made

to aU

customers for the purpose of introducing a new product , price discriminations could result because of the varying amounts of free
goods depending upon the number of outlets which they operate.
The question of whether such price differentials would have the

probability of anticompetitive effect requisite to a finding of illegality under the statute would depend on the specific cIrcumstances of the individual case. This determination cannot be made
with certainty at this time. In view of the possibility of a violation
of Section 2 (a) of the Clayton Act as amended by the Robinson-
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Patman Act , the Commission is unable to give its approval to this
released June 27 , 1967.

plan. (File Ko. 673 7099 ,

No. 132. Giving free merchandise to obtain new customers
The Commission was recently requested to render an advisory

opinion with respect to the legality of a proposal by a seller to give

free merchandise in order to obtain new customers among retaD
food outlets not presently selling the products of the seller. According to information supplied by the requesting party, such

offers are often introductory in nature , and are used by manufacturers to acquire new customers or to introduce new products.
Only one free case of goods is given and the offers are generally
not repeated.

Under the proposal , for each such outlet which has from one to
both inclusive , the seller will give one free case of
each product which is purchased by or for sale through such outlet.
The requisite purchase must be in case lots. For each such outlet
six check- outs,

which has seven or more check- outs ,

the seller wil give two free
cases of each product which is purchased by or for sale through
such outlet and the requisite purchase again must be in case lots.
For the purpose of this offer , the term " check- outs " means cash
registers or other places in the outlet at which customers regularly

pay for food purchases made in said outlet.
The Commission advised that it was of the opinion that where a
seller gives his customers free merchandise without expecting any
promotional performance in return , he has in effect and in la\v
granted a reduction in price to the extent of the value of the free
merchandise. This being so ,

the practice would be governed by the
provisions of Section 2 (a) of the Clayton Act , as amended by the
Robinson- Patman Act , which ,

in brief , provides that it shall be

unlawful for a seller to discriminate in price between different
purchasers of goods of like grade and quality where the effect may

be to substantially lessen competition and where none of the defenses afforded by the Act are present. Thus the seller was advised
that it could give free

merchandise under these circumstances to

the same extent and in the same amounts as it could grant lower
prices to the recipients thereof.

Considering the nature of the statute involved , the Commission

went on to advise that it was diffcult to rule categorically with
respect to any particular proposal in the context of an advisory

opinion. This is especial1y true when it comes to measuring in a
prospective manner the competitive eftects of a proposal which has
not yet been placed into effect. Despite the presence of these un-
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known factors , the Commission did feel that it could offer certain
comments of a cautionary nature which might prove helpful to
the seHer in determining whetber or not to embark upon this
program.
Under the formula which the seller proposed to use for determining the amount of free goods to be given each customer , namely,
one free case for each outlet with up to six checkouts and two free
cases for each outlet with more than six , it appeared unJikely to
the Commission that any of the defenses made available by the Act
could be established. The only ones which would seem to have any
possible application to this situation would be good faith meeting
of competition and cost Justification. The very statement of facts
seemed to negate any question of meeting competition , for the
seHer obviously would not be reacting to any competitive situation

but would instead be motivated solely by its own marketing purposes.

AdditionaHy, it was diffcult for the Commission to visuaJize how
these offers could be cost justified since cost factors obviously do

not enter into the determination of the amount of free goods to
be given. Quite the contrary, the amount is to be determined solely

by the number of checkouts per outlet which the purchasers operate , without regard to quantities ordered or differences in the
cost of manufacture , sale or delivery.
If the offer is made to obtain new customers , the Commission
felt that price discriminations could result as between new customers who would receive varying amounts of free goods depending upon the number of outlets which they operate , or between
any given new customers and competing old customers who would

receive nothing under the proposal. Even if the offers were made
to a11 customers for the purpose of introducing

a new product

price discriminations could result because of the varying amounts
of free goods depending upon the number of outlets which they
operate. The question of whether such price differentials would
have the probabiJity of anti competitive effect requisite to a finding
of iHegality under the statute would depend on the specific circum-

stances of the individual case. This determination cannot be made
with certainty at this time. In view of the possibiJity of a violation

of Section 2 (a) of the Clayton Act as amended by the RobinsonPatman Act , the Commission is unable to give its approval to this
plan. (File Ko. 673 7100 , released June 27, 1967.

BEATRICE FOODS CO.
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Statement
IN

HE MATTER OF

BEATRICE FOODS CO.
MODIFIED ORDER , OPINIONS , ETC. , IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT AND SEC. 7 OF THE

CLAYTON ACT
Docket 6653.

Complaint , Octobe1'16 , 1965

Order modifying a divestUl' e

Decision, June

, 1967

order dated Dec. 10 , 1965 , 68 F,

C. 1003

which required a major food processing corporation to divest certain
acquired companies by further requiring the corporation , pursuant to a
final decree of May 23, 1967, 8 S. &D. 495 , by the Court of Appeals for
the Ninth Circuit , to sell certain plants to a single pm' chaser to be ap-

proved in advance by the Commission.

STATEMENT OF THE COMMISSION

A maj ority of the Commission has agreed to present to the
Ninth Circuit for its consideration a proposed consent settlement
of the Commission
Co.

Dkt.

s Section 7 proceeding against

BeaJ1"ice Foods

No. 6653.

Complaint in this matter was filed October 16 , 1956. Five of
the 175 acquisitions 1 charged in the complaint as illegal were
found by the hearing examiner to be in violation of Section 7.
His decision , rendered on March 2 , 1964 , was sustained by the
Commission in an opinion issued on April 26 , 1965 (67 F. C. 473
697J. The final order entered by the Commission on December 10
1965 (68 F. C. 1003J, required divestiture within 18 months of
four of the five acquisitions found to have been megal and pro-

hibited Beatrice from making any fmther acquisitions of dairy
companies without Commission approval for a period of 10 years.
This order and the Commission s decision , finding Jiability, is
now on appeal to the Ninth Circuit. The printing of the-record is
not yet complete , final briefs have not been exchanged , and oral
argument has not yet been scheduled.
The consent order now agreed to by the parties resulted from

renewed negotiations instituted in February 1967 at the request
of respondent' s counsel and participated in by the Commission
and its staff and Beatrice.
Under the consent offer now proposed Beatrice agrees to divest

itself of plants and related faciJities located in Pasadena , CaJifornia; Cedar City, Utah; Las Vegas , )I evada; EI Paso , Texas;
'Of these acquisitions 77 were cha11enged under Section 7 und the femaining 98 under Sec-

tion 5, either because the companies were not corporations or wefe not in commerce

